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Executive
summary

Deliverable 2.1 sets the requirements for the SMOOTH Project, funded from the
Horizon 2020 Programme (H2020-DS-08-2017) under Grant Agreement number
786741. SMOOTH aims to assist micro-enterprises to comply with key requirements
of the GDPR by designing and implementing an easy-to-use and affordable cloudbased platform service. Due to their lack of data protection expertise and limited
resources, micro-enterprises are particularly vulnerable in the implementation of
the GDPR. By assisting these enterprises to adopt the GDPR, SMOOTH ultimately
aims to safeguard citizens’ rights to data protection and privacy, protect microenterprises from the negative consequences of non-compliance and, by extension,
benefit the European society.
Requirements have been defined by the members of the consortium developing
SMOOTH. Katholieke Universiteit Leuven and Agencia Española de Protección de
Datos, as legal partners, identified the key GDPR and e-Privacy Directive
requirements applicable to micro-enterprises, as well as to the SMOOTH Platform.
FundingBox Accelerator and the European Small Business Alliance established the
requirements micro-enterprises have for the SMOOTH Platform. Finally, NAVER
France, NEC Europe, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Fundacion Imdea Networks,
LSTECH Ltd and Fundacio Eurecat defined the technical requirements for the
advanced technologies that will form the SMOOTH Platform.
Requirements listed in Deliverable 2.1 form the basis of the SMOOTH Project. As the
work for the Project evolves, they may be subject to amendments. Deliverable 2.4
will be used to assess the requirements defined in this document. Based on the
findings of that assessment, requirements may be amended, supplemented or
deleted.

This deliverable reflects only the author’s view and the European Commission is not responsible for
any use that may be made of the information it contains. (Art. 29.5)
SMOOTH project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 786741 (Art. 29.4)
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List of abbreviations, acronyms and definitions
Abbreviation

Meaning

AEPD

Agencia Española de Protección de Datos

API

Application Programming Interface

CNIL

Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des Libertés

Digital MEnt

Has the meaning set forth in Section 2.2.6.3

DPA

Data Protection Authority

DPIA

Data Protection Impact Assessment

DPO

Data Protection Officer

DSAR

Data Subject Access Request

EQ

Entry Questionnaire to the SMOOTH Platform

ESBA

European Small Business Alliance

EU

European Union

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

ICO

Information Commissioner's Office

LIA

Legitimate Interests Assessment

Materialized
Operational
Has the meaning set forth in Section 2.1.4
Requirement or MOR
MEnt(s)

Micro-enterprise(s)

MEnts dealing with
categories of data

special

Has the meaning set forth in Section 2.2.6.3

ML

Machine learning

Operational Requirement

Has the meaning set forth in Section 2.1.4

OTT provider

Over-the-top services provider

RoPa

Record of Processing Activities

Traditional MEnt

Has the meaning set forth in Section 2.2.6.3

WP

Work Package

WP29

Article 29 Working Party

SME(s)

Small and medium-sized enterprise(s)

TFEU

Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
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1. Introduction
1.1. SMOOTH: background and objectives
The adoption and entry into force of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) marked a new
era for digital economy and the protection of personal data in the EU. With the overhaul of the
previous legal instrument governing data privacy (Directive 95/46/EC), the EU legislator sought to
respond to the privacy concerns presented by the digital age. What emerged is a new, robust
regulation imposing extensive responsibilities on entities processing personal data and at the same
time empowering individuals with enhanced control over their data.
Because of the profound impact of the GDPR on individuals, private and public entities processing
personal data, its adoption in April 2016 was followed by a two-year transition period to give time
to fully prepare for the new rules. It entered into force and became fully enforceable across the EU
on 25 May 2018. While that deadline was approaching, studies pointed that several, and arguably
the majority of, companies were unprepared to meet their obligations under the GDPR.1 Even
though to the authors’ knowledge there are no studies as to the situation after May 2018, due to
the complexity of the GDPR, its particularly broad scope of application and the public’s limited
awareness of its requirements, it is likely that these findings are to a certain extent still valid.
The difficulty for organisations to effectively adopt the GDPR and the fact that some organisations
would not be ready by the May 2018 deadline is being acknowledged. For instance, the French Data
Protection Authority (DPA) already in February 2018 announced that companies would be given a
few months grace period after the GDPR implementation deadline, during which it would focus its
activities on assisting companies to get a better understanding of their obligations under the GDPR
rather than on imposing fines.2 Therefore, the efforts to support entities to adapt their processing
operations to the GDPR should continue and intensify.
Against this background, SMOOTH project aims to assist organisations to comply with key
requirements of the GDPR by designing and implementing an easy-to-use and affordable cloudbased platform service. SMOOTH has a clear focus on a particular type of organisation, the socalled micro-enterprises (MEnts) – companies with less than 10 employees and annual turnover
below €2 million. MEnts are valuable to EU’s economy and societal well-being, contributing to the
overall employment and value added. At the same time, when it comes to matters of data privacy,
MEnts are particularly vulnerable and risk failing to comply with the GDPR. Contrary to public
entities and larger private organisations, MEnts may have limited both resources and data
protection expertise, which makes their compliance efforts more difficult.
To meet the needs of MEnts, the SMOOTH Platform must reflect the specificities of these
organisations and their employees/managers: it should be simple and easy to use by users with
limited or no knowledge of data protection legislation; it should be inexpensive so that any MEnt
could afford it; it should assess compliance against key aspects of the GDPR and provide guidance
and recommendations in case an aspect of non-compliance is identified.

1

IAPP, Study: 60 percent of European companies unprepared for GDPR; Financial Times, Most UK small
businesses unprepared for new EU data rules; THEVERGE, No one’s ready for GDPR.
2 CNIL, RGPD: comment la CNIL vous accompagne dans cette période transitoire?
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In order to achieve the overarching objective, SMOOTH will develop advanced technologies for
automatically assessing compliance with key elements of the GDPR commonly applying to MEnts.
The technologies to be developed are illustrated in the graph below.

SMOOTEXT

•Automated analysis of key text documents
related to the protection of personal data:
privacy policies, cookie notices, informed
consent forms

SMOODATA

•Automated analysis of MEnts personal data
repositories, to identify the presense of
personal data, type of data and compliance
with the data minimisation and storage
limitation principles

SMONLINE

•Automated analysis of personal data collection
and exploitation from websites and mobile
apps

Figure 1 – SMOOTH technologies for automated assessment
The results of the automated compliance tests that these technologies will develop will be
supplemented with context information of the MEnt under analysis. During the registration process
in the SMOOTH Platform, the MEnt will be asked to fill in a questionnaire with contextual
information on its processing activities. This information will be used, together with the automated
tests results, to generate a compliance report for the MEnt, providing specific feedback on aspects
of compliance/non-compliance, and in case of non-compliance guidance and recommendations on
how to remedy the identified problem(s).

1.2. Objectives of Deliverable 2.1
Deliverable 2.1 lists the main requirements for the SMOOTH Platform identified by the consortium.
These requirements should form the foundations for the technical work to be carried out in the
following months to design and adapt all the different technological modules and integrate them
into the final cloud platform.
The consortium has classified the requirements into four different categories:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Legal and operational requirements for MEnts
MEnts requirements for the SMOOTH Platform
Technical requirements for the SMOOTH Platform
Legal requirements for the SMOOTH Platform
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a) Legal requirements for MEnts refers to the GDPR and e-Privacy rules that are most relevant
for MEnts’ processing activities. They have been extracted from the text of those legal acts
by the project’s legal partners and supplemented by opinions and guidance issued by
Article 29 Working Party (WP29) and Data Protection Authorities (DPAs). From the
experience of the two DPAs participating to the project, small organisations mainly carry
out low-risk data processing. Therefore, for the purposes of SMOOTH, the consortium has
focused on such low-risk data processing, disregarding GDPR provisions linked to high-risk
processing, such as the obligation to conduct a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA).
b) MEnts requirements for the SMOOTH Platform have been defined through reaching out
to and consulting small companies and their representative organisations. MEnts’
consultation aimed to provide the consortium with useful insights on: i) their current data
processing practices (what types of personal data they process, for which purposes, based
on which legal basis) ii) their GDPR-readiness (have they implemented GDPR requirements
and documented their compliance) and iii) what they consider as important requirements
for the SMOOTH Platform in terms of usability, cost and solutions offered. Based on the
MEnts’ input, the consortium will strive to develop solutions that meet their needs –
ensuring that MEnts requirements for the SMOOTH Platform are met is a considerable step
for the success of the project. These requirements and their feasibility have thus been
reviewed and discussed by all members of the consortium.
c) Technical requirements for the SMOOTH Platform have been defined by the consortium
members developing the tools and technologies in each technical Work Package (WP). WP
leaders have consulted all technical partners involved in their respective WPs and have
compiled and integrated the technical requirements as follows:
o Work Package 3 (SMOOTEXT) – NAVER
o Work Package 4 (SMOODATA) – NEC
o Work Package 5 (SMONLINE) – UC3M
o Work Package 6 (PLAT) – EURECAT
d) The last category of requirements are the legal requirements that the SMOOTH Platform
itself should meet. The SMOOTH innovations will be required to process personal data,
which triggers the applicability of the GDPR. Therefore, the consortium must ensure that
data processing in the SMOOTH Platform itself will be done in a GDPR-compliant, secure
and confidential manner, taking into account the current state of art. Legal partners have
identified the specific obligations as provided by the legislative framework that will require
the most detailed consideration in the development of the Platform, and translated them
into a set of concrete legal requirements.
All requirements listed in Deliverable 2.1 are subject to amendments and likely to be
supplemented as work progresses. Concerning legal requirements, a key development will be the
adoption of the new e-Privacy Regulation that will change the current rules on cookies and other
tracking technologies, as well as the rules on unsolicited communications.3 Technical requirements
3

The proposed Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications will replace Directive 2002/58/EC. The
Proposal was published in January 2017 and in accordance with EU’s ordinary legislative procedure has to be
30/09/2019
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currently developed may also evolve as the work on the specific tools and technologies progresses.
Finally, the consortium will be in contact and will seek to engage MEnts throughout the project’s
lifecycle, especially the piloting phase. MEnts requirements for the SMOOTH Platform may thus
also be amended at later stages as we receive end-users’ feedback for the Platform.

2. Legal requirements for micro-enterprises
Section 2 aims to provide a detailed overview of the legal framework on privacy and data protection
applicable to MEnts. First, it includes a general introduction to the GDPR and e-Privacy Directive
and explains the methodology for extracting the most relevant legal requirements for MEnts. It
then shifts to the needs of MEnts and elaborates on what the consortium has identified as ‘key legal
requirements’ for those enterprises. Finally, it provides a more in-depth analysis of the
requirements for which an automated compliance assessment is possible.

2.1. Applicable legal framework: GDPR and the e-Privacy Directive
2.1.1. Introduction to the GDPR and the risk-based approach
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was adopted in April 2016 to set a uniform level of
data protection across the EU that is fit for the digital age. After a two-year transition period, it
entered into force on 25 May 2018 repealing the previous EU act on protection of personal data,
Directive 95/46/EC. Crucial here is the shift from a Directive, requiring transposition into national
legislation, to a Regulation, which is directly applicable in Member States’ legal order and imposes
direct, level playing field obligations to all entities processing personal data in the EU and beyond.4
The shift of paradigm is equally important. While Directive 95/46/EC was an instrument based on
internal market and the need for personal data to move freely, the GDPR has a stronger focus on
protecting and empowering individuals by giving them control over their data and placing
important responsibilities on data controllers.5
Data protection is not a novel field of law in the EU; Directive 95/46/EC had been in place since
1995 and EU businesses ought to have data protection practices in place. However, the GDPR
significantly enhanced the regulatory framework introduced by the Directive. It reinforced and
expanded the previous regime with regard to the territorial scope, the responsibilities and
obligations of controllers and processors and the powers and duties of the national data protection
authorities.6 It also introduced a risk-based and robust accountability approach allowing controllers
debated by the EU Parliament and Council before a final text emerges. Even though there are no clear
indications as to the expected timeframe for adoption, it is likely that the Regulation will be adopted during the
project’s duration.
4 The territorial scope of the GDPR is not limited to the EU. The Regulation applies to processing of personal
data carried out by a controller or processor established in the EU, as well as to processing of personal data of
data subjects located in the EU. Non-EU based controllers or processors offering goods or services to EU data
subjects or monitoring their behavior are also subject to the GDPR.
5 Directive 95/46/EC was adopted on the basis of Article 100a of the –at the time- Treaty establishing the
European Community. This was the legal basis allowing the European Community to adopt harmonising
legislation having as object the establishment and functioning of the internal market. The Treaty of Lisbon added
a new legal basis (Article 16 TFEU) giving the EU specific competence to adopt legislation for the protection of
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data. The GDPR was adopted on the basis of Article 16
TFEU and even though the free movement of personal data and the proper functioning of internal market are
important considerations, the overarching aim is the protection of individuals’ fundamental right to data
protection.
6 CUTLER, Deliverable 1.1., Legal Taxonomy of Datasets, p. 20.
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to tailor the extent of their compliance obligations to the potential risk and harm caused by their
processing activities. Finally, to ensure enforcement of the rules, the GDPR established drastically
increased administrative fines.7
The entry into force of the GDPR therefore marks a new era for businesses’ practices and
obligations when processing personal data, imposing extensive obligations on data controllers and
processors. It affects all entities processing personal data of EU data subjects. There is no de minimis
criterion to trigger its applicability – the GDPR applies to natural and legal persons, public
authorities, agencies and other bodies that process personal data regardless of their size and
revenue.
At the same time, the GDPR embraces a risk-based approach to data protection. The obligations
and ‘compliance burden’ that each entity faces differ depending on the risk of its processing
activities, as illustrated below.
High-risk brings additional obligations: Some of the GDPR provisions only apply to high-risk
processing. This is the case for Article 35 (obligation to conduct a data protection impact
assessment), Article 36 (obligation to consult the supervisory authority prior to the processing where
a data protection impact assessment indicates that the processing would result in high risk) and
Article 34 (obligation to communicate a personal data breach to the data subject).
Risk as the factor to consider when determining appropriate measures to ensure compliance: the
risk-based approach in the GDPR entails that the measures adopted by controllers to ensure
compliance should be appropriate to the risk level of the activity.8 ‘Risk’ is embedded in the
provisions on security of processing, which provide that the level of security an entity should
implement to its processing activities should be determined taking into account the risks presented
by processing. Moreover, the provisions on Data Protection Officer (Articles 37 – 39), while not
explicitly mentioning the word ‘risk’, do enshrine the risk-based approach - the obligation to
designate a DPO is linked to the nature, scope and purposes of data processing operations and not
to quantitative characteristics (e.g. number of employees) of the entity processing personal data.9
There is no definition of risk in the GDPR: however, the latter gives indications as to the situations
in which risk may arise. Risk may arise from the nature of the personal data involved, which is why
the GDPR provides an enhanced protection regime for ‘special categories of personal data’, such as
data about a person’s health or sexual orientation. The potential consequences of the processing
may also provide an indication of the likelihood and severity of the risk. Where processing could
give rise to discrimination, financial loss, damage to a person’s reputation etc. there is a risk to the
rights and freedoms of individuals. Finally, risk may arise where personal aspects are evaluated to
analyse or predict a person’s behaviour, performance at work, health condition and other aspects,
where personal data of children are involved and where processing is large-scale, involving a large
amount of personal data and individuals affected.10 In essence, the likelihood and severity of the

7

Ibid.
G. Maldoff, The Risk-Based Approach in the GDPR: Interpretation and Implications, iapp.
9 P. Voight and A. von dem Bussche, The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – A practical guide, Springer
International Publishing 2017.
10 Recital 75 GDPR.
8
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risk should be determined taking into consideration the nature, scope, context and purposes of the
processing.11

2.1.2. Introduction to the e-Privacy Directive
The GDPR is a horizontal piece of legislation that applies across sectors. The EU also has in place
sector-specific privacy legislation which aims to supplement the horizontal framework: Directive
2002/58/EC (“e-Privacy Directive”).
The Directive applies to the processing of personal data in connection with the provision of publicly
available electronic communications services and public communications networks. EU law defines
electronic communications services as services provided by means of electronic signals over, for
example, telecommunications or broadcasting networks. 12 The terms excludes services controlling
editorial content and information society services which do not involve the transmission of
signals.13 In essence, the scope of the e-Privacy Directive is limited to the transmission of content,
rather than the content itself.
E-privacy Directive mainly contains obligations for electronic communications service providers. At
the same time, it includes a provision on cookies and similar tracking technologies which can affect
all entities with an online presence, including micro-enterprises (MEnts).14 Article 5(3) requires
Member States to ensure that “the storing of information, or the gaining of access to information
already stored, in the terminal equipment of a subscriber or user is only allowed on condition that
the subscriber or user concerned has given his or her consent, having been provided with clear and
comprehensive information, in accordance with Directive 95/46/EC, inter alia, about the purposes
of the processing”. This consent requirement does not apply to “technical storage or access for the
sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic
communications network, or as strictly necessary in order for the provider of an information society
service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user to provide the service”.
Because of its legal status as ‘Directive’, e-Privacy had to be transposed to the legal orders of all
Member States. Implementation varied across the EU and led to different interpretations of the ePrivacy cookie rules among stakeholders.15 To clarify the legal framework, Article 29 Working Party
issued a working paper in 2013 providing guidance on obtaining consent for cookies.16 We rely on
this ‘Pan-European’ guidance to extract the legal requirements for MEnts in subsequent sections
instead of checking the implementation in each of the 28 Member States. We take this approach
because of the ongoing reform of the e-Privacy rules in the EU.

11

Recital 76 GDPR.
Article 2 (c) of Directive 2002/21/EC on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and
services.
13 Ibid.
14 Article 5(3) of the e-Privacy Directive has general application and is not specific to providers of particular types of
service.
15 For a complete overview of the implementation of the e-Privacy cookies provision in all Member States see IAB,
Europe’s cookie laws – E-Privacy Directive implementation centre.
16 Article 29 Working Party, Working Document 02/2013 providing guidance on obtaining consent for cookies, WP 208,
adopted on 2 October 2013.
12
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2.1.2.1.

E-Privacy reforms

Since January 2017, a proposal is in place to replace the e-Privacy Directive with an e-Privacy
Regulation that will apply directly to all Member States.17 The reforms aim among other things to
align the existing framework on privacy and electronic communications with the GDPR, giving users
greater control over their electronic communications. They also seek to extent the scope of
application of rules on e-privacy to cover not only ‘traditional’ service providers (e.g. voice
telephony, text messages and electronic mail conveyance services), but also ‘over-the-top’ (OTT)
internet-based communication services, such as Voice over IP, messaging services and web-based
email services. The proposed changes to the current rules will be discussed in more detail in Section
2.3, as when adopted, the e-Privacy Regulation can have a profound impact on the operations of
MEnts
with
an
online
presence
(websites
and
apps).

2.1.3. Identifying the key GDPR and e-Privacy requirements for micro-enterprises
The target audience of SMOOTH are micro-enterprises (MEnts), companies with less than 10
employees and an annual turnover below €2 million that are considered as a sub-category of small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).18 In their day-to-day operations MEnts may process various
categories of personal data for different purposes: data of employees for payroll management, data
of customers and prospective customers to deliver products, engage them in fidelity programs or
marketing strategies, data of suppliers to effect orders and payments.
Since they process personal data, MEnts are bound by the GDPR. Their obligations differ depending
on whether they act as data controllers or data processors in respect of the processing. Insofar as
they determine the purposes and means of the processing, they are ‘controllers’. They are
‘processors’ if they process personal data on behalf of a controller.19 Whether acting as controllers
or processors, because of the lack of expertise in data protection and limited resources they are
particularly vulnerable in complying with such a complex and extensive regulation and risk failing
to do so.
SMOOTH aims to create a general-purpose solution to assist MEnts in adopting the GDPR and
assessing compliance, focusing on the most relevant elements of the GDPR that commonly apply
to MEnts as data controllers.20 Identifying the most relevant elements is not a simple exercise
because, as explained above, the GDPR takes a risk-based approach: whether or not an entity has
to comply with a given obligation does not depend on its number of employees or annual turnover
but on the likelihood and severity of risk of its processing activities.

17

Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning the respect for private life and the
protection of personal data in electronic communications and repealing Directive 2002/58/EC, COM(2017) 10, 10 January
2010.
18 Commission Recommendation of 6 May 2003 concerning the definition of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises,
2003/361/EC.
19 See definitions of ‘controller’ and ‘processor’ in Article 4 (7) and (8) GDPR.
20 SMOOTH will develop technologies for the automated compliance assessment with key GDPR provisions (consent,
information, data minimisation principle) that mainly concern data controllers. Processors have more limited
responsibility under the GDPR – they mainly have an obligation to ensure security of processing. The distinction between
controllers and processors and the concrete obligations of the latter under the GDPR will be explained in detail in
Deliverable 2.4 ‘Release of GDPR Interactive Handbook for MEnts’, to guide MEnts that act as processors for some
processing activities.
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SMOOTH supposes that the GDPR requirements that are relevant for all MEnts are those that are
not linked to high-risk processing. From the experience of the DPAs participating in the project,
most MEnts’ processing operations (done for managing their relations with employees, customers,
potential customers and suppliers) are indeed low-risk. Therefore, SMOOTH platform will not
consider the GDPR provisions on data protection impact assessments, data protection officers and
provisions on automated-decision making and profiling. The latter may still be relevant for some
MEnts, such as digital start-ups developing or using new data processing technologies. It is thus
important to stress that SMOOTH will not necessarily meet the specific needs of each MEnt, but
even organisations having medium-high risk processing activities may also be able to partially take
advantage of SMOOTH tools.
Having consulted the text of the GDPR, Opinions of Article 29 Working Party and practical guides
prepared by DPAs21, legal partners identified the GDPR elements which all MEnts should implement
and which should form the focus of the SMOOTH project. The key elements proposed are presented
in the table below - further on in this document they will be translated into specific legal
requirements.
Key elements (KE) of the GDPR and e-Privacy Directive for MEnts
No.
KE1
KE2
KE3
KE4
KE5

KE6
KE7
KE8
KE9
KE10

KE11
KE12

Title

Relevant legislative
provision
Compliance with general GDPR principles
Art. 5 GDPR
Existence of one or more of the appropriate legal Art. 6 GDPR
bases for lawful processing
Procedure to gather and manage consent of the Arts. 7 and 9(2)(a) GDPR
data subjects if processing is based on consent
Information clauses for data subjects
Arts. 12-14 GDPR
Procedure to follow-up and effectively address Arts. 12-22 GDPR
data subjects’ requests regarding the exercise of
their rights
Contractual terms to regulate relationship with Art. 28 GDPR
data processors
Records of processing activities
Art. 30 GDPR
Basic security measures to apply to the means of Art. 32 GDPR
processing
Procedure to manage personal data breaches and Arts. 33 and 34 GDPR
notify DPAs and data subjects where necessary
Procedure to securely erase personal data when Art. 5 GDPR
no longer needed for any processing activity or
retention period has expired (linked to the
principles of data minimisation and storage
limitation)
Satisfy the conditions for processing of special Art. 9 GDPR
categories of data (‘sensitive data’)
Compliance with rules on obtaining consent for Art. 5(3) e-Privacy Directive
cookies

21

CNIL, bpifrance & Lab, Guide Pratique de sensibilisation au RGPD pour les petites et moyennes entreprises, April 2018;
ICO, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) FAQs for small organisations.
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KE13

Information for users regarding the use of cookies Art. 5(3) e-Privacy Directive
Table 1 - Key Elements of the GDPR for MEnts

2.1.4. Identifying the “Operational (GDPR) Requirements” for MEnts
The GDPR describes legal requirements. It does not describe how these legal requirements must
be implemented in practice. There are a few exceptions to this principle, such as for the
requirement to have a RoPa (“record of processing activities”), for which the GDPR describes to a
certain extent what a RoPa should look like.
Therefore, the legal requirements and the resulting Key Elements described above, must be
translated into operational GDPR requirements (hereafter referred to as the “Operational
Requirements”) that can be actually used by MEnts to implement the GDPR in their business and
take into account the business processes of the MEnts (Annex I).
Some Operational Requirements imply the obligation to effectively have a written policy or record
(on paper or digital).
Other Operational Requirements are more practical requirements, such as principles to be taken
into account and internal processes that must allow to comply with specific obligations under the
GDPR. As the GDPR imposes on MEnts to demonstrate their compliance with the GDPR22, these
practical requirements must also be materialized/documented (on paper or digital). Such
materialization occurs for example in the form of a written or drafted table, process, template to
be used in the future or guideline.
The following materialized Operational Requirements (also referred to as a “MOR”) are identified:23
Name of the
Operational
Requirement
Consent
guidance and
forms

Implication

When relying on “consent” as a legal basis for processing of personal data, a
number of principles must be taken into account.24 Also, the forms in which
consent is requested, must comply with a number of requirements.
This MOR:
- describes how valid consent can be obtained under the GDPR, what
the consequences are of using consent as a legal basis for processing,
etc.
- provides sample forms and sentences to be used when requesting
consent.

22

See Sections 2.2.1.7. Accountability and 2.2.4.1. Documentation of processing activities.
When the overview of the Operational Requirements refers to a “policy” or “records”, this implies that
the MEnt should actually have a written policy or record as described above. The reference to a policy does
not imply that a separate document is required, only that the principles must be spelled out writing. One
text may however contain more than one policy and one policy may be divided over more than one text.
When reference is made to “guidance”, “forms”, “templates”, etc., the Operational Requirement refers to a
practical requirement as described above.
24
See Section 2.2.2.4. Consent.
23
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Name of the Implication
Operational
Requirement
Cookie policy A MEnt with a website that uses cookies should take a number of
and guidance
requirements into account and should inform its website visitors via a cookie
policy.25
Data
breach When a data breach occurs, a MEnt must be able to act and respond very fast,
response plan taking into account a number of requirements.26 Furthermore, all data
and record
breaches must be registered in a data breach record.27
Data
management
plan

A MEnt must ensure that it handles personal data in a GDPR compliant way.28
The applicable principles are described in the Data management plan.

Data processing
agreement
guidance and
templates

When a MEnt acts as a data controller and has personal data processed by a
data processor or when it processes personal data on behalf of a data
controller, it must enter into a data processing agreement, which must
comply with a number of requirements.29

Data security A MEnt must define how it ensures the organisational and technical security
policy
of the personal data it processes, including the security of the used
information technology (devices, applications and networks).30
This policy describes how this security is organised.
DPO
A MEnt may need to appoint a DPO under the GDPR.31
appointment
guidance and This guidance allows the MEnt to evaluate if it needs to appoint a DPO and
function
what principles such function must comply with.
description
(“
Data
Protection
Officer”
guidance and
function
description)

25

See Sections 2.3.1. Rules on cookies and other tracking technologies and 2.4.1.9. Obtaining consent for
cookies and other tracking technologies.
26
See Section 2.2.4.3 Notification of personal data breaches.
27
See Section 2.2.4.3 Notification of personal data breaches.
28
See section 2.2.1 Principles relating to processing of personal data.
29
See Section 2.2.4.4.
Obligations when involving a processor.
30
See Section 2.2.4.2.
Security of processing.
31
See Sections 2.2.1.7. Accountability and 2.2.4.Obligations of controllers.
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Name of the Implication
Operational
Requirement
DPIA template Prior to high risk personal data processing, a DPIA must be performed to
and guidance
ensure that the processing can be performed under the GDPR and that all
requirements are met.32
This MOR is a self-explanatory template DPIA that explains when a DPIA must
be performed and can be used to perform a DPIA whenever required.
DSAR guidance
and forms
(“Data Subject
Access
Requests”
guidance and
forms)

A MEnts should define the processes on how it will react to requests of data
subjects who want to perform their rights under the GDPR,33 such as access,
correction, portability, etc. and prepare standard forms and templates to be
used during that process.

Employee
A MEnt with employees will need a number of policies to ensure it complies
policies
and with the GDPR when processing the personal data of these employees34 and
templates
to ensure that its employees handle personal data in a GDPR compliant
manner.35
These include:
- A data policy
Employees of a MEnt which processes personal data, must be
informed how they have to handle personal data to ensure that it is
being processed in a GDPR compliant way.36
- An ICT policy, in which is defined how the employees are allowed to
use the ICT environment (networks, devices, applications) of the
employer
- The employee privacy policy, which is the privacy policy (see above)
applicable to the processing of personal data of the employees
- Specific information to be provided to applicants
- Specific mentions to be included in the employment agreement
and/or in the work rules (depending on the national law)

32

See Section 2.2.1.7.
Accountability, 2.2.4.Obligations of controllers and 5.1.7. Security of processing
and risk assessment.
33
See Section 2.2.3. Rights of the data subjects
.
34
See Sections 2.2.4.1 Documentation of processing activities, 2.4.1.1. Freely given and 2.5. Main
processing purposes and categories of personal data.
35
See Sections 2.2.4.2. Security of processing and 5.1.8. Accommodating the rights of data subjects.
36
See Sections 2.2.4.2. Security of processing and 5.1.8. Accommodating the rights of data subjects.
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Name of the Implication
Operational
Requirement
LIA
template When relying on “legitimate interest” as a legal basis for processing of
and guidance
personal data, a self-assessment named a “legitimate interest assessment” or
“LIA” must be performed to ensure that all requirements are met.37 Such LIA
must be performed prior to the beginning of such processing.
This MOR is a self-explanatory template LIA that can be used to perform a LIA
whenever a MEnt relies on its “legitimate interest” as legal basis.
Minors
guidance

Specific rules must be taken into account when processing personal data of
minors and when obtaining consent of minors.38
This MOR describes these specific rules.

Obtaining
personal data
via third parties
–
guidance,
templates and
clauses
Processing
outside of the
EEA guidance

If a MEnt obtains personal data from other persons than directly from the
data subjects, a number of requirements must be taken into account.39

When a MEnt wants to have personal data processed outside of the EEA, it
must take into account a number of requirements.40

Privacy clauses MEnts should add certain standard clauses with regards to data processing to
templates
their general terms and conditions and contracts.
Privacy policies

A MEnt has to inform the concerned data subjects (customers, website
visitors, prospects, etc.) how it processes or will process their personal data.
The Privacy policy is the text used to provide this information to the data
subjects.
The information that must be mentioned in a privacy policy is described in
detail under 2.4.2.
Privacy policies can also relate to the processing of employee data. In this
overview we have considered the “employee privacy policy” as part of the
MOR “Employee policies”, which are mentioned separately below.

37

See Section 2.2.2.3. Legitimate interests.
See Section 2.4.1.7. Specific rules for consent and children.
39
See Section 2.4.1.1.
Privacy information to be provided.
40
See Section 2.4.1.1.
Privacy information to be provided.
38
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Name of the Implication
Operational
Requirement
Retention
A MEnt must define the delays during which it will store personal data.41
policy
This policy describes how long each category of personal data is stored by a
MEnt.

RoPa
(“Record
processing
activities”)

A MEnt may need to maintain a RoPa.
of The RoPa lists and describes the processing activities of a MEnt, both as a data
processor and as a data controller. The information that must be mentioned
in the RoPa is different when relating to the processing activities as a data
processor compared to the processing activities of the MEnt as a data
controller.
More information about the exact requirements of the RoPa can be found in
Table 4 under 2.2.4.2.

Sensitive data Specific rules must be taken into account when processing sensitive personal
guidance sheet data.42
This document describes these specific rules.
Website
and Specific information must be mentioned in all external communications of
communication MEnts, including on their website.43
guidance and
templates
Table 1bis – (materialized) Operational Requirements to implement the GDPR

Most Key Elements will have impact on different business processes of a MEnt at the same time.
Consequently:
-

most Key Elements are directly or indirectly covered by more than one Operational
Requirement,
the used Operational Requirement are strongly intertwined and sometimes even
overlapping.

A broad overview of how the above Operational Requirement cover the Key Elements and the GDPR
requirements is added in the last column of Annex I.

41

See Section 2.2.1.5. Storage limitation.
See Section 2.2.5. Processing of special categories of data – additional requirements for microenterprises.
43
See Section 2.2.1.1.
Lawfulness, fairness and transparency.
42
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2.1.5. GDPR and the difficulties of a fully automated compliance assessment
SMOOTH will design and implement a cloud-based platform service for automatically assessing
compliance of MEnts with key elements of the GDPR. As a first step we thus identified in Section
2.1.3. the legal rules that are relevant for all MEnts. In this section we discuss the inherent
limitations of the SMOOTH solutions. Some of the identified GDPR provisions necessitate a caseby-case analysis and require a balancing exercise whose outcome may differ depending on the
context, nature and risk of processing. Others require controllers to establish processes, or are
triggered only after a MEnt receives a request from an individual, meaning that it is difficult to
assess compliance ex ante. After discussing these considerations, we will identify the GDPR
elements for which an automated legal compliance assessment may be a better fit.
Figure 2 – Identifying the legal requirements for MEnts
SMOOTH: Identifying the legal requirements for MEnts

GDPR

MEnts

•What requirements does
the GDPR place upon data
controllers?

•Among the list of GDPR
requirements, which are
the most relevant for
MEnts, in their majority
engaging in low-risk
processing?

Automated
compliance
assessment
•Among the list of
requirements most
relevant for MEnts, for
which ones is automated
compliance assessment
possible?

GDPR provisions requiring a case-by-case analysis: All MEnts have to comply with the data
protection principles of Article 5 GDPR but an automated compliance assessment of some principles
may prove difficult. This is the case for example for the purpose limitation principle, which provides
that personal data must be processed for specific purposes and not further processed in a manner
that is incompatible with those purposes. Further processing is only permitted if there is
compatibility between the initial purpose of data collection and subsequent processing. MEnts have
to carry out a compatibility assessment taking into account a series of factors such as the link
between the original purpose and the purposes of the intended further processing, the reasonable
expectations of the data subjects, the consequences of the further processing and the existence of
appropriate safeguards in the processing operations. The outcome of this assessment (compatible
vs. incompatible processing) cannot be reached through a one-size-fits-all formula; it may differ
depending on each controller’s data processing practices. Similarly, where a MEnt relies on
‘legitimate interests’ as the lawful basis for processing, it is difficult to stamp-approve compliance
on the basis of an automated assessment. Legitimate interest requires the conduct of a legitimate
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interest assessment, in which the controller has to weigh and balance its own interests against the
interests of affected individuals. The outcome of the balancing exercise may again differ on a caseby-case basis.
GDPR requirements triggered after a data subject’s request: All MEnts have to establish processes
to enable individuals to effectively exercise their rights. However, among the list of rights GDPR
provides to individuals, only the right to information is not tied to the MEnt receiving a concrete
request from a data subject. The rights of access, rectification, erasure, restriction of processing,
objection to processing and data portability are triggered only where a MEnt receives a request
from an individual. MEnts have to create procedures to address such requests, such as the
designation of a person responsible for the communication with data subjects and the drafting of
an internal policy on the different rights of data subjects and the steps to be taken following a
request. But full assessment of compliance cannot be made ex ante, i.e. before a MEnt receives a
request. Only after receiving a request and the GDPR deadline for response expires it is possible to
make an assessment of whether the entity fully complies with the GDPR (the scope of the right is
correctly applied and the MEnt has responded to the individual within the one-month deadline).
Difference between a self-assessment toolkit and a fully automated compliance assessment: To
assist organisations in complying with the GDPR, some DPAs created self-assessment toolkits.44
Structured in the form of a questionnaire, toolkits contain questions on whether the organisation
has documented its data processing operations or has put in place processes to recognize and
respond to individuals’ requests to exercise their rights. Based on the respondents’ replies the tools
provide recommendations or ‘suggested actions’ for organisations. These examples of selfassessment are very useful for SMOOTH and could be integrated in the platform through the entry
questionnaire.
Example: the entry questionnaire could ask MEnts to select the lawful bases they use for
processing. If a MEnt chooses ‘legitimate interests’, a follow-up question would be whether
it has carried out a legitimate interests assessment. If the MEnt responds negatively, the
compliance report would point it to the obligation to conduct a legitimate interests
assessment and explain what aspects should be taken into consideration (provide
guidance for the balancing test). More information on the legitimate interests assessment
can be found on Section 5.1.1 of this document.

At the same time, SMOOTH wants to go beyond providing a self-assessment questionnaire. The
project’s aim is to develop advanced technologies for automatically assessing compliance with
certain GDPR elements relevant to MEnts. The technologies will perform an automated analysis of
the following aspects of the GDPR:

44

AEPD implemented Facilita RGPD, an online questionnaire through which companies can verify through a series of
questions whether the data they process can be considered low risk and obtain at the end of the test the essential
documents (e.g. information clauses) to enable compliance with the GDPR. ICO created a data protection self-assessment
toolkit with questions on an entity’s GDPR preparedness levels, as well as a lawful basis interactive tool to assist
organisations identify what the most appropriate legal basis for their processing operations is.
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 Automated compliance assessment of GDPR-related documents. This may allow verifying
whether MEnts comply with Article 7 (consent), Articles 12-14 (information).
 Automated analysis of personal data storage repositories. This will allow verifying
whether MEnts comply with Article 5(1) and notably the principles of data minimisation
and storage limitation.
 Automated analysis of personal data collection and exploitation from websites and
mobile apps. This will allow verifying whether MEnts comply with Article 7 GDPR (consent)
as well as the e-Privacy Directive cookies provision (Article 5(3)).
Structure of the legal requirements section: We have explained above the limitations of the
SMOOTH solutions and the difficulty of having a fully automated compliance assessment of all
GDPR elements. Keeping this in mind, we have structured the legal requirements chapter as follows:
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 briefly mention all requirements identified as most relevant for MEnts. We
will explain all data protection principles, the rights of individuals, and controllers’ obligations on
security of processing and notification of data breaches. Compliance with many of these obligations
cannot be fully automated, for the reasons mentioned above. However, we believe that
exhaustively enumerating these requirements is still useful: firstly, the entry questionnaire could
serve as a self-assessment toolkit to query MEnts about their privacy practices and concrete
measures they have adopted to comply with the GDPR - the compliance report could then provide
them with suggested actions; secondly, these requirements will form the basis for the Online
Interactive GDPR Handbook for MEnts. Section 2.4 then provides a more in-focus, detailed analysis
of the requirements for which an automated compliance assessment is possible. These
requirements are developed in more detail so as to guide the work in the technical Work Packages
3-6. Section 2.5 includes tables of the main processing purposes and personal data categories for
small organisations. This information is useful to understand what information MEnts are likely to
process and why. Finally, all legal requirements for MEnts are listed in the form of a Table in Annex
(Section 6.1) to this Deliverable.

2.2. Key GDPR requirements for micro-enterprises
1.1.2. 2.2.1. Principles relating to processing of personal data
Article 5 GDPR sets the principles that should lie at the heart of any approach to processing personal
data. As the ‘fundamentals’ of EU data protection law, the principles must be respected by all
entities processing personal data, regardless of the risk of the processing activities. They are thus
relevant for all MEnts.
2.2.1.1.

Lawfulness, fairness and transparency

Personal data must be processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the
individual.45 While lawfulness and fairness already figured among the principles in the Data
Protection Directive, the GDPR explicitly added transparency as a fundamental principle that
should govern the processing of personal data.
Controllers must satisfy all three elements of the lawfulness, fairness and transparency principle:

45

Article 5(1)(a) GDPR.
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Lawfulness entails that processing of personal data can only take place if covered by a ‘legal
basis’. Lawfulness is substantiated in further provisions of the GDPR (Articles 6 – 10), which
provide the legal bases on which controllers can rely, conditions for consent, children’s
consent and the processing of special categories of personal data and data relating to
criminal convictions and offences.



Fairness requires controllers to only handle personal data in ways that the individuals
would reasonably expect and to take account of the interests and reasonable expectations
of data subjects. What is actually processed by an entity must match up with what the
entity declares (through its consent forms and privacy policies) to be processing.



Transparency is closely linked to, and even a prerequisite for fairness. It is also necessary
for giving individuals meaningful control over their personal data and enabling them to
exercise their rights. The transparency principle requires controllers to be open and clear
about personal data processing: individuals should be made aware of the risks, safeguards,
their rights in relation to the processing of personal data, why their data is being processed
and who is processing it. The transparency obligations and specific information controllers
have to communicate to individuals are further detailed in the GDPR (Articles 12-14).

2.2.1.2.

Purpose limitation

Purpose limitation is the second core principle figuring in Article 5(1) GDPR. According to that
principle, personal data must be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not
further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes.46 Purpose limitation has
two building blocks, briefly illustrated in the table below: i) purpose specification and ii) compatible
further use.47

Purpose limitation (GDPR)
The data collected should be paired with the aims
justifying their collection – e.g. to perform a delivery,
a MEnt collects the customer’s postal address.

Specification

46
47

Personal data may
only be collected
for
specified,
explicit
and
legitimate
purposes (…)

A specified purpose is sufficiently defined to delimit the
scope of the processing operations.
An explicit purpose is sufficiently unambiguous and
clearly expressed.
A legitimate purpose is 'in accordance with the law' in
the broadest sense. Law includes all forms of written
and common law, primary and secondary legislation,
municipal decrees, judicial precedents, constitutional
principles, fundamental rights, other legal principles.

Article 5(1)(b) GDPR.
Article 29 Working Party, Opinion 03/2013 on purpose limitation, WP 203, adopted on 2 April 2013.
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The notion of ‘further processing’ refers to any
processing operation occurring after the initial
collection (e.g. storage, use, transfer, etc.).
(…) and not further
processed in a
manner that is
incompatible with
those purposes.

Compatibility

The GDPR calls for an assessment of compatibility
between the initial purpose of collection and further
processing.
The factors to take into consideration when carrying
out a compatibility assessment are listed in Recital 50
GDPR, while WP29 Opinion 03/2013 on purpose
limitation provides detailed guidance for data
controllers.

Table 2 – the purpose limitation principle
With purpose limitation being a fundamental principle of personal data processing, it is important
for MEnts to understand that the fact they have lawfully collected personal data for a given
purpose does not entitle them to use the data anew for purposes they define over time. The GDPR
places restrictions on further processing of personal data, notably to assess (and demonstrate, as
per the accountability principle) the compatibility of further processing.
2.2.1.3.

Data minimisation

Data minimisation requires controllers to ensure that personal data are “adequate, relevant and
limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed”.48 What data
is deemed adequate, relevant and necessary depends on the specific purpose of processing. Having
identified the specific purposes, MEnts should make sure that they only process personal data that
are suitable and reasonable to accomplish such purposes. They should also assess whether the
purposes could be achieved with either less data or with properly anonymised datasets. In essence,
the amount of data collected and the data retention period should be tailored to the identified
purposes.
2.2.1.4.

Accuracy

The data accuracy principle provides that personal data shall be “accurate and, where necessary,
kept up to date”.49 Controllers must take every reasonable step to ensure that inaccurate personal
data are rectified or erased without delay. They should also have appropriate processes in place to
check accuracy, record the source of the personal data and keep the data updated.
The effort a controller should make to keep personal data up to date depends on what the
information is used for. The GDPR refers to taking “every reasonable step” to ensure accuracy. The
reasonableness of the measures to be implemented depends on the purposes of the processing
operations. For instance, a MEnt should update an employee’s payroll data if it gives the employee
a pay rise, or a customer’s delivery address to ensure that products purchased are delivered to the
right place. A MEnt dealing with medical data will also need to pay particular attention to keep data
updated, due to the importance of having accurate medical data. On the other hand, a company

48
49

Article 5(1)(c) GDPR.
Article 5(1)(d) GDPR.
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keeping postal addresses for marketing purposes does not need to take extreme measures (such
as tracing its customer) to check that its records are up to date; it may be enough to update the
records only if the customer informs it of the new address.50
2.2.1.5.

Storage limitation

According to the storage limitation principle personal data must not be kept for longer than is
necessary for the purposes for which they are processed.51 A longer-than-necessary storage period
is permitted only for processing for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical
research purposes or statistical purposes, subject to implementation of appropriate technical and
organisational safeguards – these exceptions are of limited relevance for MEnts’ processing
activities.
The GDPR does not set a specific retention period for different types of personal data. The
appropriate retention period depends on how long an entity needs the personal data to achieve
the specified purposes of processing. That is why, for the correct implementation of the storage
limitation principle, it is necessary for a MEnt to first determine why it needs the data. It should
then establish an appropriate retention policy and once the purposes of processing have been
fulfilled, ensure that personal data are anonymised or securely deleted.
Many MEnts might not have a retention policy yet. Regardless, they must still regularly review the
data they hold and they should anonymise or delete anything that is no longer needed.
2.2.1.6.

Integrity and confidentiality

The integrity and confidentiality principle is essentially about information security. It requires
controllers to ensure appropriate security when processing personal data and protect the data
against unauthorized or unlawful processing, accidental loss, destruction or damage.52 The
‘confidentiality’ component entails that in principle, personal data should not be available to
everyone within an organisation, but only to those needed for the processing activities to take
place.
Even though Directive 95/46 included a provision on security of processing, the fact that the GDPR
includes security into the data protection principles reinforces the idea that information security is
a fundamental obligation of all entities processing personal data.53
The integrity and confidentiality principle is further substantiated in the GDPR, notably in Articles
32-34 on security of processing and personal data breaches. As explained in the introduction, the
GDPR follows a risk-based approach: the level of security to be implemented by an entity depends
on the level of risk of its processing operations. The specific security obligations to be adopted by
MEnts are discussed in Section 2.2.11 below.

50

ICO, Guide to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – Principle (c): Data minimisation.
Article 5(1)(e) GDPR.
52 Article 5(1)(f) GDPR.
53 White & Case, Unlocking the EU General Data Protection Regulation – Chapter 6: Data Protection Principles.
51
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2.2.1.7.

Accountability

Accountability is two-fold, entailing an obligation for controllers to be both responsible for ensuring
compliance and able to prove compliance.54
While accountability is an overarching principle, the specific measures entities processing personal
data should adopt to ensure and be able to prove compliance can be found in Chapter IV GDPR,
listing the obligations of controllers and processors. The requirements to implement technical and
organisational measures, to implement data protection by design and by default, to keep records
of processing activities, conduct a DPIA and appoint a DPO where needed are all manifestations of
the accountability principle. The accountability measures to be adopted by each organisation
depend on the risk of processing, with higher risk bringing heightened obligations for controllers.
Small organisations conducting low-risk processing may benefit from a smaller scale approach to
accountability, as they do not need to appoint DPOs or implement DPIAs.

1.1.3. 2.2.2. Lawfulness and the need for an appropriate lawful basis
The principle of lawfulness requires controllers to have a valid legal basis when processing personal
data. Article 6 GDPR establishes six legal bases on which controllers can rely. However, not all of
them are pertinent for MEnts: the legal partners consider ‘contract’, ‘legal obligation to which the
controller is subject’, ‘controller’s legitimate interests’ and ‘consent’ as the most relevant grounds
for processing by MEnts.55 Among these, which one is most appropriate to use will depend on the
MEnts’ processing purposes (e.g. commercial, employee management) and relationship with the
individual (e.g. contractual relationship, potential future client). In today’s business world,
companies may conduct several processing operations for different purposes. This entails that
MEnts may rely on different legal bases for their different processing activitiLike its predecessor,
the GDPR provides that processing of personal data shall be lawful if it is necessary for compliance
with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject.An example is companies keeping salary
data of their 56 This legal ground is relevant for MEnts, as they may process personal data because
they are required to do so by law. es.
2.2.2.1.

Contract

MEnts often process personal data of their customers, employees or suppliers in order to be able
to perform a contract they have with the latter. Where this is the case, MEnts should rely on
‘contract’ (Article 6(1)(b)) as the most appropriate legal basis. The contract legal basis can also be
used by MEnts carrying out pre-contractual requests from potential clients (e.g., when a potential
client asks a home repair MEnt to provide a quote to paint his house).
Processing must be necessary for the performance of the contract or for addressing the precontractual request. Necessity limits the amount of personal data that can be lawfully processed

54

P. Voigt and A. von dem Bussche, The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – A Practical Guide, Springer
International 2017.
55 There are two more lawful bases in Article 6(1) GDPR: processing necessary in order to protect ‘vital interests’ of an
individual and processing necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the ‘public interest’ or in the exercise of
official authority vested in the controller. The ‘vital interests’ lawful basis is to be used exceptionally, in situations of
emergency. Thus, it may not justify regular processing activities carried out by an entity. Finally, ‘public interest’ mainly
concerns processing by public authorities and is therefore of no relevance for MEnts.
56 Article 6(1)(c) GDPR. A similar ground was provided in Article 7(c) of Directive 95/46/EC.
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under the ‘contract’ legal basis. Which personal data are necessary must be determined on a caseby-case basis.
Example: MEnt A is a small shop selling cameras. Customer X buys two cameras that
are currently out of stock and asks for them to be delivered to his home address when
available. To deliver the goods, the MEnt needs to process the customer’s name and
address – this is necessary to allow it to perform the contract.
MEnt wants to store and process the customer’s data even after the delivery so as to
send by mail promotional material such as leaflets and catalogues. This processing is
not necessary for the contract’s performance, and the MEnt must use a different legal
basis that is appropriate to processing for marketing purposes, such as consent or
legitimate interest.
2.2.2.2.

Legal obligation to which the controller is subject

A MEnt needs the social security number of its employees to report them to social security or tax
authorities.57
The obligation to process the personal data must be imposed by law (EU or national act) and be
mandatory.
2.2.2.3.

Legitimate interests

Where personal data processing is necessary to pursue legitimate interests of an organisation,
those legitimate interests can serve as the legal ground for processing, provided that the interests
and fundamental rights of the data subject are not overriding.
What is a legitimate interest? There is no exhaustive list of all contexts or processing activities
where the legitimate interest lawful basis can apply. However, the GDPR58 and Article 29 Working
Party59 give some examples: processing for direct marketing purposes and other forms of
marketing or advertisement; processing to prevent fraud; employees’ monitoring for safety or
management purposes and processing for physical security, IT and network security.
Necessity of processing. A MEnt relying on ‘legitimate interests’ must demonstrate that the
processing is necessary for the interests it wants to pursue. Necessity requires it to consider
whether there are less intrusive ways to achieve the same result.
The balancing test. Having identified a legitimate interest and demonstrated the necessity of the
processing, GDPR requires organisations to carry out a balancing test. The test requires a contextspecific risk-benefit assessment and implementation of potential mitigation measures. Among the
elements MEnts should consider when assessing the balance are: their relationship with the
individual and whether the individual could expect them to use personal data in that way (for
instance, in a company/customer relationship the customer could reasonably expect that the
company may analyse and use his or her personal data for advertising purposes); the nature of the
57

Article 29 Working Party, Opinion 06/2014 on the notion of legitimate interests of the data controller under Article 7
of Directive 95/46/EC, adopted on 9 April 2014, p. 19.
58 Recital 47 GDPR.
59 Article 29 Working Party, Opinion 06/2014 on the notion of legitimate interests of the data controller under Article 7
of Directive 95/46/EC, adopted on 9 April 2014, p. 25.
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personal data processed and whether it is particularly sensitive or private; the possible impact on
individuals; whether MEnt can adopt safeguards to minimize the impact.60
Because of its context-specific nature and the need to carry out a balancing exercise, it is difficult
to automatically assess whether or not a MEnt correctly uses that lawful basis.
2.2.2.4.

Consent

The first legal basis which MEnts may use to process personal data is consent – MEnts may ask their
customers, suppliers, prospective clients to consent to the processing of their personal data. To be
valid, consent must (cumulatively) fulfil the following requirements: be freely given; specific;
informed; unambiguous; be given by a statement or by clear affirmative action.61 The technologies
developed by SMOOTH will seek to automatically assess compliance of MEnts’ consent practices
with GDPR and therefore, each element of consent is analysed in detail in Section 2.4.1.

2.2.3. Rights of the data subjects
The GDPR strengthened previously existing rights of individuals vis-à-vis data controllers, while also
recognizing new digital rights like the one to data portability. The rights aim to give individuals
meaningful control over their personal data.
The GDPR provisions on ‘rights’ are not risk-based, meaning that all entities processing personal
data, regardless of the risk of processing, must accommodate individuals’ rights.62 The Regulation
calls for controllers to “facilitate the exercise of data subject rights” 63 and to phrase any
communication to data subjects in a concise, transparent and easily accessible form, using clear
and plain language.64 In principle, there is a one-month deadline to react to any request made by
the data subject, which may however be extended by two further months when justified by the
complexity or number of requests. Finally, controllers are not allowed to charge money for
addressing requests – rights should generally be exercised free of charge.65
MEnts have to provide their (potential) clients, suppliers etc. the means to exercise their rights. To
this end, they should establish processes to follow-up and effectively address data subjects’
requests regarding the exercise of their rights, within the time limits prescribed by the Regulation.
For instance, a company having a website could provide a specific contact form in its website for
receiving requests. Companies without online presence could provide individuals with a telephone
number, dedicated email address or postal address. Equally important is the establishment of
internal procedures and allocation of responsibilities once a MEnt receives a request from a data
subject: the MEnt must be able to identify the personal data concerned (what personal data relating
to individual A it processes), examine the substance of the request (if individual A objects to
processing, are there overarching reasons that would allow the MEnt to still process his or her

60

ICO, Guide to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – Lawful basis for processing: Legitimate interests.
Article 4(11) GDPR.
62 With the exception of Article 22 – Right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, including
profiling, which does not concern all MEnts but only those engaging in that type of processing.
63 Article 12(2) GDPR.
64 Article 12(1) GDPR.
65 Article 12(5) GDPR. That provision allows controllers to exceptionally charge a reasonable fee taking into account the
administrative costs of taking the action requested where requests are manifestly unfounded or excessive, in particular
because of their repetitive character.
61
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data?) and importantly, effectively address the request (if individual A requests the deletion of his
or her data, the MEnt should have the means to permanently delete the data).
Below, we provide a brief overview of all rights granted to data subjects by the GDPR. As was
already stressed, the rights are relevant and entail obligations for all MEnts. However, most rights
are triggered once a MEnt receives a request from a data subject. An automated compliance
assessment of MEnts’ practices in following-up and effectively addressing requests is thus difficult
for most rights. SMOOTH will focus on the ‘right to be informed’, which is developed in more detail
in Section 2.4.2 below.
2.2.3.1.

Right to be informed

Organisations must inform individuals if they are using their personal data. The organisation (MEnt)
should give this information at the time personal data is collected. Regarding the content of
information to be provided, the GDPR distinguishes between cases where the personal data are
collected directly from the data subject and cases where the personal data are obtained from
another source (indirectly). A detailed overview of the right to be informed is given in Section 2.4.2.
2.2.3.2.

Right of access

This is the right of individuals to find out if an organisation is using or storing their personal data.66
In practice, this right is exercised by asking an entity: i) whether it holds any personal data relating
to a particular person and ii) to provide a copy of such data. This is commonly known as making a
‘subject access request’.
Firstly, following a subject access request, individuals must be made aware of the use of their
personal data by an entity. The right of access goes beyond the provision of general information.
Individuals should be able to obtain access to the personal data processed and more precise
information about the processing, notably about:










Purposes of processing
Categories of personal data concerned
Recipients or categories of recipients to whom the personal data have been or will be
disclosed
The envisaged period for which the data will be stored or criteria to determine that period
The existence of the right to request from the controller rectification or erasure of personal
data or restriction of processing of personal data concerning the data subject or to object
to such processing
The right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority
Where the personal data are not collected from the data subject, any available information
as to their source
The existence of automated decision-making, including profiling.

2.2.3.3.

Right to rectification

This is the right of individuals to ask for an organisation to correct the personal data held or used
by the organisation.67 It is a specification of the principle of data accuracy (see supra), which
provides that personal data processed should reflect reality at any time. Individuals can challenge
66
67

Article 15 GDPR.
Article 16 GDPR.
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the accuracy of their personal data and ask for it to be corrected. If the data is incomplete,
individuals could also ask for the organisation to complete it by adding more details.
The right to rectification is important because inaccurate data could have particularly negative
consequences for an individual in certain cases. For example, the keeping of inaccurate
creditworthiness data for an individual could deny him or her a credit. For MEnts, accuracy is
especially important for health professionals. If the results of a person’s medical exams are falsely
documented, it could lead to a wrong diagnosis or treatment with potentially serious consequences
for the person concerned.
2.2.3.4.

Right to erasure

This is the right of individuals to ask for an organisation that holds data about them to delete that
data and, under some circumstances, the organisation must proceed to delete it.68 Sometimes this
right is also referred to as “right to be forgotten”.
The right to erasure applies in the following circumstances:
Personal data is no longer necessary for the
 Right to erasure
original purpose of collection or processing
Individual withdraws consent to the processing
 Right to erasure
(where processing was based on consent)
Individual objects to the processing and the
 Right to erasure
controller does not have an overriding
legitimate interest to continue this processing
(where processing was based on legitimate
interest)
Individual objects to the processing for direct
 Right to erasure
marketing purposes
Controller has processed personal data
 Right to erasure
unlawfully (without an appropriate lawful
basis)
Controller has processed the personal data to
 Right to erasure
offer information society services to a child
Table 3- Applicability of right to erasure
The GDPR does not specify the meaning of ‘erasure’ nor does it point out to specific techniques for
erasing personal data. At the same time, ICO stresses the importance of ensuring erasure from both
live systems and backup systems when receiving a valid erasure request.69
2.2.3.5.

Right to restriction of processing

This right enables individuals to limit the way an organisation uses their personal data when they
are concerned about the accuracy of the data or how it is being used.70 It can also be used to stop
an organisation deleting personal data. Restriction of processing does not require the organisation
to delete the personal data – a MEnt would still be able to store the personal data, but not use it.

68

Article 17 GDPR.
ICO, Guide to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – Individual rights: Right to erasure.
70 Article 18 GDPR.
69
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An organisation can be asked to temporarily limit the use of personal data when they are
considering a challenge made about the accuracy of the data or an objection made about the use
of the data.
An organisation can also be asked to limit the use of the data rather than delete it if the organisation
processes the data unlawfully or no longer needs the data, but individuals want the organisation to
keep it in order to create, exercise or defend legal claims.
As to the practical implementation of this right, the GDPR mentions some indicative methods by
which the processing of personal data could be restricted. These include temporarily moving the
data concerned to another processing system, making the data unavailable to users, or temporarily
removing published personal data from a website.71 Therefore, a MEnt should implement technical
means to ensure that while the restriction is in place, the relevant data cannot be processed or
changed.
2.2.3.6.

Right to data portability

Data portability is a new right introduced by the GDPR to give data subjects more control over their
personal data, support the free flow of data within the EU and foster competition between data
controllers.72 It allows individuals to get their personal data from a controller or request to send
the data to another controller in a way that is machine-readable.
This right only applies to data that is held electronically and individuals have provided to the
controller, including data that has been gathered from monitoring individual activities when they
are using a device or service (i.e. website usage data or raw data gathered from wearable devices).
It complements the individuals’ right of access, by allowing them to receive personal data stored
by a data controller for further personal use.73 The fact that data subjects also have a right to
transmit personal data from one data controller to another data controller empowers data subjects
as consumers and enhances competition. Transmitting from one controller to another should be
done using structured, commonly used and machine-readable formats, using secure methods.74
Only processing operations based on the individual’s consent or on a contract to which the
individual is party fall under the scope of the right to data portability.75
Data portability might be challenging for MEnts on a technical level, as data controllers should offer
different implementations of the right. Article 29 Working Party indicates in its guidelines on data
portability that controllers should explore and assess two different and complementary ways to
make portable data available: a direct transmission of the overall dataset of portable data (or
several extracts of parts of the global dataset) and an automated tool that allows extraction of
relevant data.76

71

Recital (67) GDPR.
Article 29 Working Party, Guidelines on the right to data portability, WP 242, as last revised and adopted on 5 April
2017, p. 3.
73 Ibid., p. 5.
74 Ibid.
75 Article 20(1)(a) GDPR.
76 Article 29 Working Party, Guidelines on the right to data portability, WP 242, as last revised and adopted on 5 April
2017, p. 16.
72
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2.2.3.7.

Right to object

Individuals have the right to object to the processing of their personal data in some circumstances.77
Once requested, the organisation must stop processing the data for that purpose unless it can give
strong and legitimate reasons to continue using that data despite the individual’s objections. In
order to deny a request, organisations have to engage in a balancing exercise, weighing the
individual’s interests and rights with their own legitimate grounds for processing: it is only where
the latter override the former that an organisation may not grant the right to object. In that case,
the decision should be explained to the individual along with information on their right to complaint
to the supervisory authority.
The situation is different, however, when an organisation processes personal data for direct
marketing on the basis of legitimate interests, which may be particularly relevant for MEnts. MEnts
may process personal data of their customers for direct marketing without asking for their consent,
by relying on their ‘legitimate interest’. However, the GDPR establishes an absolute right to object
to processing for direct marketing and an entity cannot invoke overriding grounds that prevail over
the individual’s rights and interests: “[Where personal data are processed for direct marketing
purposes, the data subject shall have the right to object at any time to processing of personal data
concerning him or her for such marketing, which includes profiling to the extent that it is related to
such direct marketing” ].78
Therefore, where an individual objects to the processing of his personal data for direct marketing,
MEnts have to ensure that his or her personal data are no longer processed for that purpose.
2.2.3.8.

Right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, including
profiling

The final right provided in GDPR is the right of individuals not to be subject to a decision that is
based solely on automated processing if the decision affects their legal rights or other equally
important matters79 (for instance, the automatic refusal of an online credit application, and erecruiting practices without human intervention). Individuals must understand the reasons behind
decisions made about them by automated processing and the possible consequences of the
decisions, and be able to object to profiling in certain situations, including for direct marketing.
In the case of MEnts this right could be of limited relevance. Most MEnts day-to-day data processing
operations are unlikely to include solely automated decision-making. The more likely situation is
the use of profiling for direct marketing, not to own customers but through marketing campaigns
conducted by third parties and targeting a specific audience. In this case, profiling will be done by
a third party and MEnts will not act as controllers.

2.2.4. Obligations of controllers
We mentioned above that accountability is one of the core principles of the GDPR, imposing a
responsibility on controllers to ensure and be able to demonstrate compliance. The accountability
principle affirmed in Article 5(2) of the GDPR is concretized in Chapter IV (Articles 24 – 43) laying

77

In the case of MEnts, the right to object only applies when the lawful basis of the processing is the legitimate interest
of the controller, especially when the processing purpose is direct marketing.
78 Article 21(2) GDPR.
79 Article 22 GDPR.
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down the obligations of controllers and processors. This is an extensive list of obligations, which
includes the requirements to carry out a DPIA, to implement data protection by design and by
default and appoint a DPO. Because of the target audience of SMOOTH being MEnts, in their
majority engaging in low-risk processing, we will not consider these requirements. The section will
focus on accountability requirements that are relevant for all MEnts:
 Keeping records of processing activities
 Implementing (at a minimum) basic security measures to the processing
 Establishing a procedure for managing personal data breaches and notifying the DPA and
data subjects where necessary
 Having contractual terms to regulate their relationship with data processors.
2.2.4.1.

Documentation of processing activities

Any organisation processing personal data should ‘know its data’. Keeping track of the personal
data stored or otherwise processed, information on the purpose of processing, to whom it is
disclosed etc. is a prerequisite for implementing meaningful data privacy measures and enabling
individuals to exercise their rights. Accordingly, the GDPR places the obligation on both controllers
and processors to keep records of their processing activities.80 Records must be kept in writing,
including in an electronic form. They must also be regularly kept up-to-date to reflect the current
processing operations of an entity.
Because records maintenance may prove time-consuming and potentially costly, especially for
SMEs having insufficient financial and human resources, the GDPR provides for an exception for
any enterprise or organisation with less than 250 employees. The exception however is very unlikely
to result applicable, because any SME must still keep records in the following situations:






For processing operations that are not occasional. Processing is ‘occasional’ if it only
occurs once or for a short period of time and only plays a subordinate role on the activity
of an entity.81 Some of the processing operations carried out by SMEs and MEnts cannot be
classified as ‘occasional’ because of their continuity and regularity. For instance, even small
businesses possibly process personal data regarding their employees or customers (e.g.
addresses for delivery of orders) on a regular basis.82 These processing operations do not
fall under the exception and should be recorded. To the contrary, where an SME carries out
a one-off survey of its customers’ satisfaction towards a new product it launched, it does
not need to document it in its record of processing activities.
For processing likely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of data subjects.
Importantly, the Regulation here refers to ‘risk’ rather than ‘high-risk’, which possibly
means that only activities with minor risks are excluded.
For processing of special categories of personal data or personal data relating to criminal
convictions. Whenever a SME processes sensitive personal data the processing must be
documented. MEnts operating in the health sector are particularly concerned by this
provision.

80

Article 30 GDPR.
P. Voigt and A. von dem Bussche, The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – A Practical Guide, Springer
International 2017, p. 45.
82 Article 29 Working Party, Position Paper on the derogations from the obligation to maintain records of processing
activities pursuant to Article 30(5) GDPR, p. 2.
81
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The type of information that must be documented in the records differs depending on whether an
entity is a data controller or data processor. In line with the GDPR’s approach to place more
responsibilities on controllers, the latter must keep more information in their records than
processors.

Information to document in records

Controller (Art.
30(1))


Processor (Art. 30(2))

Name and contact details of the entity, its
representative and DPO
Purposes of processing

Categories of processing
Description of categories of data subjects and

of categories of personal data
Categories of data recipients

Transfers of personal data to a third

country/international
organisation
and
suitable safeguards
Envisaged time limits for erasure of the

different categories of data
General description of the technical and

organisational security measures
Table 4 – Information to keep in records of processing activities









Because documentation can help entities comply with other GDPR provisions, such as to effectively
implement the rights of data subjects and improve their personal data governance in general, ICO
encourages all entities to document other aspects of the GDPR as a best practice.83 A MEnt should
additionally document the location and source of the personal data, the lawful basis for the
processing, the records of consent (which individual consented to which processing) and the
contracts it has with processors.
To guide entities in their compliance efforts, some DPAs have published documentation templates,
guides and tools that could be easily downloaded or used by MEnts.84
2.2.4.2.

Security of processing

All entities processing personal data are required to implement appropriate technical and
organisational measures to ensure security of processing.85 The GDPR embraces a risk-based
approach to security, stipulating that in assessing the appropriate level of security an entity must
take into account the risks that are presented in the processing. Other factors to consider when
determining the appropriate security measures are the state of the art (what is the state of the art
technology for comprehensive data security?), the costs of implementation and the nature, scope
and purposes of processing.

83

ICO, Guide to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – Documentation.
See ICO, Documentation template for controllers and processors; APD, Registre des activités de traitement and AEPD,
Facilita RGPD .
85 Article 32 GDPR.
84
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As to the concrete measures to be adopted, the GDPR does not come with an exhaustive list. It
indicates, however, a few indicative measures that could be implemented as appropriate, such as
the pseudonymisation and encryption of personal data, the ability to ensure the on-going
confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of processing systems and the ability to restore
availability and access to personal data in a timely manner in case of a physical or technical
incident.86
Therefore, there is no one-size-fits-all solution to security; the appropriate security level is to be
decided by entities on a case-by-case basis. Entities engaging in high-risk processing activities (e.g.
profiling) or processing special categories of personal data are expected to implement a more
thorough security strategy than entities processing low-risk data. The risk-based approach is
particularly important for MEnts. As the processing carried out by most MEnts is low-risk, they may
not need to invest significant resources and time on security.
At the same time, all MEnts are required to implement adequate security measures according to
their processing activities. Below, a list is provided with some organisational and technical measures
that may be adequate for most of the MEnts.87

Organisational measures

All MEnts must ensure that their employees involved in processing/having access to
personal data are informed about their obligations under data protection law,
notably their duty on secrecy and confidentiality.
 Personal data must not be exposed to third parties. Staff must be cautious
and avoid unattended electronic screens and unattended paper
documents in public areas. When they are absent from the workstation,
the screen should be blocked or the session should be closed.
 Both paper documents and electronic files must be stored securely on a
24/7 basis. Secure storage entails the use of lockers or restricted access
rooms.
 Electronic documents or media such as USB sticks, CDs, hard disks etc.
containing personal data must not be discarded without guaranteeing
their destruction.
 Personal data or personal information must not be transferred to third
parties and staff should pay attention not to disclose such data during
telephone conversations or email exchanges.
 The secrecy and confidentiality duties transcend the employment
relationship. Employees remain bound by these duties even after their
employment contract with the MEnt ends.
 Employees are informed about the procedure to handle requests from data
subjects to exercise their rights.
 Employees are informed and able to understand what a personal data
breach is and notify the management when they realise that a security
breach occurred.
Table 5 – Suggested organisational measures for security

86

Article 32(1) GDPR.
The measures are based on the recommendations of AEPD on basic security measures to be adopted by
organisations, given as part of the RPDP Facilita compliance report.
87
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Technical measures

All MEnts must implement certain technical security measures in their processing
systems.

2.2.4.3.

 When a computer or other device is used for the processing of personal
data and for personal use purposes, MEnts are encouraged to have several
profiles or different users for each purpose, i.e. to keep professional and
personal uses of the device separate.
 It is recommended to have profiles with administration rights for the
system installation and configuration for certain persons and users without
privileges or administration rights to access personal data.
 Use of (sufficiently strong) passwords to access personal data stored in
electronic systems and guarantee of the confidentiality of passwords.
 Ensure the unambiguous identification of users when personal data are
accessed by different users, by making available a specific user and
password to each user.
 Computers and devices must be kept updated as possible and also be
equipped with anti-virus systems to protect against malware and prevent,
as far as possible, the theft and destruction of information and personal
data. The anti-virus system should be updated periodically.
 Ensure that a firewall is activated on computers and devices in which
personal data are stored or otherwise processed to avoid undue remote
access to that data.
 Consider the possibility of using an encryption method to guarantee the
confidentiality of the data to avoid unauthorized access to information,
especially if it is necessary to transfer personal data outside the facilities
where they are processed through electronic communication means.
 Make a backup copy, periodically, on a second medium other than the one

used for daily work. The copy should be stored in a safe place different to
the one in which the computer with the original files is located, so as to
allow the recovery of personal data in case of loss of information.
Table 6 – Suggested technical measures for security

Notification of personal data breaches

The GDPR introduces an obligation on all data controllers to report to the supervisory authorities
personal data breaches.88 It defines personal data breach as “a breach of security leading to the
accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, authorized disclosure of, or access to, personal
data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed”.89 The definition is particularly broad in that it
does not require intent or negligence – it covers any security incident involving personal data no
matter how or why it takes place, including accidental breaches. As emphasized by ICO, a personal
data breach is more than just the loss or theft of personal data. Access to the data by an
unauthorized third party, accidentally sending personal data to an incorrect recipient, having a
person altering personal data without permission and even the loss of availability of personal data
can constitute data breaches.90

88

Article 33 GDPR.
Article 4(12) GDPR.
90 ICO, Guide to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – Personal data breaches.
89
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Because of the breadth of the definition, personal data breaches are likely to occur in any business.
Like all entities processing personal data, MEnts should be able to prepare for and respond to a
breach. Preparing means that, as a first step, the MEnt staff is able to recognize a personal data
breach and understands the broad scope of the breach notion under the GDPR. A response plan
should then be in place for addressing any breach.
The duty to report the breach to the supervisory authority does not always apply. The GDPR
exempts breaches “unlikely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons” from
the notification requirement.91 To decide whether notification is necessary MEnts should have in
place a process to assess the possible risk to individuals that the breach could cause. The criteria
recommended by WP29 to guide this analysis include:92













Type of the breach: a breach whereby confidential information is disclosed to
unauthorized parties possibly has more serious consequence than a breach consisting of
the temporary unavailability of the data in the local server;
Nature, sensitivity and volume of personal data: breaches involving data about a person’s
health, ID documents details or financial data are likely to cause risk to individuals;
Ease of identification of individuals: where personal data are pseudonymised or
encrypted, without the decryption key or pseudonym the data would be unintelligible to
unauthorized persons. This reduces the possibility of individuals being identified in case
of a breach and the risks they could face as a result thereof.
Severity of consequences for individuals: where a breach could result in identity theft,
fraud, damage to reputation etc. its consequences should be considered particularly
severe.
Special characteristics of the affected individuals: breaches involving personal data of
children or other vulnerable persons may entail higher risks due to the vulnerability of
these individuals.
Number of affected individuals: arguably, the more individuals are affected, the greater
the impact a breach can have. At the same time, the number of affected persons should
not be the only criterion in the assessment of risk: a breach involving a very small number
of persons could still entail a risk to their rights and freedoms, if for instance the data
involved are of particularly sensitive nature.
Special characteristics of the data controller: risks may vary depending on the organisation
processing the personal data. The likelihood of risk for individuals is greater for a small
cabinet of doctors dealing with medical data than for a MEnt operating in the retail sector
that just suffers a breach involving its newsletter mailing list.

Following this assessment, if a MEnt establishes that the breach is likely to result in risks for the
individuals affected it must notify the competent supervisory authority within 72 hours. The
notification must be accompanied with a series of information: i) a description of the nature of the
breach, with information (where possible) on the categories and approximate number of affected
individuals and personal data records; ii) a description of the likely consequences of the breach; iii)
an overview of the measures taken or proposed to be taken to deal with the breach and; iv) the
name and contact details of the DPO or other contact point where the supervisory authority could
91

Article 33(1) GDPR.
Article 29 Working Party, Guidelines on Personal data breach notification under Regulation 2016/679, WP250,
adopted on 3 October 2017, pp. 20 – 22.
92
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revert to obtain further information if needed. Acknowledging that it may not always be possible
to fully investigate the breach within 72 hours, the GDPR allows controllers to provide this
information in phases: immediately notify the supervisory authority and submit further information
as soon as it becomes possible.
In addition to the obligation to notify the supervisory authority, controllers are also required to
communicate the breach to the individuals affected in certain circumstances.93 This applies if the
breach is likely to result in ‘high risk’ to the individuals’ rights and freedoms. To determine whether
there is ‘high risk’ a MEnt should consider the same criteria as explained above. Breaches involving
confidential information, medical data and credit card details are likely to result in high risk.
The purpose of notifying the affected individuals in those cases is to enable them to take steps to
protect themselves from the possible negative effects of the breach (e.g. if they know that their
credit card details have been stolen, they may cancel that card). Therefore, the MEnt should
describe the nature of the breach in simple and clear language, providing a description of the
possible consequences for the individual, of the measures it has taken or proposes to take to deal
with the breach, as well as the names and contact details of a contact person for the individual to
get more information.
2.2.4.4.

Obligations when involving a processor

Many of the processing activities of small businesses may not be carried out by the business itself
but are ‘delegated’ to a data processor. MEnts could rely on processors for payroll management,
for processing online payments, for delivering orders etc. They could also use cloud service
providers for email communications and storage of personal data. The GDPR allows the use of
processors; however, data controllers have the responsibility to select processors who can provide
‘sufficient guarantees’ that they will meet the GDPR requirements and respect individuals’ rights.
Therefore, MEnts must show diligence when choosing and appointing a third entity as processor.
The GDPR provides that whenever a controller involves a processor, a written contract has to be in
place. The contract, often referred to as ‘data processing agreement’ or ‘controller-processor
agreement’, should enable both parties to understand their respective responsibilities and liability.
The information and type of clauses the controller-processor agreement must include are set out
in the GDPR. The technologies developed within SMOOTH for the analysis of key GDPR documents
could verify whether the contract used by a MEnt contains all the mandatory information.
Controller-processor agreements must include all of the following information:






Subject matter and duration of the processing
Nature and purpose of the processing
Types of personal data involved
Categories of data subjects involved
Obligations and rights of controllers

In addition, it is compulsory to include clauses stipulating the following:
 The processor must only act on the written instructions of the controller. This will be a
general clause, likely drafted in a broad way – e.g. The Data Processor may only act and
93

Article 34 GDPR.
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process the Personal Data in accordance with the documented instruction from the Data
Controller.
The processor must ensure that persons authorised to process the personal data will do so
in a confidential manner (confidentiality clause) – e.g. The Data Processor undertakes to
fulfil the following obligations: (…) To maintain a duty of secrecy with respect to the
personal data to which the Data Processor has access.
The processor will take all measures required under Article 32 GDPR regarding security of
processing (security clause) – e.g. The Data Processor will implement appropriate technical
and organisational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk. The
specific security measure to be implemented are set forth in Annex 1.
The processor will only engage a sub-processor with the prior agreement of the controller
and will have a written contract in place to govern the processor-sub-processor relationship
(sub-processing clause).
The processor will help the controller in addressing requests from individuals to exercise
their rights (assistance clause – data subjects rights).
The processor will help the controller in meeting its GDPR obligations under Articles 32-36
(security of processing, data breaches notifications, data protection impact assessments)
(assistance clause – security)
The processor will delete or return (at the choice of the controller) all the personal data to
the controller after the end of the provision of services related to processing, and delete
existing copies unless EU or national law requires storage of the personal data (clause on
deleting or returning personal data)
The processor will make available to the controller all information necessary to
demonstrate compliance with the obligations under the contract and allow for audits and
inspections by the controller or other auditor (audits clause).

2.2.5. Processing of special categories of data – additional requirements for microenterprises
The GDPR recognises that some personal data are, by their nature, particularly sensitive and merit
enhanced protection because their processing could create significant risks to the fundamental
rights and freedoms of individuals.94 These are referred to as ‘special categories of personal data’
(another term commonly used is ‘sensitive data’), and cover information revealing a person’s racial
or ethnic origin, political opinion, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership,
genetic and biometric data, health data and data concerning sex life or sexual orientation.95
The special regime applicable to sensitive data is as follows: in principle, their processing is
prohibited under Article 9(1); this general prohibition is lifted only if one of the justifications
enumerated in the Article 9(2) applies. The list of justifications is exhaustive, meaning that if an
entity processes sensitive personal data in any other situation not covered by Article 9(2), the
processing is unlawful.
Therefore, before starting to process sensitive data MEnts must assess if any of the justification
grounds apply. Not all grounds are relevant for MEnts or generally for processing for commercial
purposes, since the list includes processing necessary for reasons of substantial public interest, for
94
95

Recital (51) GDPR.
Ibid.
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scientific research, done by not-for profit associations etc. MEnts would most commonly be able to
rely on the following grounds:


Explicit consent of the individual (Article 9(2)(a)). Explicit consent needs to fulfil all the
conditions of (regular) consent under Article 7 GDPR, i.e. be freely given, specific, informed
and unambiguous and additionally, to be explicit. MEnts should ask the individual
concerned to give an express statement of consent, whereby the individual will indicate
that he or she understands and agrees that sensitive data will be processed. Section 2.4.1.8
analyses explicit consent in more detail.



Processing in the field of employment and social security law (Article 9(2)(b)). This ground
applies only for processing that is necessary for carrying out obligations and exercising
specific rights of the controller or of the data subject in the field of employment and social
security and social protection law, in so far as it is authorised by Union or Member State
law or a collective agreement pursuant to Member State law providing for appropriate
safeguards. In essence, this provision recognizes that within the employment relationship
the employer may need to process certain types of sensitive data, most commonly health
data. However, MEnts will be able to rely on this ground only if specific legislation is
adopted in their Member State authorizing processing of sensitive data for those
employment and social security purposes.



Processing for the assertion of legal claims (Article 9(2)(f)). Processing must be necessary
for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims. This ground might be relevant
mostly for MEnts operating in the health sector. It might be necessary for such MEnts to
retain medical records of patients for a certain period and use them as proof in the course
of court proceedings, if for example a patient launches legal proceedings for negligence.



Processing for individual health care purposes (Article 9(2)(h)). This mainly concerns two
types of processing: i) processing necessary for the purposes of preventive or occupational
medicine, for the assessment of the working capacity of the employee, medical diagnosis,
the provision of health or social care or treatment or the management of health or social
care systems and services. Relying on this ground needs EU or Member State law, meaning
that MEnts should assess whether specific national legislation is adopted authorizing them
to process the data; ii) processing pursuant to a contract with a health professional, carried
out by or under the responsibility of a professional subject to the obligation of professional
secrecy under Union or Member State law or rules established by national competent
bodies. Being subject to obligations of professional secrecy, doctors and psychologists can
rely on this ‘contract’ ground for the processing of sensitive data of their patients.

If any of the abovementioned grounds applies, a MEnt is permitted to process sensitive data. The
processing must comply with all GDPR requirements applicable to ‘regular data’: for instance,
MEnts must ensure that the data is processed for a specified purpose and not further used (purpose
limitation), that it only collects data necessary to fulfil those purposes (data minimisation) and that
it informs individuals about the processing and on how to exercise their rights (transparency).
However, due to the sensitive nature of the data, special emphasis should be placed on security.
MEnts should take all useful precautions to impede access of unauthorized persons to the data.
30/09/2019
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While personnel involved in the treatment of patients (doctors and nurses) need to have direct
access to medical dossiers, global access to these dossiers must not be given to administrative
personnel.96 In principle the data should be encrypted to be made unintelligible to non-authorized
persons, for instance when technical persons perform the maintenance of the software used to
manage the data.97 Finally, it is important to note that Member States may place conditions on the
use of service providers and storage of sensitive data in remote servers. The French Code on Public
Health requires service providers used for the storage of health data to be certified or approved by
an accreditation body.98
Relevance of national law on processing of special categories of personal data:
It is important to stress that according to Article 9(2) of the GDPR, the processing of special
categories of data for purposes of employment and social security law, as well as for purposes for
individual health care, is allowed only if it is authorized by national (or EU) law. Such law should
provide for appropriate safeguards for the protection of the fundamental rights and interests of the
individuals. Therefore, for assessing compliance with the rules on processing special categories of
personal data, it is necessary to consult national law in addition to the GDPR. Several Member
States have adopted legislation implementing certain provisions of the GDPR, including the
conditions for processing of sensitive data. These national implementing acts must be consulted by
data controllers, to enable them to understand:
 Does national legislation allow the processing of sensitive data?
o on the basis of explicit consent of the individual? If not, consent cannot be relied
on and the controller cannot process sensitive data unless a different justification
applies (e.g. processing is needed for individual health care purposes)
o for purposes of employment/ social security law?
o for purposes related to the provision of individual healthcare?
 What are the safeguards national legislation places for sensitive data processing (e.g.
security measures, obligation to designate a DPO)? These measures must be complied with.
Legal partners will do a mapping exercise to identify national legislative provisions on the
processing of sensitive personal data. SMOOTH tools will explore using this information: where a
MEnt indicates in the EQ that it processes sensitive personal data / where the automated
assessment tests identify the presence of sensitive data in the MEnt’s data repository, the
compliance report should alert it on conditions imposed by national law for such processing.

2.2.6. The impact of the risk-based approach on the key GDPR requirements for microenterprises and the Operational Requirements
2.2.6.1.

The GDPR is risk based and does not contain (real) specific requirements or exemptions
for MEnts

The GDPR requirements are risk based and not based on the size, the turnover or the number of
employees of an enterprise. The exceptions to this rule are very limited and are partly invalidated

96

CNIL & Ordre national des medecins, Guide pratique sur la protection des donees personelles, p. 8.
Ibid., p. 9.
98 Article L1111-8, Code de la santé publique.
97
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because the exempted requirements will often still apply to MEnts, depending on a risk-analysis.99
Also, some GDPR provisions do not apply to MEnts because these provisions provide additional
tools to large, multinational enterprises to organize their GDPR compliance, such as the possibility
for an enterprise to implement binding corporate rules within its group of enterprises.100 However,
the non-applicability of these specific rules to MEnts does not reduce the obligations of MEnts
under the GDPR.
MEnts will therefore, as a general rule have to comply with all GDPR requirements, related to
their risk profile. This may result in situations where data-intensive MEnts may have to comply with
more stringent requirements under the GDPR, than (much) larger enterprises which use very little
personal data.
2.2.6.2.

The differences between MEnts and other companies will have effect on the way
(degree and complexity) GDPR requirements are implemented in practice

The fact that MEnts have to comply with all GDPR requirements, does not mean that MEnts will
have to implement the GDPR requirements in exactly the same way as larger enterprises.
First of all, the data protection risk profile of many MEnts, especially MEnts with more traditional
business profiles, will generally be very low. This means that the practical way in which the GDPR
requirements are implemented in such MEnts, will be more simple and straightforward. The
(formal) legal GDPR requirement are the same, but the (practical) Operational Requirements will
be (much) lighter.
For example, each enterprise needs a privacy policy to inform the concerned data subjects how it
is processing their personal data. It is clear however that (for example) a carpenter with two
employees who only processes the personal data of a few hundreds of customers for invoicing
purposes, will have a very simple and straightforward privacy policy. Whereas the privacy policy of
a company with a few hundred employees and thousands of clients that uses the personal data of
such clients for marketing and profiling, will be much more complex.

99

For example, the obligation to maintain a RoPa (record of processing activities) is supposed to be an exception
to this rule as it is not applicable to an “enterprise […] employing fewer than 250 persons” (art. 30 GDPR). This
exemption is not applicable when the processing of personal data by such smaller enterprises is “likely to result
in a risk to the rights and freedoms of data subjects, the processing is not occasional, or the processing includes
special categories”.
Smaller enterprises still need to assess their data processing activities to establish if these are covered by the
(broad) exceptions to the exemption and will often still need to maintain such RoPa. Moreover, even if a MEnt
can benefit from the exemption, it will still need to comply with its documenting and accountability obligations.
This means that even those MEnts will still need some kind of overview of their processing activities and would
in fact need to maintain some kind of RoPa.
Furthermore, the exception that smaller enterprises need a RoPa if their “processing is not occasional” is very
broad and can be applied to most MEnts. The Belgian Data Processing Authority is of the opinion that any
processing of customer data or personnel data is to be considered as “not occasional” and recommends all
data controllers and all data processors to maintain a RoPa in order to be able to comply with their obligations
under the GDPR, such as the accountability and documenting obligations.
See Belgian DPA, Recommendation 06/2017 of 14 June 2019, Recommandation relative au Registre des
activités de traitements (article 30 du RGPD) (CO-AR-2017-011).
100
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Also, the mere fact that MEnts never have more than nine employees has consequences on the
profoundness and complexity of all Operational Requirements that directly or indirectly relate to
employees, including both Operational Requirements aimed at protecting the employees’ personal
data and Operational Requirements aimed at ensuring that the MEnts’ employees process the
personal data processed by the MEnts in a GDPR compliant way.
2.2.6.3.

Different types of MEnts / verticals

MEnts are a very heterogenic group and cover a broad spectrum of activities with very different
risk profiles.
Therefore it is not possible to define the data processing risk profile of all MEnts in a general way,
nor is it possible to generally define (the complexity of) the Operational Requirements that MEnts
need to be GDPR compliant.
For this reason, in this project the MEnts are divided into three different generalized verticals
aiming to broadly cover the MEnts heterogeneity, being the “Traditional MEnts”, “Digital MEnts”
and MEnts dealing with special categories of data.101


Traditional MEnts
This vertical targets MEnts running traditional businesses that are used every day by
millions of European citizens. Examples of such companies include: retail shops, real state
agencies, repair shops, restaurants, family businesses, etc.
Many of these companies may have been managing personal information for long time but,
most probably, they have not been aware of the data protection legislations. Even if they
are (or become) aware, they will need to have simple and inexpensive compliance solutions
in place.
Probably, traditional MEnts, besides being the largest group of MEnts in the EU, are the
most vulnerable to data protection risks since many of them may not have any mechanisms
in place. However, lack of awareness is not and excuse to avoid fines.
The SMOOTH platform will serve as an initial guidance for the traditional MEnts that most
likely do not have any data protection mechanism in place. After completing the
registration questionnaire, SMOOTH will provide recommendations/guidelines of what
elements they should introduce to be compliant with the GDPR based on their profile (e.g.,
informed consent), links to valid informative document samples (e.g., informed consent,
terms of use, etc.), etc.
A typical Traditional MEnt as defined by SMOOTH has the following characteristics that are
interesting from a data protection point-of-view:

101

o

The number of employees remains more or less stable. In many cases, these MEnts
qualify as MEnts throughout their entire lifecycle.

o

The online presence is limited (mainly website and social networks) or inexistent.
Their business is mainly focused on “brick-and-mortar” and physical services.

o

If present online, the Traditional MEnt may provide limited online services,
generally supporting its brick-and-mortar business, mostly through standardized

See Section 1.3.2.2 of the SMOOTH Grant Agreement Number 786741.
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third party services such as booking apps (for example restaurants or hairdressers),
rating apps, digital fidelity cards/apps or basic web shops.



o

These businesses are generally organized in a low-tech and non-data-intensive
way. They process mainly the personal data of their customers, suppliers and their
limited number of employees. Their processing of sensitive personal data is
generally limited.

o

The Traditional MEnt may use its customer personal data for digital advertisement
purposes, such as via direct mail or on social media (Facebook), but is unlikely to
use mail automation, profiling, or enhanced digital advertisement that requires a
further going use of the personal data.

Digital MEnts
This vertical focuses on small technological start-ups and entrepreneurs that offer online
services or interact with their customers using websites or mobile apps.
While these companies are by definition MEnts, their profile is radically different from the
Traditional MEnts. In general, they are running technological businesses and make use of
the Internet, through websites or mobile apps, to interact with their customers.
Furthermore, these MEnts are run by professionals with a higher education degree, who
are expected to be aware of the notions of privacy and data protection. Therefore, it is
expected that these companies have in their websites and/or mobile apps the relevant
documents defined in the GDPR such as the terms of use, cookies policies, etc.
Digital MEnts will benefit from all SMOOTH technologies. However, they will specifically be
the entities benefiting the most from the technology validating the compliance of websites
and mobile apps (WP5).
A typical Digital MEnt as defined by SMOOTH has the following characteristics:

30/09/2019

o

The number of employees rises over time. These MEnts generally “employ” a
number of temporary and less temporary collaborators, such as founders and
external in-house consultants, that are not counted as employees but which may
result in a de facto work force of more than nine persons. If successful, many of
these MEnts will “outgrow” the capacity of a MEnt.

o

The Digital MEnts has an outspoken online presence (website, mobile applications
and social networks).

o

Online services are offered as the core of their business, provided through own
developed, customized and/or third party applications. Their activities are not
necessarily digital only, as these online activities may be linked to IoT-devices and
physical services provided to customers.

o

These businesses are high-tech and data-intensive. High volumes of
customer/user/prospect personal data are processed, in addition to the personal
data of employees and suppliers. Their business models are generally innovative
and consequently their use of personal data may be likewise. The required
entrepreneurial spirit which is by definition risk tolerant may lead to a risk tolerant
attitude towards data protection. These MEnts may process some sensitive
personal data as part of their business model, but even if such processing is not
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their purpose, their data-intensive nature results in a high probability that sensitive
data is processed, possibly inadvertently.
o



Customer (and other) personal data is used for analysis of their services and for
digital advertisement purposes, such as via direct mail or on social media. There is
an openness for using new technologies for these activities.

MEnts dealing with special categories of data (‘sensitive personal data’)
According to the GDPR sensitive personal data is personal data revealing: racial or ethnic
origin; political opinions; religious of philosophical beliefs; trade-union membership; health
conditions, sex life or sexual orientation; genetic or biometric information.
The most typical examples of such MEnts are to be found in the health sector (doctors,
psychologists, physiotherapists, pharmacies, etc). However, it could also be businesses that
are treating other types of sensitive information, such as services oriented to the LGTB
community, money transfer businesses oriented to immigrants, etc. Hence, the number of
small businesses dealing with sensitive personal data is by far not negligible.
The important data protection implications associated to managing sensitive personal data
makes it worthy to allocate a separate vertical. The modules analysing the informed
consent (if applicable) and the data storage repositories are very relevant to this business
vertical. Should these modules detect the presence of personal sensitive data SMOOTH will
produce a special version of the compliance report, which will include clear guidelines for
managing sensitive data in compliance with the GDPR.
Under SMOOTH this category does not include start-ups or tech companies that develop
services which require the processing of sensitive data, such as developers of medical
application or smart medical devices, which are covered by the category of the Digital
MEnts as described above. This category focusses on the more traditional MEnts processing
sensitive personal data with a main business focus on the physical world, such as the
examples described above.
A typical MEnt dealing with special categories of data as defined by SMOOTH has the
following characteristics:

30/09/2019

o

The number of employees is low (for a MEnt) or inexistent. These MEnts may
consist of collaborations between several professionals/MEnts (for example group
practices of doctors, psychologists, lawyers or physiotherapists), they may work
with (high numbers of) volunteers (such as interest or advocacy groups for the LGBT
community) or with other MEnts. Some of them tend to grow and to be
consolidated which results in a growing number of employees (for example
pharmacies) and a business purpose to outgrow the qualification as a MEnt.

o

The online presence is limited (mainly website and social networks) or inexistent.
Their activities are mainly focused on “brick-and-mortar” and physical services.

o

If present online, these MEnts may provide limited online services, generally
supporting its brick-and-mortar business, mostly through standardized third party
services such as apps to book appointments (for example lawyers, doctors or
physiotherapists), digital fidelity cards/apps or basic web shops (pharmacies). The
rise in intelligent medical applications and devices will cause that at least the (para) medical professionals will be confronted increasingly with data-intensive services
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developed by third parties that will become part of their service to their
customers/patients and in which relationship they may even be the data controller
of such data. Furthermore, depending on their audience, the interest and advocacy
groups will often provide for online platforms where their target audience and/or
members can communicate on public and/or private forums, causing these
platforms to contain much sensitive personal data.

2.2.6.4.

o

The activities and services of these MEnts are often physical but generally rely on
an ever increasing digitalized back-end. Files of customers, clients, patients and
members are often digitized and managed through local or cloud based
applications. These processing activities will generally not become very dataintensive as most data will be explicitly provided by the data subject or by other
parties at the request of the data subject and these MEnts will not collect
behavioural or other data at a large scale. Except in case of the use of intelligent
(para-) medical devices, no sensitive data is gathered in an automated way. They
process mainly the personal data of their patients, clients, customers, suppliers and
their limited number of employees. Their processing of sensitive personal data is
normally limited and will only support their services provided to their patients,
customers and clients, but they may accumulate rather big volumes of (sensitive)
personal data over time.

o

These MEnts cover a wide array of activities and it is difficult to put a label on their
use of data for marketing purposes. Whereas it is unlikely that general practitioners
will start using their patient lists for marketing purposes, it can be assumed that for
example MEnt law firms are already to a certain extent and will increasingly use
their client contact data to send out content marketing such as newsletters in
which they inform their clients about legal evolutions they deem useful for their
clients. Other MEnts of this category will probably do the same or be tempted to
send out (for example) mailings to their clientele.

Establishment of the Operational Requirements for each type of MEnt

Earlier102, we established the following:
-

-

Almost all MEnts must comply with all GDPR requirements.
GDPR requirements must be translated into (practical and materialized) Operational
Requirements to be implemented. The translation from legal GDPR requirement and Key
Element to (materialized) Operational Requirement is established in Annex I. The applicable
Operational Requirements are described in Table 1bis.
The complexity and size of an Operational Requirement will differ depending on the riskprofile of an enterprise and in some cases, some Operational Requirements will not be
applicable.

102

See sections 2.1.3. Identifying the key GDPR and e-Privacy requirements for micro-enterprises, 2.2.6.1.
The GDPR is risk based and does not contain (real) specific requirements or exemptions for MEnts and
2.2.6.2. The differences between MEnts and other companies will have effect on the way (degree and
complexity) GDPR requirements are implemented in practice.
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Consequently, the different verticals relating each to a different standardized type of MEnt, will
need more or less the same Operational Requirements, but the size and complexity of the
applicable Operational Requirements will be different.
Based on the above-mentioned data processing activities and risk-profile of each vertical, we have
identified the size and complexity of each Operational Requirement for each type of MEnt (see
Annex I-bis).
The size and complexity of each Operational Requirement is rated in Annex I-bis with the
following ratings (a scale of 0 to 10 is added for interpretation purposes):
-

N/A: the Operational Requirement is not applicable (0/10)
Minimal: the size and complexity of the (materialized) Operational Requirement are
minimal (1-3/10)
Basic: the size and complexity of the (materialized) Operational Requirement are basic (46/10)
High: the size and complexity of the (materialized) Operational Requirement are high (78/10)
Very high: the size and complexity of the (materialized) Operational Requirement are very
high (9-10/10)

2.3. E-privacy requirements most relevant for micro-enterprises
1.1.4. 2.3.1 Rules on cookies and other tracking technologies
SMOOTH will dedicate a specific pilot to ‘digital MEnts’, i.e. small technological start-ups and
entrepreneurs that offer online services or interact with their customers using websites or mobile
apps. These MEnts have to comply with all GDPR requirements mentioned above. At the same time,
their online presence makes them subject to an additional set of privacy rules: those concerning
the use of cookies and other tracking technologies.
The GDPR only mentions cookies once in a recital stipulating that natural persons may be associated
with online identifiers, such as cookie identifiers, which could leave traces that may be used to
create profiles of the natural persons and identify them.103 The recital essentially indicates that
when cookies can identify an individual, they are considered personal data. As ‘personal data’, their
processing is subject to the GDPR and needs to be grounded on a legal basis and respect the data
protection rules and principles.
The e-Privacy Directive also contains rules on cookies. Article 5(3) stipulates the need for consent
for the storage of or access to certain types of cookies. For the notion of ‘consent’, the Directive
provides that it “should have the same meaning as the data subject’s consent as defined and further
specified in Directive 95/46/EC (Data Protection Directive)”. With the replacement of the Data
Protection Directive with the GDPR, consent under e-Privacy should be aligned with consent under
the GDPR and be freely given, specific, informed, unambiguous and based on an affirmative action.

103

Recital 30 GDPR.
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Article 5(3) also stresses the need to provide “clear and comprehensive information” about the use
of cookies when requesting users’ consent. Digital MEnts thus have to prepare and publish on their
websites a cookie policy allowing users to understand what cookies and other tracking mechanisms
are used and for which purposes. Having this information is necessary to allow users take an
informed decision on whether or not to consent to cookies.
SMOOTH aims to develop technologies for the automated compliance assessment of MEnts
consent practices and information policies. Therefore, detailed information on the elements of
valid cookie consent and a valid cookie information policy is provided in Section 2.4 below.
2.3.1.1.

e-Privacy reforms

In January 2017 the Commission issued a proposal for a Regulation on privacy and electronic
communications that will replace the e-Privacy Directive. At the time of drafting this Deliverable,
discussions on the text of the proposed regulation are ongoing. The proposed reforms, when
adopted, will have a broad scope of application and will change the rules on cookie consent. This
entails that the SMOOTH tools should be adjusted to check compliance with the new rules, once
the Regulation is adopted.
The adaptations that are most relevant for MEnts are presented in the table below.

e-Privacy reforms likely to impact MEnts
Extended scope of application
OTT providers, i.e. providers offering services, content and applications through the internet will
fall under the scope of the new e-Privacy Regulation.
Digital MEnts operating gaming apps, dating apps etc. offering an interpersonal communication
service will be impacted, even if the communication service is an ancillary feature linked to
another service (e.g. an app with instant messaging features within a game).
Cookie rules
The reform aims to simplify the existing rules on cookies and other tracking technologies.
The exemption from the requirement to obtain consent will be extended to more types of ‘nonprivacy intrusive cookies’, such as those to remember items selected by the end-user and placed
in his/her shopping basket, to assess the effectiveness of a website design, to measure the number
of end-users visiting a website or the number of end-users of an application. Cookies and similar
identifiers used to determine the nature of who is using the site will still require consent.
Unsolicited and direct marketing communications
Entities will be prohibited from using electronic communication services for the purposes of
sending direct marketing communications to end-users who are natural persons, unless the latter
have given their consent.
Where the contact details (for electronic message) of an end-user were obtained by an entity in
the context of the sale of a product or service in accordance with the GDPR, the entity may use
these contact details for direct marketing of its own similar products or services, provided that
end-users are given the opportunity to object to such use.
Specific rules for the placing of direct marketing calls.
30/09/2019
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Sanctions
The administrative sanctions under e-Privacy will be similar to administrative sanctions under the
GDPR. Entities breaching the provisions on cookies and other tracking technologies will be subject
to administrative fines up to EUR 10 000 000 or 2% of their total worldwide annual revenue,
whichever is higher.
Table 7 – Overview of e-privacy reforms

2.4. In-focus: automated compliance assessment in SMOOTH
While Sections 2.1 and 2.3 give an overview of the most relevant data privacy requirements for
MEnts, Section 2.4 focuses on the requirements for which the technologies developed by SMOOTH
could automatically assess compliance.

1.1.5. 2.4.1. Consent
Compared to the Data Protection Directive, the GDPR set higher standards for consent. This calls
for all MEnts relying on consent for their processing activities to establish mechanisms to obtain
and manage consent that meet the GDPR standards. It is important to emphasize that consent is
not the only legal basis, or may not be the most appropriate legal basis to ground MEnts’ processing
activities. MEnts may often rely on ‘contract’ for processing linked to the execution of contracts
with their customers. Indeed, consent should be used with caution by MEnts, when they deem that
no other legal basis is (more) appropriate.
GDPR defines consent as a “freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data
subject’s wishes by which [an individual], by a statement or by clear affirmative action, signifies
agreement to the processing of personal data relating to him or her”. 104 The definition contains
several elements, all of which should be complied with by MEnts.
The different elements of consent have to be looked at in detail. The sub-sections below aim to
break down consent into specific rules for MEnts and guide the SMOOTH tools on how to assess
compliance.
2.4.1.1

Freely given

For consent to be freely given, individuals must have a genuine choice to agree or not with the
collection and processing of their personal data. The GDPR already gives some indications as to the
meaning of a genuine and free choice in its recitals and Article 7(4). Those provisions have been
further explored by Article 29 Working Party in its Guidelines on consent adopted in April 2018.105

Imbalance of power
Consent is not a valid legal ground for processing personal data where there is a clear imbalance of
power between the individual and the controller. In a clear imbalance scenario, the individual is
104

Article 4(11) GDPR.
Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259.
105
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often dependent on the controller, which makes it difficult to deny consent without experiencing
some form of fear or negative consequences as result of the refusal.106
There is no precise list of situations where the relationship between an individual and a data
controller is presumed to be one of clear power imbalance. Rather, this has to be identified on a
case-by-case basis. At the same time, it is commonly accepted that such a situation may arise in the
employment context because of the nature of the employment relationship and the vulnerability
of the employee, even though this is not an ‘absolute’ rule.107 Beyond employment, it will also arise
in any case refusal to give consent would make the individual subject to a risk of coercion,
intimidation or significant negative consequences, such as extra costs.108
Bundling consent
Consent is not freely given when it is made a condition for the provision of a contract or service.
The practice of bundling consent with acceptance of terms or conditions or tying it with the
provision of a service is therefore not valid under the GDPR. Controllers should understand and
make the distinction between consent (Article 6(1)(a)) and contract (Article 6(1)(b)) as two
different legal bases for data processing and use them appropriately.
This requires them to determine as a first step the scope of the contract and/or service they want
to offer and identify what personal data are needed to enable them to perform the contract. Where
there is a direct and objective link between the processing of the personal data and the
contract’s/services’ execution, controllers should make use of the ‘contract’ lawful basis.109
Example: A MEnt processing the address of an individual so as to deliver goods
purchased online, a MEnt processing the bank details of an employee so as to pay her
salary and a MEnt start-up offering a GPS app processing geolocation data of its users
are examples of a direct and objective link. MEnts should rely on ‘contract’ for the
processing.

Controllers wishing to process data additional to what is strictly necessary may ask for the
individual’s consent. But for consent to be considered ‘freely given’, it must not be tied to the
performance of the contract or the provision of the service. This entails that the MEnt processing
address details in order to deliver goods may not make the delivery subject to the customer
agreeing to the processing of his email address to receive promotional mail. Similarly, the use of

106

Ibid., p.7.
Article 29 Working Party Opinion 2/2017 on data processing at work, adopted on 8 June 2017, WP 249, p.4. However,
the conclusion that consent may not be relied on in an employment context is not absolute. For some processing
operations, the employee will be able to have a free choice to decide whether to consent or not without facing any
negative consequences. For example, an organisation may invite a professional photographer to take photographs of the
company’s premises for a new leaflet it will create. It informs employees thereof and gives them the possibility to either
appear in the photos or move to a room that will not be photographed until the time shooting ends. In this scenario,
employees have a genuine choice to consent or not to the processing of their personal data (photographs).
108 Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259, p.7.
109 Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259, p.8.
107
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the GPS app may not be made conditional to the user agreeing for the app to have access to his
images gallery.
Lack of granularity
In today’s business environment companies may conduct several processing operations for
different purposes. GDPR requires controllers, when relying on consent, to ensure that individuals
are free to choose for which operations and purposes to give consent. There is a lack of freedom
where individuals are called to agree to a bundle of processing purposes.
Example: Restaurant A is a MEnt wishing to process its clients telephone numbers to
call them in case they are late, to ask if it should hold their reservation. At the same time,
the company’s owner wants to share the telephone numbers with Company B, recently
established by his brother and offering catering services, so as to help Company B to
advertise its services and increase its clientele. Company A asks its clients to consent to
both processing operations, without giving them the choice to only agree to one
processing operation.
This practice of bundled purposes is not valid under GDPR. Rather, the GDPR in requiring
controllers to give ‘free choice’ calls for granularity. When the processing has multiple purposes,
granularity means that controllers have to separate these purposes and obtain consent for each of
them.110 Separation enables individuals to have a genuine and free choice when deciding for which
purposes and processing operations to consent.
Detriment
The final element to consider when assessing whether consent is freely given is the possible
presence of negative consequences for an individual in case he or she refuses to give consent or
withdraws consent.
MEnts relying on consent must thus consider whether individuals refusing or withdrawing consent
face a disadvantage. Once more, the existence of a disadvantage and negative consequence must
be assessed on a case-by-case basis as it depends on the context of a specific processing operation.
At the same time, Article 29 Working Party suggests that where refusal gives rise to costs for the
data subject or to downgrading a service to the detriment of the user, there is a detriment and
consequently, consent might not be freely given.111

Example: Start-up A sells goods online and asks for its website visitors’ consent to track
their online behaviour for behavioural advertising purposes. Customers who do not give
consent cannot benefit from the fast delivery option; the goods are dispatched seven
days after the purchase. In this case, because refusal to consent to processing for
behavioural advertising purposes arguably downgrades the service provided by Start-up
A, the customer might not be presented with a genuine and free choice.

110

Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259, p.10.
111 Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259, p.11.
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2.4.1.2

Specific

The requirement for consent to be specific entails that data subjects must give consent for a specific
purpose. Specificity is thus closely linked to granularity (see supra.) and the purpose limitation
principle.
Firstly, MEnts must identify the specific purpose or purposes of their processing operations. Where
processing aims to pursue multiple objectives, controllers must ensure granularity in the consent
requests, allowing data subjects to give consent for each specific purpose. Consent may not be
given as a general authorisation to process the personal data for any purpose.112
Finally, specificity requires MEnts to clearly separate the information on obtaining consent from
information relating to other matters. In other words, a request for consent must be prominent
and may not be hidden behind lengthy terms and conditions. Therefore, if companies request
consent as part of a written document that also concerns other matters (e.g. terms of use, liability),
it is important to graphically highlight the consent request to make it clearly distinguishable from
other parts of the document, for instance by explicitly using the words “consent to data processing”.
2.4.1.3

Informed

Consent is meant to offer individuals real choice to decide whether and how a controller will
process their personal data. For the exercise of such choice to be meaningful, individuals must be
able to take an informed decision.
The requirement for ‘informed consent’ in Articles 4(11) and 7(2) GDPR is one of the manifestations
of the transparency principle in the GDPR. The transparency principle is also substantiated in
Articles 12 to 14 on the data subjects’ right to information. However, the different sets of provisions
should not be mixed: the need to obtain an ‘informed consent’ does not oblige controllers to
provide all the information that they are bound to provide pursuant to Articles 12 to 14.
While Articles 4(11) and 7(2) do not specify the exact information that should be provided in the
requests for consents to allow for an informed decision, Recital 42 specifies that “[f]or consent to
be informed, the data subject should be aware at least of the identity of the controller and the
purposes of the processing for which the personal data are intended”. The use of “at least” clearly
indicates that this information must be given as a minimum, but further information may be
provided.
In fact, in its Guidelines on consent Article 29 Working Party is of the opinion that in addition to the
controller’s identity and the processing purposes, information must also be provided on: 113



The type of data that will be collected and used;
The existence of the right to withdraw consent;

112

Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259, p.12.
113 The information listed is relevant for all MEnts. Additional information is required in some cases, notably where a
MEnt uses personal data for automated decision-making (profiling) or where it transfers personal data to third countries
not governed by an adequacy decision or appropriate safeguards. Those scenarios however may not be relevant for the
majority of MEnts engaging in simple and low-risk processing operations.
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If the data is to be transferred to or processed by other controllers who wish to rely on the
original consent, these controllers should all be named. Note that it is not necessary to
name processors in an informed consent form.

The informed consent requirements under GDPR are not limited to the type of information to be
provided. Equally important components of informed consent are the clarity and accessibility of
the information. Requests for consent must be presented “[…] in an intelligible and easily accessible
form, using clear and plain language”.114
To ensure clarity, controllers should first assess the audience on which they rely for consent. The
audience will rarely be lawyers or persons with data protection expertise. Therefore, the message
contained in the consent form should be easily understandable for the average person. Extensive
privacy policies comprised of long and complicated statements, or full of legal jargon, must be
avoided as they risk rendering consent invalid under GDPR.115
Moreover, clarity entails that consent notices follow a structure that allows individuals to easily
identify who the controller is, the purposes for which their personal data is needed and how they
will be used. This is all the more important when consent is requested as part of a written document
that also concerns other matters, notably as part of a (paper or electronic) contract. The request
for consent must stand out or be placed in a separate document; it cannot be a paragraph within
terms and conditions. To avoid lengthy documents that may disturb user experience or product
design where consent is requested via electronic means, MEnts may use a layered way to present
the information.
2.4.1.4

Unambiguous

The ‘unambiguous’ element requires consent to be given via a statement or clear affirmative
action. In practice, this could be the signing of an informed consent printed form, ticking an
unticked box when visiting a website, choosing the technical settings to allow or not the use of
cookies and any other conduct that clearly indicates that the individual accepts the proposed
processing.
The GDPR does not mandate a specific form to obtain consent: an oral statement whereby the
individual agrees to the processing may also be accepted. At the same time, Recital 32 affirms that
silence, pre-ticked boxes or inactivity do not constitute consent. The requirement for an affirmative
act or opt-in means that the practice of having pre-ticked boxes and an opt-out model is no longer
permissible.
2.4.1.5

Withdrawing consent

The GDPR gives individuals the right to withdraw consent at any time.116 When requesting consent,
MEnts must provide information on this right and indicate how individuals can obtain withdrawal.
Withdrawal of consent must be made equally as easy as giving consent has been for the individual.
The Article 29 Working Party explains that this does not mean that giving and withdrawing consent

114

Recital (42) GDPR.
Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259, p.14.
116 Article 7(3) GDPR.
115
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must always be done through the same action. However, it does entail that consent must be
withdrawn “equally as easily”:117




If consent has been obtained through the use of a service-specific user interface, such as a
through a website, app or email, the individual must be able to withdraw it through the
same interface. Changing to another electronic interface just for the purpose of
withdrawing consent requires “undue effort”, hence, withdrawal is not made equally as
easily.
If consent has been obtained through ticking a Yes/No box in a website, an organisation
may not ask its customers to contact its call centre during working days and hours to ask
for consent withdrawal. Even where the call is free of charge, withdrawing consent in this
example would require the individual to take some time to make a phone call during office
hours. This is more burdensome than the simple click that it took the individual to give his
or her consent via the website, which operates 24/7.

Moreover, individuals must be able to exercise their right to withdraw consent without facing any
detriment. For companies, this entails an obligation not to charge a fee for withdrawal and not to
lower their service levels.
Once an individual withdraws his or her consent, MEnts are in principle required to delete the data
that was processed on the basis of consent.
2.4.1.6

Recording and managing consent

The GDPR enshrines the accountability principle, requiring any entity processing personal data as
controller to be responsible not only for ensuring, but also proving compliance. In the context of
consent, this means that MEnts must keep records to evidence consent. The records should allow
them to easily identify (and prove to the supervisory authority where needed):





Who: Which individuals gave consent?
When was consent obtained?
How was consent obtained?
What: To what exactly did the individuals agree?

Records are not only necessary to prove compliance, but also for managing withdrawal requests in
practice.
2.4.1.7

Specific rules for consent and children

Children merit enhanced protection when it comes to the processing of their personal data because
they may be less aware of the risks and consequences of processing as well as of their rights as data
subjects.118 To address the vulnerability of children, Article 8 of the GDPR puts in place specific rules
for children consent. Where an entity provides online services to a child relying on ‘consent’ as the
legal basis for the processing, consent must be given or authorized by a person with parental
responsibility for the child.

117

Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259, pp. 21-22.
118 Recital 38 GDPR.
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This rule applies to organisations offering information society services directly to the child.
‘Information society services’ are defined in Directive 2015/1535 as services normally provided for
remuneration, at a distance, by electronic means and at the individual request of a recipient of
services. Examples are online sales platforms of goods (web shops), video streaming services, video
sharing sites, search engines, online advertising and social networks. Importantly, the services must
be offered ‘directly’ to the child, meaning that they either exclusively address children or explicitly
focus on them.
Even though Article 8 does not concern the majority of MEnts, it might be relevant for some digital
MEnts and technological start-ups developing information society services for children. These
MEnts must in principle obtain parental consent when users are children below the age of 16.
Depending on the country where MEnt offers its services, a different age limit may apply, as the
GDPR allows Member States to set by national legislation a lower age limit, provided that it is not
below 13 years.
The table below lists the age limits for consent established by different Member States.119

Member State
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Sweden
Slovakia

Age
14
13
14 (draft law)
16
14
15 (draft law)
13
13 (draft law)
13
15
16
15 (draft law)
16
16
16
13
16
16
16
13
13 (draft law)
16
13
16

119 The table only lists Member States that have adopted national legislation to implement provisions of the GDPR. Several

other Member States have draft laws on the protection of personal data, expected to be adopted in the coming months.
The table will be updated by the legal partners as more Member States adopt national legislation. The table was
completed with information from Better Internet for Kids – GDPR: updated state of play of the age of consent across the
EU.
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Slovenia
United Kingdom
Spain
2.4.1.8

15
13
14 120
Table 8 – Children consent

The requirement for ‘explicit’ consent for the processing of special categories of
personal data

Section 2.2.12 above explained the enhanced regime GDPR establishes for the processing of special
categories of personal data (sensitive data). Sensitive data processing is only permitted if one of the
grounds in Article 9(2) applies. One of these grounds is obtaining ‘explicit consent’ from the data
subject concerned.121
Because some MEnts may rely on explicit consent for the processing of sensitive data, it is important
to clarify the difference between (regular) consent under Article 7 GDPR, explained in detail in
Sections 2.4.1.1 – 2.3.1.6 above and explicit consent under Article 9(2).
By definition, the term explicit implies that a higher/stricter standard applies compared to regular
consent. The additional efforts a controller should make to obtain explicit consent are explained in
Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent:
“The term explicit refers to the way consent is expressed by the data subject. It means that the data
subject must give an express statement of consent. An obvious way to make sure consent is explicit
would be to expressly confirm consent in a written statement. Where appropriate, the controller
could make sure the written statement is signed by the data subject, in order to remove all possible
doubt and potential lack of evidence in the future”.122
Explicit consent may also be obtained through electronic means, such as by filling in an electronic
form, by sending an email, by uploading a scanned document with the individual’s signature or by
using an electronic signature. Consent will be explicit if the individual agrees to a statement that
unequivocally indicates his or her consent. For example, if a data controller requests explicit
consent through a screen that contains Yes and No check boxes, the Yes box should be accompanied
by a statement such as “I, hereby, consent to the processing of my data” rather than “It is clear to
me that my data will be processed”.123
Finally, because individuals should be able to take an informed decision, it should be made clear in
the controller’s consent form that they are requested to consent to the processing of sensitive data.
2.4.1.9

Obtaining consent for cookies and other tracking technologies

2.4.1.9.1 The GDPR and e-Privacy Directive
The e-Privacy Directive requires consent for the storage of or access to certain types of cookies.124
Consent under the e-Privacy Directive is essentially the same as under the GDPR, so the analysis in
Sections 2.4.1.1 – 2.4.1.6 above on the different elements of consent is relevant for cookies. This
120

Draft Spanish data protection law includes a provision to reduce the age to 13 years old.
Article 9(2)(a) GDPR.
122 Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259, p. 16.
123 Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679, final version adopted on 10 April 2018,
WP259, p. 19.
124 Article 5(3) e-Privacy Directive.
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section aims to give more specific information on the rules a website operating across the EU should
follow to ensure it is legally compliant.
Ensure the provision of specific information: Websites should have a clear, comprehensible and
visible notice regarding the use of cookies, enabling users to access all necessary information when
accessing the website. The notice should include information on the types of cookies used, their
purposes, on possible cookies from third parties or third party access to data collected by the
cookies on the website, the cookies expiry date, typical values, details of third party cookies and
other technical information that may be relevant. The notice should explain to users how they can
adjust their wishes concerning cookies, by accepting all, some or no cookies at all (see also Section
2.5 on the information to include in cookie notices).
Timing for obtaining consent: Websites should request and obtain consent before cookies are set
or read.
Active behaviour: Because consent under the e-Privacy Directive has the same meaning as in the
GDPR, consenting to cookies needs to be done via a clear affirmative action. Inactivity or pre-ticked
boxes are no longer permitted and therefore, websites using statements such as “By using this
website, you accept cookies” are not compliant.
Freely given consent and real choice: Users should have the opportunity and tools to freely choose
between the option to accept some or all cookies, as well as the possibility to change the cookie
settings in the future. Websites should implement granularity in their cookie consent mechanisms,
requiring for instance separate consents for tracking and analytics cookies, as these cookies serve
different purposes. The requirement for ‘free consent’ also prevents websites from including cookie
walls.
Opt-outs to allow users withdraw consent: Because of the individuals’ right to withdraw consent
at any time, websites should always make available an opt-out tool enabling users to change their
cookie settings and revoke consent.
Is consent required for all types of cookies? Article 5(3) of the e-Privacy Directive exempts from
the consent requirement cookies used for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of
communication, and cookies that are strictly necessary in order for the provider of an information
society service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user to provide the service. The exception
has been further specified by Article 29 Working Party in an Opinion issued in 2012. According to
it, the following cookies can be exempted from informed consent, provided that they are not used
for additional purposes:125





125

User input cookies (session-id), for the duration of a session or persistent cookies limited
to a few hours in some cases;
Authentication cookies used for authentication services, for the duration of a session;
User centric security cookies used to detect authentication abuses, for a limited persistent
duration;
Multimedia content player session cookies, such as flash player cookies, for the duration of
a session;
Load balancing session cookies, for the duration of a session;

Article 29 Working Party, Opinion 04/2012 on Cookie Consent Exemption, WP 194, adopted on 7 June 2012, p. 11.
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User-Interface customization persistent cookies, for the duration of a session (or slightly
more);
Third party social plug-in content sharing cookies, for logged in members of a social
network if they are not also used for user tracking purposes.

2.4.1.9.2 Cookies in the proposed e-Privacy Regulation
The cookie provision in the e-Privacy Directive has arguably “resulted in an overload of consent
requests for internet users”. A key consideration in the ongoing reforms of the e-Privacy framework
is about simplifying the rules and making them more user-friendly. While the Commission’s
proposal initially provided for the obligations of browser manufactures to obtain user consent, the
latest revisions of the text126 at the time of drafting of this Deliverable have deleted this provision.
While the discussions on the new cookie provisions are ongoing, the latest drafts of the Regulation
suggest that compared to the text of Article 5(3) of the e-Privacy Directive, more types of cookies
will be exempted from the consent requirement once the e-Privacy Regulation is adopted, namely
first party cookies for analytics purposes. At the same time, it is stressed that exceptions to the
obligation to obtain consent should be limited to situations that involve no, or only very limited
intrusion of privacy. For privacy-intrusive cookies, such as ‘tracking cookies’, the consent conditions
will be stricter as the meaning of consent should be aligned with the GDPR definition, requiring a
clear affirmative action from the end-user.
2.4.1.10

MEnt’s consent checklist and SMOOTH

The table below compiles the elements for valid consent under GDPR explained above into a checklist that should guide the efforts of MEnts to achieve compliance. It also attempts to link the GDPR
consent requirements with the SMOOTH solutions, by indicating the elements SMOOTH ought to
check in order to assess and validate a MEnt’s compliance with the GDPR requirements on consent.

126

Proposal e-Privacy Regulation – Examination of the Presidency text, July 2018.
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GDPR consent element
Freely given

MEnt’s obligations
MEnts assess whether there is an imbalance of power in their
relationship with the individual. MEnts do not rely on consent
as the lawful basis for data processing if there is an imbalance
(notably in the employment context), but look for alternative
legal bases in Article 6.

SMOOTH
Power imbalance:
The entry questionnaire could request contextual information
on the MEnt’s relationship with the individual and the legal
basis used for processing. The questionnaire could specifically
ask if MEnts rely on consent for the processing of personal data
of their employees. If a MEnt answers positively, the
MEnts do not make consent a precondition for performing a compliance report could alert it that consent may not be the
contract or service.
most appropriate legal basis because of the imbalance of power
in the employment context and suggest considering the use of
MEnts have granular consent requests, giving individuals the alternative legal bases, such as contract, legal obligation or
option to consent separately to processing for different legitimate interest.
purposes.
Bundling consent:
MEnts ensure that individuals who refuse to give consent can The entry questionnaire could ask for information on whether
do so without facing any detriment or negative consequences the MEnt ties consent to the execution of a contract or service.
such as extra costs or downgrading of a service.
If a MEnt answers positively, the compliance report could alert
it on the difference between ‘consent’ and ‘contract’ as lawful
bases.
Lack of granularity:
The entry questionnaire could ask whether the MEnt requires
individuals to consent to a bundle of purposes without allowing
them to give consent for separate purposes.
The tools developed in WP3 could identify the bundling of
purposes in informed consent forms.
Detriment:
The entry questionnaire may include questions on costs/other
negative consequences associated with refusal to give consent.
If the answers of a MEnt point to the existence of costs/other
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GDPR consent element

MEnt’s obligations

Specific

MEnts ensure that they request consent for a specific purpose. The entry questionnaire and the tools developed in WP3 could
identify the existence of a specific purpose.
Where a processing operation serves multiple purposes, or
where a MEnt wishes to carry out several operations for several Where several purposes and processing operations are
purposes, the MEnt gives the option to consent separately to identified, the tools could identify whether the MEnt allows
the different purposes.
individuals to consent only to certain processing operations and
purposes.
MEnts ensure that the requests for consent are easily
identifiable, i.e. they are separate from other terms and Where consent is asked as part of a written document that also
conditions.
concerns other matters (e.g. contract, terms and conditions),
the SMOOTH tools developed in WP3 could assess whether the
information on consent figures prominently in the document
and is separate from information relating to other matters (e.g.
conditions for returning a product, liability).

Informed

MEnts ensure that they present individuals with the following
information when requesting consent:
 Name of their company and of any third party
controller (this can be another company or
organisation) that will be relying on consent.
 The types of personal data that will be collected and
used (e.g. email, phone number, bank account).
 The purpose of each of the processing operations for
which they ask consent.
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The SMOOTH tools developed in WP3 assess the content of
MEnts’ consent forms to verify whether they include all the
required information.
The SMOOTH tools developed in WP3 assess the clarity and
simplicity of the language used in consent forms.
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GDPR consent element

MEnt’s obligations
SMOOTH
 That individuals have the right to withdraw consent at
any time.
MEnts use clear and simple language that is easy to understand
and tailored to their audience. They avoid the use of lengthy
documents and legal jargon.
MEnts do not rely on pre-ticked boxes, opt-outs or any other The entry questionnaire could ask MEnts whether they require
type of default consent.
an affirmative act for obtaining consent.

Unambiguous

MEnts rely on a clear positive act, asking individuals to opt-in.
MEnts offering information society services directly to children The entry questionnaire could ask MEnts whether they offer
ask for parental consent for the processing of personal data of information society services directly to children.
children below the age of 16 or other age established under
Member States national law.
The entry questionnaire could ask MEnts whether they have put
in place processes to obtain parental consent.

Children

Explicit

MEnts processing sensitive personal data on the basis of The entry questionnaire could ask MEnts whether they process
consent meet the requirements for ‘explicit’ consent under the special categories of personal data (sensitive data).
GDPR.
Technologies developed in WP4 identify the presence of
sensitive personal data in MEnts data repositories.
Technologies developed in WP3 could analyse MEnts’ consent
forms to identify any mention of sensitive data processing and
the presence of an explicit statement for consent.

Withdrawal

30/09/2019

When requesting consent, MEnts inform individuals about their The SMOOTH tools developed in WP3 assess whether MEnts
right to withdraw consent and explain the means to do so.
consent forms include information on the right to withdraw
consent and how to exercise this right (e.g. contact details for
sending requests).
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GDPR consent element

Recording

Cookies
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MEnt’s obligations
SMOOTH
MEnts ensure that an individual may withdraw consent at any
time, easily and free of charge.
The entry questionnaire could ask information about the
existence of MEnts’ processes to address withdrawal requests.
MEnts have mechanisms to address withdrawal requests and to
delete all personal data they processed on the basis of consent
after an individual withdraws his or her consent.
MEnts keep records of consent to keep track of when and how The entry questionnaire could ask information about the
they obtained consent from an individual and what the MEnts’ practices to record consent.
individual agreed to.
MEnts ask for consent for the use of cookies and other tracking Technologies developed in WP5 identify the existence of
mechanisms on their websites.
cookies and other tracking mechanisms. They should also
classify cookies into different categories – SMOOTH should be
MEnts’ consent mechanism meets the requirements of the able to distinguish if a cookie falls within the categories of
GDPR:
cookies that are subject to consent, or the categories of
consent-exempt cookies.
- Freely given: cookie walls are no longer permitted;
users can choose whether or not to consent to all/ or Technologies developed in WP3 analyse the information
some/ or no cookies.
provided in the MEnts cookie notice to check if they meet GDPR
- Informed: existence of a cookie policy with information requirements
on the types of cookies used, their purposes, cookies
expiry date and other relevant technical information.
SMOOTH tools check whether the information in the cookie
- Explicit: granularity in cookie notices; users must be notice corresponds with the types of cookies used at the MEnts
able to give separate consent for different types of websites.
cookies serving different purposes.
- Unambiguous: need for a clear affirmative action.
- Users have the possibility to withdraw consent at any
time (cookie opt-out).
Table 9 – GDPR requirements on consent and SMOOTH
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1.1.6. 2.4.2. Information
The GDPR has elevated transparency into a fundamental principle that should govern processing of
personal data. The principle is specified in Articles 12 – 14 GDPR, which specify what information
organisations must give to individuals when personal data is processed and how the information
should be provided.
One of the aims of the SMOOTH project is the development of advanced technologies to analyse
whether key GDPR-related documents are in line with the respective requirements of the GDPR privacy policies undoubtedly constitute such ‘key’ documents. To assess compliance of MEnts’
privacy policies, SMOOTH tools must be able to verify: i) the completeness of the information
provided (does the privacy policy include all information required under the GDPR?) and ii) the
accessibility and intelligibility of information (is the information easily accessible and presented in
a clear and comprehensive manner?).
2.4.2.1.

Privacy information to be provided

The information a MEnt must provide to individuals depends on whether personal data have been
obtained directly from the individual (Article 13) or of from other sources (Article 14). It is thus
important for the tools in SMOOTH to be able to distinguish between the two regimes: the entry
questionnaire should ask MEnts to indicate if data is obtained directly or indirectly so as to divert
the tools developed in Work Package 3 as to the information they need to check.
The types of information to be provided are regulated in the text of the GDPR. Article 29 Working
Party and national DPAs have provided further guidance, including the suggestion to provide the
complete information in two layers: first layer will contain basic or quick information and will be
provided at the moment the data is collected; second layer will contain detailed information and
should be made available in the privacy policy. MEnts must give the information at the time
personal data is collected, i.e. before the start of the processing.
Information where personal data is obtained directly from the individual:
 Identification of data controller and data controller contact information
Name and contact details of MEnt: “We, MEnt A registered in Brussels (MEnt A Sprl., Chaussee de
Waterloo, Brussels, VAT number 000-000-000) process personal data for […]”
 DPO contact details
Very few MEnts are expected to appoint a DPO, as the requirement for a DPO applies to entities
carrying out specific processing activities that are not common to MEnts. MEnts should however
include in their privacy policies an email, phone number or postal address that individuals could use
in order to contact them for data protection matters:
“For all matters regarding personal data and this privacy policy you can contact us using the
address: info@MEntA.com”.
 Purpose(s) of processing
The privacy policy should enable individuals to understand easily why their personal data is
processed. Even though GDPR requires purposes to be ‘specified’, the level of detail a MEnt should
use when explaining a purpose depends on the complexity of its processing operations. Given that
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most MEnt do not engage in complicated processing (large scale, use of algorithms, profiling) a
general description of purposes may suffice:
“We process your email and postal address to be able to send you marketing and promotion
communications”; “We process your basic contact details (name, email and postal address) because
we need them to perform the contract between us, such as mailing you the products you purchase”;
“As your employer, we need to keep and process information about you for employment purposes.
Processing this information enables us to comply with the employment contract and to comply with
any legal requirements”.
 Lawful basis for processing
Privacy policies should indicate which of the legal basis/bases of Article 6 GDPR are applicable to
the processing carried out by the MEnt. It is expected that the legal bases most commonly used by
MEnts are consent, contract and legitimate interests.
Note that if a MEnt relies on consent, the privacy policy must include information on the right of
individuals to withdraw consent and how this can be exercised.
If a MEnt relies on legitimate interest, the privacy policy must indicate what these legitimate
interests are. When the legitimate interest invoked is ‘marketing’, the privacy policy must include
information on the right to object to direct marketing and how it can be exercised.
“We process your personal data for direct marketing and security of our systems based on our
legitimate interest”.
“You can ask us to stop sending you marketing messages at any time by following the opt-out
(unsubscribe) links on any marketing message sent to you or by emailing info@MentA.com
confirming you wish to stop receiving marketing messages”.127
 Storage period and criteria
For how long will the personal data be processed? The GDPR allows for the specifying of a concrete
storage period, a MEnt mentions the criteria used to determine that period.
“We retain your transaction data for a period of six months after performing our contract with you
[…]”.
“To determine the appropriate retention period for personal data, we consider the amount, nature,
and sensitivity of the personal data, the potential risk of harm from unauthorised use or disclosure
of your personal data, the purposes for which we process your personal data and whether we can
achieve those purposes through other means, and the applicable legal requirements. By law, we
have to keep basic information about our customers (including Contact, Identity, Financial and
Transaction Data) for six years after they cease being customers for tax and other legal purposes.”128
 Information about the data subjects’ rights and how to exercise those rights
By means of the MEnts’ privacy policies, individuals must be informed about all their rights under
the GDPR. It is important to note that the rights available to individuals may differ depending on
127
128

https://www.olivetreebath.co.uk/privacy-policy/
https://www.hiexpressdublin-airport.com/about/privacy-policy#data_retention
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the lawful basis used for processing, as indicated below. Therefore, the information on the lawful
basis provided in the privacy policy should be cross-checked with the information on rights.

Right

Consent
Withdraw consent



Access
Rectification
Erasure
Restriction
Data portability
Object







Contract

Legitimate interests













Table 10 – Legal basis and applicable rights
For instance, where a MEnt relies on legitimate interests, it is not an issue of non-compliance if its
privacy policy does not mention that individuals have a right to withdraw consent. This right is only
relevant for MEnts relying on consent as a legal basis.
“Your rights – How you can access and update your information. You have a right to request a copy
of the personal information we hold about you, known as a data subject access request. You also
have the right to request that information we hold about which may be incorrect, or which has been
changed since you first told us, is updated or removed. These requests are free of charge and can be
sent to […]”.129
 Information about the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority
Privacy policies must make mention to the individuals’ right to make a complaint to the relevant
supervisory authority. Individuals have the right to complaint to any DPA – usually, complaints are
lodged to the DPA of the Member State where individuals reside.
 Information about the use (or non-use) of automated decision-making, including profiling,
as well as about the logic involved in automated decision-making. These practices most
likely do not take place in MEnts.
Automated decision-making consists of evaluating personal aspects relating to an individual based
solely on automated processing. Profiling is a category of such processing and consists of any form
of automated processing of personal data, evaluating personal aspects relating to an individual, to
analyse or predict aspects concerning his or her personal preferences or interests, reliability or
behaviour, location or movements. In the case of MEnts, the more likely situation is the use of
profiling for direct marketing, not to own customers but through marketing campaigns conducted
by third parties and targeting a specific audience. In this case, profiling will be done by a third party
and MEnts will not act as controllers.
 Information about recipients or categories of recipients of the personal data
If the MEnt shares the personal data, it collects with any other entity this must be clearly stated in
the privacy policy. It is possible under the GDPR to name ‘categories of recipients’ rather than listing
the specific names of all companies having access to the data.

129

https://www.charlesfaye.co.uk/images/privacy-policy.pdf
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“For the employment, contractual and related purposes set out above we will need to share your
personal data with third parties. The categories of persons we share your personal data with are:
our payroll provider, our pension’s provider, work-related benefits providers […]”.130
 Information about international transfers
Controllers intending to transfer personal data to a third country must inform data subjects about
the transfer and safeguards they plan to implement to ensure protection of their data. For MEnts,
international transfers could arise when they rely on non-EU based processors.
“Some of our External Third Parties, e.g. Google (our website analytics provider), are based outside
the European Economic Area (EEA), so their processing of your personal data may involve a transfer
of data outside the EEA. Whenever we transfer your personal data out of the EEA, we aim to ensure
a similar degree of protection is afforded to it by ensuring at least one of the following safeguards
is implemented:
We will only transfer your personal data to countries that have been deemed to provide an adequate
level of protection for personal data by the European Commission. For further details, see European
Commission: Adequacy of the protection of personal data in non-EU countries.
(…)
Where we use providers based in the US, we may transfer data to them if they are part of the Privacy
Shield which requires them to provide similar protection to personal data shared between the
Europe and the US. For further details, see European Commission: EU-US Privacy Shield.”131
Additional information where personal data have not been obtained from the individual:
It is possible that MEnts process personal data which they have not collected directly from the
concerned individuals but from third parties (e.g. a marketing agency). The GDPR provides
additional information where personal data have not been obtained from the data subject. Entities
should provide all information listed above and in addition, information about:
 Categories of personal data involved
What categories of personal data does the MEnt process? Examples of personal data categories are
contact data, transaction details, purchase history, technical information (IP address, login
information, browser type and version) and details of visits to the MEnt’s website.
 Information about the source of the personal data
From where does the personal data originate?
“We collect the personal data that we hold about you directly from you or your interactions with
us, our websites or social media sites. We also receive some personal data about you from Facebook
(public profile, email and likes) when you use your Facebook account to login our web site.”

130
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https://www.policeconduct.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Documents/Who-we-are/Our-Policies/Privacy_Notice_HR.pdf
http://www.oxfordbiomedica.co.uk/privacy-notice
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2.4.2.2.

Means to provide the information

The GDPR does not set strict formal requirements on the means to communicate the information
to data subjects. Information may be provided in writing or by other means, including where
appropriate, by electronic means. The Article 29 Working Party and national DPAs generally
recommend controllers to follow a layered approach, with the first layer providing a general
overview and the second layer holding detailed information. The Spanish DPA recommendation is
to provide the complete information in the following way:
1st layer of basic information:
•

Identification of the data controller

•

Basic description of why the processing is done and if the data is being used for profiling

•

Lawfulness of processing

•

Brief information about the rights of the data subject

•

Plan to disclose personal data to any organisation, including international transfers

•

Where to get more detailed information (link to the second layer)

2nd layer of detailed information:
•

Data controller detailed contact information

•

Data Protection Officer contact information (if there is no DPO in the organisation, provide
information about who can be contacted for further information regarding data processing)

•

Detailed description of the processing purposes, including storage period and the criteria
used to determine that period

•

The use of automated decision-making and meaningful information about the logic
involved (if applicable)

•

Details on the lawfulness of the processing

•

Details about the recipients or categories of recipients of the personal data

•

Details about international transfers

•

Detailed information on how individuals can exercise their rights under the GDPR (access,
rectification, erasure, restriction of processing, objection, data portability etc.).

2.4.2.3.

Accessibility and intelligibility of information

Article 12(1) of the GDPR requires information relating to processing to be provided to the data
subject in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain
language. Accessibility and intelligibility are essential requirements under the GDPR: to fully comply
with the GDPR, MEnts’ information policies should not only include all the elements of information
mentioned in Articles 13 and 14, but also be drafted in a way that enables individuals to fully
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understand the information. Presenting information in an unclear, vague or non-transparent way
constitutes a breach of the GDPR.132
The Article 29 Working Party guidelines on transparency clarify the meaning of the following
notions:
The ‘concise and transparent’ element refers to the fact that controllers should present the
information efficiently and thereby avoiding the provision of excessive information (information
fatigue). It also entails that the information on data protection matters should be clearly
differentiated from other non-privacy related information, such as contractual provisions or general
terms of use. The use of layered information policies is recommended, as this way individuals can
easily navigate through the privacy policy and access more detailed information if they wish so.
‘Intelligibility’ mandates the use of clear and plain language. The privacy policy must be understood
by an average member of the intended audience, which in the case of MEnts will likely be
consumers, suppliers, employees, in their vast majority non-privacy experts. The use of legal jargon
and complicated sentences is thus to be avoided. Clarity also requires that information is concrete
and definitive.
‘An easily accessible form’ means that “it should be immediately apparent to [individuals] where
and how this information can be accessed”. MEnts must ensure that the entirety of information is
available in one single place or one complete document, which can be easily accessed.
2.4.2.4.

Information to include in cookie notices

Cookie notices constitute the means by which a website informs users about the use of cookies and
other tracking technologies. They are a prerequisite for obtaining valid consent for the use of
cookies, given that consent under the GDPR and e-Privacy Directive has to be ‘informed’.
As with regular privacy notices under the GDPR, cookie notices have to be drafted in a clear and
intelligible language so that the average individual (non-privacy expert) is able to understand what
the notice is saying, and importantly, to what processing they are called to consent.
There are different possibilities for cookie notice implementation, as for example:


A short cookie notice (first layer) with basic information about cookies usage, allowing the
user to accept all of them, refuse all of them or configure options for the usage of different
cookies (opt-out) in a more detailed cookie notice (second layer).

An example of a first layer cookie notice is:
“This site uses cookies for the following purposes: ‘Necessary’ for web site usability, Preferences for
a better user experience, ‘Analytics’ for usage statistics and ‘Marketing’ for advertising purposes.
Some of the cookies are own cookies and some others are third party cookies. [Accept all cookies]
[Refuse all cookies] [Learn more / Opt-out]”
It is a good practice to group the information of cookies according to their purpose. For example,
cookies that are necessary to make the website usable, cookies for user preferences, cookies for
usage analytics, and cookies for marketing and unclassified cookies. User shall be able to accept or
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http://www.beuc.eu/publications/beuc-x-2018-066_claudette_meets_gdpr_report.pdf
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refuse the usage of cookies by groups separately. For example, a user should be able to accept
analytics cookies and refuse the usage of marketing cookies easily based on the previous
classification. If the number of cookies is very high, having to accept or refuse the usage of every
cookie separately may be very impractical and not recommended.
Another good practice is to show a button to accept all the cookies and a button to refuse all the
cookies. It should be as easy for the user to refuse the usage of cookies as it is to accept their usage.
In the second layer, the following information must be displayed for every cookie on each group:







Name
Provider: own cookies or third party
More technical details and information regarding the specific purpose
Session or persistent
Type: HTTP cookie, flash cookie, local storage cookie
Retention period

It is also good to show the current state of cookie configuration to the user, and the possibility to
change or withdraw the consent.
E.g. “Currently you are accepting all the cookies. You can change or withdraw your consent by
clicking here” or “Currently you are accepting Necessary cookies and Analytics cookies. You can
change or withdraw your consent here”.

1.1.7. 2.4.3. Data minimisation and storage limitation
In addition to the development of tools to analyse key GDPR-related documents of MEnts, SMOOTH
aims to develop technologies to automatically analyse MEnts’ data repositories, with the purpose
to identify: I) if a MEnt stores personal data and, if so, ii) the types of personal data stored. After
identifying what types of personal data a MEnt stores, SMOOTH tools should also seek to verify
whether the stored personal data are indeed necessary for the business of the MEnts.
In essence, the technologies developed will aim at assessing MEnts’ compliance with two key
principles of the GDPR: data minimisation and storage limitation. Data minimisation requires
controllers to ensure that personal data are ‘adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in
relation to the purposes for which they are processed’. For MEnts, it entails that they should not
process irrelevant or excessive (unnecessary) data. Storage limitation provides that personal data
must not be kept for longer than is necessary for the purposes for which they are processed. While
being a separate principle, it is closely linked to data minimisation, as both principles are based on
the premise that only necessary data must be processed. Storage limitation requires the MEnts to
delete personal data when they are no longer needed for the purposes of processing.
2.4.3.1.

Data limited to what is necessary

Whether personal data is necessary for a MEnt to process and store depends on the specified
purpose of processing. Because MEnts may process several types of personal data for a variety of
purposes, automatically assessing the necessity of the stored data may be challenging – the
outcome (necessary vs. unnecessary data) may differ based on each MEnts’ processing objectives.
At the same time, taking into account the most regular processing operations and purposes carried
out by MEnts, it may be possible to extract the types of personal data that are necessary or not. An
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important task to be carried out within the technical work packages is the cross-linking of ‘purposes’
and ‘necessary data’. It is important to note though that assessing ‘necessity’ in absolute terms may
not be possible, because it really is context-specific.
We can take as an example a MEnt processing data of applicants to a job position. One could argue
that it is necessary for the MEnt to process a candidate’s name, unique candidate number (if the
applicant is allocated one), contact details, academic and professional data (CV). It could also be
easily argued that, in principle, it is unnecessary for a MEnt to process a candidate’s social security
number, bank details and marital status at the recruitment stage because those details are not
needed for recruitment purposes. However, it is less evident whether or not processing information
on an applicant’s age, gender and nationality is necessary – this information may be relevant in
some contexts.

Purpose of processing

Possibly necessary data

Manage relationship
customers - invoice

with Name (first name and
surname)
Delivery address
Invoice mailing address
One means of communication
(email or phone number)

Possibly unnecessary data

Date of birth
Nationality
Keeping both an email address
and telephone number
Marital status
Age
Gender/Sex
Manage relationship with Name (first name and Social security number
applicants for a job position
surname)
Bank details
Means of communication Marital status
(email, telephone number)
Academic data (CV)
Professional data (CV)
Table 11 – Data minimisation in practice
Data minimisation and storage limitation also entail that personal data should not be kept
indefinitely. Customer’s databases, databases of employees or job candidates should be kept up to
date and any of the personal data that are no longer necessary for the original collection purpose
should be deleted. For instance, if a MEnt’s recruitment database contains information on
candidates who applied for a vacancy years ago, one could question the necessity of storing that
information.

2.5. Main processing purposes and categories of personal data
This section includes tables on the main processing activities and purposes carried out by MEnts,
as well as on categories of personal data. As the tools developed by SMOOTH must be able to
identify a MEnt’s processing purpose (WP3) and whether a MEnt processes personal data and
categories of data concerned (WP4), these tables are useful to guide the work in the technical
packages.
The table below shows the main categories of data subjects linked to the processing activities of
MEnts, extracted from the FACILITA tool. Main purposes for each category are also shown.
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Categories of data subjects

Data of customers

Purpose of processing activity
Manage relationship with customers:
Invoice
Provide a service
Advertising, marketing and promotion communications (email,
calls or post)
Promotion events
After-sales service
Loyalty
Manage relationship with potential customers:
Advertising, marketing and promotion communications (email,
calls or post)
Promotion events

Data of potential
customers

Manage employment relationship:
Payroll management
Training

Data of employees

Data of applicants

Manage relationship with applicants
Manage relationship with suppliers:
Purchase orders
Payments

Data of suppliers

Security of goods and persons

Video surveillance

Table 12: Processing Activities from FACILITA.
For all the processing activities covered by the FACILITA tool, considered data categories are
shown in Table 11.
Data Categories
Name
Gender / Sex
Surname
Nationality
TIN-Tax Id Number
Academic Data (CV)
Postal Address
Professional Data (CV)
Telephone Number
Bank Details (Account)
email
Social Security Number
Marital Status
Disability Percentage
Date of birth
Image (Video)
Place of Birth
Voice (Video)
Age
Table 13: Data Categories form FACILITA.
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Table 14: Main purposes VS Data Categories
TOTAL FILES
POLITICAL OPINION
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

TRADE UNION MEMBERSHIP
PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEFS
HEALTH

RACIAL OR ETHNIC ORIGIN
SEXUAL LIFE
CRIMINAL OFFENCES
TIN-Tax ID NUMBER

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFENCES

REGISTRO PERSONAL

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

HEATH CARD

NAME AND SURNAME
POSTAL ADDRESS
SIGNATURE

PHONE NUMBER
IMAGE / VOICE
MARCAS FÍSICAS
ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE
FINGERPRINT
OTHER BIOMETRIC DATA

CUSTOMERS, ACCOUNT,
TAX, ADMINISTRATIVE
MANAGEMENT
2.836.463
12.622
0%
29.649
1%
20.556
1%
11.143
0%
15.782
1%
163.037
6%
15.849
1%
1.845
0%
3.269
0%
2.697.932
95%
373.109
13%
7.275
0%
2.814.206
99%
89.283
3%
2.761.795
97%
2.676.392
94%
840.586
30%
194.922
7%
32.747
1%
177.006
6%
69.659
2%
4.753
0%
HUMAN RESOURCES
1.104.849
1.647
0%
50.228
5%
2.443
0%
787
0%
2.821
0%
163.313
15%
1.421
0%
4.948
0%
6.585
1%
1.083.168
98%
885.787
80%
15.458
1%
1.098.138
99%
160.004
14%
1.081.124
98%
1.055.961
96%
453.388
41%
324.088
29%
10.523
1%
82.760
7%
46.178
4%
1.995
0%

PAYROLL MANAGEMENT
794.644
1.150
0%
57.144
7%
2.071
0%
631
0%
4.696
1%
163.853
21%
837
0%
4.543
1%
5.869
1%
791.048
100%
743.454
94%
8.735
1%
791.379
100%
206.744
26%
786.736
99%
767.840
97%
354.780
45%
189.886
24%
7.761
1%
51.325
6%
30.784
4%
17.539
2%

0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
4%
0%
0%
0%
83%
7%
0%
98%
2%
96%
95%
28%
12%
2%
7%
2%
0%

457.536
605
0%
20.591
5%
830
0%
316
0%
1.010
0%
107.380
23%
801
0%
157
0%
1.164
0%
454.442
99%
421.680
92%
3.377
1%
455.416
100%
136.181
30%
449.170
98%
441.519
96%
243.821
53%
144.038
31%
8.159
2%
36.342
8%
25.853
6%
17.451
4%

ADVERTISING AND
PREVENTION OF RISK IN THE
COMERCIAL PROSPECTION
WORKPLACE
494.343
1.458
2.706
1.858
1.184
1.610
21.778
1.623
17
24
409.380
36.030
1.152
486.517
12.292
476.727
468.750
139.675
59.064
8.295
35.227
10.287
1.432

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
3%
1%
0%
3%
0%
2%
2%
1%
96%
1%
0%
0%
0%

VIDEOSURVEILLANCE

362.377
271
266
262
175
958
1.632
217
40
53
11.319
3.918
301
10.387
1.498
9.021
8.730
4.349
349.316
4.525
1.069
427
265

193.985

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%
91%
11%
0%
99%
3%
97%
97%
19%
7%
2%
7%
3%
0%

E-COMMERCE

224
531
243
188
252
5.578
357
1
177.011
20.868
120
191.300
5.604
188.137
187.625
36.146
13.326
3.862
14.059
6.691
717
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Processing activities and data categories from former register of filing system
Before the 25th of May 2018, when the GDPR entered into force, there was a register of filing
systems in the Spanish DPA (AEPD) where controllers of personal data processing activities had to
declare their filing systems.
From that register, the main purposes declared for filing systems of private organisations have been
extracted, as well as main data categories. Results shown in Table 3 with the percentage of data
category usage per individual purpose.
From this information the main processing activities related to MEnts and also the data categories
could be figured out.
The main data categories considered in Table 12 are also extracted in Table 13.
Data Categories
Political opinion Personal unique register
Trade union membership
Name and surname
Religious beliefs
Health card
Philosophical beliefs
Postal address
Racial or ethnic origin
Phone number
Health
Signature
Sexual life
Image/Voice
Criminal offences
Administrative offences
Electronic signature
TIN-Tax ID Number
Fingerprint
Social security number
Other biometric data
Table 15: Main Data Categories.
Also, in main data categories by processing purpose are shown in Table 5, but only considering
those of which usage is greater than 10%.
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CUSTOMERS, ACCOUNT, TAX,
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Name and Surname (99%)
Postal Address (97%)
TIN-Tax ID Number (95%)
DATA CATEGORIES
Phone number (94%)
Signature (30%)
Social Security Number (13%)
PREVENTION OF RISK IN THE
WORKPLACE
Name and Surname (100%)
TIN-Tax ID Card (99%)
Postal Address (98%)
Phone Number (96%)
DATA CATEGORIES Social Security Number (92%)
Signature (53%)
Image/Voice (31%)
Health Card (30%)
Health (23%)

HUMAN RESOURCES
Name and Surname (99%)
Postal Address (98%)
TIN-Tax ID Number (98%)
Phone Number (96%)
Social Security Number (80%)
Signature (41%)
Image/Voice (29%)
Health (15%)
Health Card (14%)

PAYROLL MANAGEMENT
Name and Surname (100%)
TIN-Tax ID Number (100%)
Postal Address (99%)
Phone Number (97%)
Social Security Number (94%)
Signature (45%)
Heath Card (26%)
Image/Voice (24%)
Health (21%)

VIDEOSURVEILLANCE

Image/Voice (96%)

ADVERTISING AND COMERCIAL
PROSPECTION

Name and Surname (98%)
Postal Address (96%)
Phone Number (95%)
TIN-Tax ID Number (83%)
Signature (28%)
Image/Voice (12%)

E-COMMERCE

Name and Surname (99%)
Postal Address (97%)
Phone Number (97%)
TIN-Tax ID Number (91%)
Signature (19%)

Table 16: Main data categories by processing purpose.

3. Micro-enterprises’ requirements for the SMOOTH Platform
3.1. Requirements collection procedure from the micro-enterprises
1.1.8. 3.1.1. Introduction and methodology
Since SMOOTH focuses on MEnts, their participation during the entire project is crucial and
required. Their perspective should be taken into account when designing the Platform. Section 3
explains the results of the consultation of MEnts during the first months of the project. The
consultation aimed at identifying the requirements and considerations MEnts have for a tool like
SMOOTH, as well as to give the consortium an understanding of their current data processing
practices and GDPR readiness level. MEnts were consulted directly (through a quiz and
questionnaire ran by FundingBOX) and indirectly (through business associations, members of the
European Small Business Alliance (ESBA)).
In order to define the main necessities of MEnts’ and to develop the proper tool to assist them in
adopting and complying with key requirements of the GDPR, a quiz was set up to verify their
knowledge regarding the GDPR.
Moreover, to guarantee that the SMOOTH Platform is aligned with the MEnts’ necessities, the main
MEnts’ requirements were collected through a questionnaire, where MEnts provided information
regarding their type of business, how they treat personal data and the matters they consider
important when using a tool to assist them with the implementation of the GDPR.
To cover MEnts’ heterogeneity and to assess the potential of the Platform, the consortium will
concentrate on the three verticals described above:133: Traditional MEnts, Digital MEnts and MEnts
managing sensitive personal data.

133

See Section 2.2.6. The impact of the risk-based approach on the key GDPR requirements for micro-enterprises and
the Operational Requirements.
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The tools to collect direct feedback from MEnts were a quiz and a questionnaire. The quiz had as
main objective to assess their knowledge on the GDPR but, from a dissemination point of view, also
sought to engage MEnts in an interactive and didactic way.
Once the quiz was completed, MEnts could fill in a simple questionnaire accompanied by the
message that they could become beta-tester of the SMOOTH Platform. The questionnaire was
designed in such a way that no prior knowledge on data protection was required.
Furthermore, a consultation through business associations was conducted by ESBA in order to
complete the collection of functional requirements with a qualitative analysis.
Below, the following sections present the results of the online quiz, questionnaire and consultation
of MEnts through business associations. Finally, a table containing a list of functional requirements
is presented considering the results of the questionnaire and ESBA’s consultation.

1.1.9. 3.1.2. Online quiz
The results of the online quiz will be used for the establishment of the Platform and the Interactive
Handbook.
The tool selected to implement the quiz was TYPEFORM134, where basic questions regarding the
GDPR were set.
The quiz on TYPEFORM was composed by 13 questions regarding basic knowledge of the GDPR. In
general, the knowledge in this regard was better than expected by the consortium, but still MEnts
seem to be unaware of crucial elements concerning the Regulation.
Our main conclusions, after processing the 94 answers received up to 18 October, are:


Practically all of those who answered (93%), knew the meaning of the acronym GDPR.

Figure 3 - Quiz - Question 1


Similarly, 96% of the MEnts consulted are aware that the GDPR applies to all types of
companies, regardless of their size.

Figure 4 - Quiz - Question 2

134

www.typeform.com
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91% knew that the processing of personal data of their employees is subject to the GDPR.

Figure 5 - Quiz - Question 3


At the same time, most of the companies (98%) could identify what is personal data
(information that can identify a living natural person), but had more difficulty identifying
what is not (data about legal entities). For example, 22% thinks that the generic e-mail of
the company is personal data.

Figure 6 - Quiz - Question 4


Regarding the ‘right of access’, which requires companies to provide individuals with a
series of information as well as a copy of the personal data processed, 60% of the
companies were not aware of how much time they will have to reply to a request of Data
Subject Access (1 month).

Figure 7 - Quiz - Question 5


However, 95% were aware that it is a free process.
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Figure 8 - Quiz - Question 6


The ‘right to be forgotten’ was less known amongst the MEnts (76%) than the previously
mentioned ‘right of access’.

Figure 9 - Quiz - Question 7


Concerning the information that is not supposed to be given to an individual before
processing their data, 40% of the companies could not answer correctly.

Figure 10 - Quiz - Question 8


33% of the companies that took part in the quiz did not know that the data related to
salaries is not in the list of personal data considered to be sensitive under the GDPR.

Figure 11 - Quiz - Question 9


66% of the MEnts questioned did not know that the GDPR requires companies to notify
their Data Protection Authority within 72 hours if there is a data breach.
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Figure 12 - Quiz - Question 10


Although for other data there seems to be more confusion, the recipients are highly aware
(97%) that a job applicant’s personal data has to be processed according to the new
Regulation.

Figure 13 - Quiz - Question 11


Most of the companies (89%) are aware that the application of the GDPR does not only
concern personal data collected after the 25th May 2018: they will have to comply with the
GDPR regardless of when the data was collected.

Figure 14 - Quiz - Question 12


Finally, 85% of the MEnts that answered this quiz were aware that they may face a fine of
20M or 4% of their turnover if they do not comply with the GDPR conditions for consent.

Figure 15 - Quiz - Question 13
It is worth mentioning that besides the 94 answers, the TYPEFORM quiz link received 879 visits,
which translates into a 22,5% completion rate.
See Annex III - Quiz for details of the specific questions, with indications of terms and conditions
applicable to the quiz, as well as the correct answer and the message received by the participants
after correctly completing each question.
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1.1.10. 3.1.3. Questionnaire
Once the MEnts completed the quiz, they could access a questionnaire set on the FundingBox
platform. The questionnaire tried to capture contextual information about MEnts’ data processing
practices and their data protection mechanisms. At the same time, it was intended to engage them
in the SMOOTH Community through FundingBox, in order to provide MEnts with updates on the
project, Q&A’s regarding legal aspects of the GDPR, articles, news and announcements on the
matter etc.. Within this community, the MEnts will also be able to interact with each other, allowing
them to share their experience with applying the GDPR.
The consortium committed to creating a questionnaire that was capable of extracting all the
necessary information from MEnts while at the same time addressing their lack of data protection
understanding.
In this matter, the questionnaire was divided into two parts: Part I aimed to give the consortium an
understanding of the MEnts common data processing practices (e.g. for which purposes they collect
and use personal data; on which legal basis they rely; where they store the data; whether they have
an online presence) as well as their GDPR readiness level (whether or not they consider that they
have implemented the GDPR). Part II sought to identify MEnts’ requirements for a tool like
SMOOTH, in terms of usability and functionality.
Until 18 October 2018, 17 answers were gathered from actual companies from 10
different EU countries and four from Non-EEA States.
76% of these companies have less than 10 employees. 12% of the companies that
answered the SMOOTH questionnaire have between 10 and 50 employees.
76% of the companies consulted are digital business companies. No company collecting
sensitive data completed the questionnaire. The remaining companies are traditional
business companies.

The consortium is looking into the possibility to keep open a simplified version of the questionnaire
so that as partners continue their efforts to engage MEnts in the project, more answers could be
gathered in the coming months. Once engaged, the current, more extensive questionnaire could
be sent to the MEnts in order to allow the partners to monitor the answers and ensure that the
MEnts’ requirements for the SMOOTH Platform are updated if needed. The objective of the
consortium is to keep these companies interested in the project and involve them in the SMOOTH
piloting phase, planned for the beginning of 2019. Future actions regarding this strategy will be
conducted in the coming months.
A. Part I: Understanding MEnts data processing practices and GDPR-preparedness
level
The questionnaire has indicated that only 6% of the questioned MEnts state that they have fully
implemented and documented the relevant requirements under the GDPR. An overwhelming
majority (76%) says that they have only partially implemented the requirements. This demonstrates
the relevance of the SMOOTH Project. Efforts to comply with the GDPR go beyond the 25 May 2018
implementation deadline, as many businesses, especially MEnts, are not compliant yet.
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In the following paragraphs, a brief overview of key results of the questionnaire is provided. The
full list of questions and results can be found in Annex IV – Questionnaire on FundingBox Platform.
Common processing operations
The results of the questionnaire show that the categories of persons most often subject to MEnts’
personal data processing activities are customers, employees and website visitors, followed closely
by job applicants.
Interestingly, 65% of the MEnts that were questioned do not (only) get personal data directly from
the individuals concerned, but also from third parties. This triggers certain responsibilities, such as
the application of the information and transparency requirements under Article 14 GDPR.
Legal bases relied upon
The questionnaire shows that ‘consent’ is a widely used legal basis. Only 12% does never rely on
consent for processing and storing of personal data. This means that informed consent forms
should take on an important role in MEnts’ businesses. Problematic, however, is that of those
MEnts that do rely on consent, only 18% makes use of informed consent forms (29% does not,
whereas the remaining 53% does not know). Requesting consent through an electronic form (e.g.
ticking a box in our website, responding to an email) or asking consent as part of the terms and
conditions are still the most common practices. SMOOTH should raise awareness on the necessity
of informed consent forms. The Platform – more specifically, SMOOTEXT – will be a useful tool
because it aims to automatically analyse these forms and assess whether they comply with the
GDPR.
Contract and legitimate interest are two other legal bases often relied upon.
Processing of sensitive data
Notably, that 76% of the MEnts have indicated that they do not know whether or not they process
special categories of data. The SMOOTH Platform (SMOODATA) could serve as a useful tool in this
regard, as it will be able to raise awareness with its users on whether they are processing personal
data and if so, which types of personal data.
Security measures
A rather alarming result is that only 35% answered positively to the question whether they apply
some basic security measures. Moreover, a 41% indicated that they do not have a copy or backup
of personal data in a cloud service or any other web service, which could raise issues regarding their
ability to restore the availability and access to personal data in the event of a physical or technical
incident. Even though the automated assessment tools developed by SMOOTH in WP3-WP5 will
not tackle the GDPR security obligations, the compliance report should raise awareness and include
general guidance and concrete examples of basic security measures, appropriate for MEnts.
Data storage
MEnts store the personal data of their customers, employees, suppliers etc. in various means and
forms. 76% indicated that they use databases in a hosting or cloud service; 47% keep data in single
files (e.g. excel, access); 47% in a database as part of a cloud-based software; 35% in an electronic
copy of paper records (e.g. pdf file); 35% in a database as part of a commercial software; 29% in a
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database in their own servers. Paper records are still kept by some MEnts (29%), while a 6% uses
USB removable devices or similar external storage to store personal data.
MEnts with online presence
88% of the MEnts that took part in the questionnaire owns a website, whereas 53% has a mobile
app. In 35% of the cases, these websites or mobile apps were created by third parties. MEnts often
rely on third parties to create websites because they might lack the necessary expertise. This could
raise concerns as the MEnts are not in charge of making the websites GDPR-proof.
The results of the questionnaire, although encouraging, uncover the fact that still not all MEnts
have the necessary informative documents in their websites. For example, terms of use are used
by 74% of the respondents, privacy policies only by 65 and cookie policies only by 53%.
Nevertheless, information on the usage of private information and personal data – as well as on
the use of cookies – is indispensable in today’s GDPR era and should be provided to the individuals
concerned through textual documents. Once these documents are drawn up, the SMOOTH
Platform can automatically assess compliance with the GDPR.
B. Part II: MEnts requirements for a tool like SMOOTH
The questions in Part II are related to the main functionalities that the design should be
implemented in the design of the SMOOTH Platform. The requirements extracted from the MEnts
answers are demonstrated in the Table in section 3.2.
The answers suggest that MEnts are concerned with GDPR compliance and would have an interest
in an affordable online solution to assist them assess compliance. They also confirm that using law
firms or consultancy firms is not an optimal solution (possibly due to the costs associated with such
solution). Cost is an important factor for Ments. The majority would like to pay up to €50 per report
generated by an online tool like SMOOTH.
Moreover, answers indicate that MEnts would not like to use a tool that is time-consuming. More
than 50% pointed that they would dedicate a maximum of 30 minutes to complete the SMOOTH
Platform process.
Finally, MEnts would value having examples of GDPR-related documents (e.g. of privacy notices,
cookie policies) and templates to consult and adjust to their processing obligations. It is thus
important that SMOOTH provides them with such documents (through the compliance report
and/or in the Interactive Handbook for MEnts).

1.1.11. 3.1.4. Consulting MEnts through business associations
In order to understand the MEnts’ needs in compliance with the GDPR, the European Small Business
Alliance (ESBA) conducted a qualitative research. ESBA is a non-party political association, which
represents small businesses and entrepreneurs throughout Europe. ESBA, through its national
members as well as its partner networks, has access to a large number of MEnts.
The subject of the GDPR has been high on ESBA’s agenda ever since it lobbied the institutions to
ensure that the obligation for micro companies that are not data intensive (florist, baker, small
shop, service provider etc.) to hire a DPO was removed.
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In June 2018, ESBA discussed the matter with its members as an official agenda item at the Board
Meeting. As a follow-up to this meeting, the ESBA secretariat contacted its member organisations
by telephone to discuss in more detail how MEnts struggle and what the main obstacles are in light
of the new Regulation.
As it is still very early days and relevant case law has yet to be established, the answers from ESBA
members are based mainly on early experiences as well as expectations of potential impact of the
GDPR on MEnts.
One of the main issues ESBA came across is awareness. It is important to note that in most cases,
MEnts and their owner-managers are very eager to comply with the rules and regulations that
govern their market and business. When a MEnt is non-compliant, it often has to do with a lack of
awareness. In a small company, it is usually the owner managing everything himself/herself. This is
especially true for early stage companies that do not have the resources yet to outsource work or
hire staff to take care of compliance. A MEnt is often built on a dream or idea the owner had and
he or she is focused on executing this to the best of his or her abilities. They often work far more
than a regular work-week, as they deal with so many aspects of the business. In this light, it is quite
easy to understand that these business owners often do not have the time or resources to keep up
to date with all rules and regulations. Moreover, it is not always clear to them what they need to
comply with. The fact that a law is implemented, does not automatically mean that small business
owners are aware of it. The problem for the micro businesses involved seems to be not one piece
of legislation, but the cumulative effect of a plethora of rules that seem to change on a very regular
basis. Working on the assumption that MEnts have little or no awareness regarding the GDPR would
therefore be a good starting point. SMOOTH will need to approach these businesses as if any kind
of information regarding the GDPR is new and no prior knowledge should be assumed to be
present.
Following from what is said above, a second obstacle for MEnts is time constraint. As there are no
departments and often no dedicated staff members, small companies are very selective regarding
their actions (e.g. taking surveys) and what will be worth their scarce time. It is of paramount
importance that all surveys and quizzes that the consortium implements to engage MEnts during
the Platform’s development (e.g. to collect requirements, to test the Platform) are kept as short as
is feasible without compromising their quality. Surveys that take more than 10 minutes are not
popular and may not generate a lot of commitment. Time constraints of MEnts should also be taken
into consideration in the design of the SMOOTH solutions: filling in the information required for the
Platform to conduct the automated compliance test should be simple and not particularly time
consuming.
A third, very important, element to consider is the language used in the SMOOTH Platform. This
concerns both the language used in the entry questionnaire that will require MEnts to provide
background information on their data processing practices and the language used in the compliance
reports to explain the identified non-compliance issues. Small business owners are not academics
and often they do not have a legal background. It is very important that the information they receive
is drafted in understandable and plain language, void of unnecessary jargon and legal terminology.
Short concise sentences work better than extensive paragraphs, made up of long sentences.
Administration is a fourth obstacle for micro companies. Alongside access to finance,
administrative burden is the number one obstacle for micro companies. Arguably, any small
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company could complain about the piles of paperwork they are told to deliver. It will be an
enormous challenge to help MEnts to comply with the rules related to the GDPR, whilst ensuring
they do not get buried under paperwork, which will have a discouraging effect. The same will be
true for the strategies the consortium will use to engage MEnts for the testing and piloting phases
(e.g. use of quizzes and surveys); the consortium should avoid using too many forms.
All of the above could be managed by hiring third-party service providers which guide the MEnts
in being compliant. However, apart from the lack of financial resources to hire these external
consultants, small business owners are currently being flooded by service offers of newly selfacclaimed GDPR consultants, which do not necessarily have the right qualifications or track record.
MEnts need trustworthy and affordable people and tools to guide them through the compliance
processes.

3.2. List of MEnts’ requirements for the SMOOTH Platform
According to the results of the questionnaire and the consultation by ESBA, the following
conclusions have been drawn regarding the MEnts requirements for the SMOOTH Platform:
MEnt
Requirement
name

Description

Notes

MENT-SP1

GDPR
Assistance

According to the MEnts consulted, the main assessment
options to verify GDPR compliance are: low cost online
solution and to follow a course regarding GDPR.
76% of MEnts stated that their companies would choose to
use a low-cost online solution to assist them be compliant
with the GDPR.
Moreover, 64% of the MEnts consulted, indicated that they
could consider as a solution to follow a course to obtain the
required expertise to deal with the GDPR, within their
company.
Only 17% of the MEnts consulted considered subcontracting
a law firm or consultancy to verify the company’s processing
activities in light of the GDPR.

MENT-SP2

30/09/2019

Time spent in
SMOOTH
Platform
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Most MEnts considered that the time consumed for
preparation of reports was an important factor.
More than 50% indicated that they would dedicate a
maximum of 30 minutes to complete the SMOOTH Platform
process.
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MENT-SP3

Report
Generation
Time

MEnts were consulted regarding the time they will be willing
to wait for the Platform to generate a compliance report.
Almost 50% of the companies answering the survey
indicated that 1 week for generating the ad-hoc report will
be reasonable.
The other MEnts indicated 1 day and 1 hour as reasonable to
generate a compliance report.

MENT-SP4

Affordable

We have seen that cost is also an important factor for
MEnts.
More than 62% of the MEnts are not willing to pay more
than €50 (per use) for the online solution, while the
remaining MEnts oscillate between €100 and €200.

MENT-SP5

Compliance
GDPR templates content

Due to their lack of expertise in GDPR, MEnts need examples
of GDPR documents and templates.
100% of MEnts consulted indicated that they would like
GDPR templates for informed consent.
81% of MEnts consulted indicated that they would like GDPR
templates for privacy notice and privacy notice for the
website.
75% of MEnts consulted indicated that they would like GDPR
templates for a cookie policy.
69% of MEnts consulted indicated that they would like to
have templates for Data Processor Agreements and records
of Processing activities and templates regarding data breach
notification form to the Data Protection Authority and to the
individuals concerned.

MEnts clearly need reliable materials and tools to guide
them through the GDPR compliance process.
MENT-SP6

Plain Language

According to the consultation, one crucial requirement is the
use of plain language in order to let MEnts understand the
GDPR process.
The Entry Questionnaire to the Platform should use plain
language and not require prior understanding of data
protection law.
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MENT-SP7

Usability

Interfaces should be easy to use and provide a comfortable
user experience.
This requirement is crucial for MEnts that do not have time
to compile paperwork. The SMOOTH Platform should be
simple and easy to use and avoid unnecessary processes.

Table 17 – MEnts requirements for SMOOTH Platform
4. Technical requirements for the SMOOTH Platform

4.1. Introduction
The SMOOTH Platform will be designed as a modular system in which different advanced
technological developments will perform specific tasks. The first module, SMOOTEXT (WP3), will
analyse the key documents of a company related to the protection of personal data (informed
consent documents, privacy policies and cookie policies) to identify whether they include the most
important elements defined under the GDPR, or if some of those elements are missing. The second
module, SMOODATA (WP4), will automatically analyse the data stored by MEnts for the purpose of
identifying whether any personal data is stored and if the stored personal data is needed for the
specific business of the MEnts (data minimisation principle). SMONLINE (WP5) will develop
automated crawling and data mining solutions for evaluating how personal data is managed and
accessed in websites and mobile apps, and analyse if third parties access the websites and mobile
apps. The output of the different modules will then be integrated and analysed together in the
backend of the SMOOTH Platform (PLAT, WP6) to generate the compliance report associated with
the MEnts under analysis. For instance, SMOOTEXT may find that, according to the privacy policy
of a MEnt, only the email address is being collected to contact the customers. However, SMOODATA
may find instead that in addition to the email address, mobile phone number is also being recorded.
Then, the integrated SMOOTH Platform (PLAT) will merge both outputs and will generate a warning
in the compliance report indicating that the MEnt is storing personal information which is not
included in its privacy policy.
In this section, we define the technical requirements associated to each of the different modules
as well as to the SMOOTH Platform.

1.1.12. 4.1.1. Methodology for determining technical requirements
The SMOOTH consortium integrates partners with substantial background and large expertise in
the different technical areas required to design and develop each of the proposed modules, as well
as the integrated architecture of the SMOOTH Platform. For instance, NAVER and EURECAT have
teams with deep knowledge on text mining and natural language processing to cover the work
required in SMOOTEXT. Similarly, EURECAT and NEC are experts on machine learning mechanisms
for information retrieval. Finally, IMDEA, LSTECH and UC3M have a long background in designing
and implementing advance measurement techniques for websites and mobile apps in order to
detect the presence of third parties. Therefore, the technical partners of the SMOOTH consortium
possess the necessary expertise to provide the technical requirements. Each of the referred
partners has therefore been responsible to define the technical requirements for the module(s)
they will be designing and developing in SMOOTH.
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For each of the modules: SMOOTEXT, SMOODATA and SMONLINE, as well as PLAT, we will proceed
with the following methodology:






A brief introduction of the purpose of the module;
Description of the system’s goals and objectives;
A high-level overview of the proposed system, which is expected to be completed by month
9;
List and an explanation of functional and, where relevant, of non-functional technical
requirements;
The constrains technical partners are facing.

4.2. Technical requirements for Work Package 3 (SMOOTEXT)
1.1.13. 4.2.1. Introduction to SMOOTEXT: Analysis of informative documents
on data protection and privacy
In the current practice, consent and information on the usage of private information is given in
written form, under the form of textual unstructured documents. Unstructured means here that
this is not done in some form of formal language or table which would facilitate the reading and
manipulation of that information by a computer. Quite opposite, the language used is often
lengthy, confusing and sometimes ambiguous; a common criticism of privacy policies which the
GDPR also addresses (for example, Article 12(1) requires controllers to provide any communication
relating to processing of personal data in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible
form, using clear and plain language).
It is therefore necessary to develop algorithms and tools to process those textual documents,
extracting key information and presenting it to the user for interpretation. WP3 addresses the
development and evaluation of those algorithms and tools.

1.1.14. 4.2.2. System Goals and Objectives
The main goal of WP3 is to develop algorithms that are able to process privacy policies, consent
forms and cookie notices in a fixed number of languages, and extract information relevant to microenterprises. In line with Section 2, these are:
Element

Information
on the
company

30/09/2019

Name of
company
Contact
details of
company

Revision: 02

Sourcerequest for
consent
(Art.7)
Yes

Comments on
request for
consent

Yes

GDPR requires that
individuals must be
aware of the
‘identity’ of the
controller – to
ensure accurate
identification, in
addition to the

-
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Sourceprivacy
policy
(Arts.13&14)
Yes

Comments
on privacy
policy

Yes

-
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Element

Personal
data and
processing

30/09/2019

Sourcerequest for
consent
(Art.7)

Comments on
request for
consent
name of the
company, further
information may
be needed
(address,
registration
number)
Contact info may
be given as part of
information on
right to withdraw
consent (who to
contact/how to
request consent
withdrawal)
-

Sourceprivacy
policy
(Arts.13&14)

Comments
on privacy
policy

Yes

-

Yes

Third-party
controllers
are likely to
be referred
to as ‘data
recipients’
in the
privacy
policy
Only if
personal
data are
obtained
indirectly
(e.g.
through a
marketing
agency,
through
another
company,
through
another list)
-

Contact
information
for privacy
matters (e.g.
DPO)

Yes

Third-party
controllers
relying on
consent

Yes

Type of
personal
data

Yes

Type of personal
data may include
information on
whether sensitive
personal data are
processed

Yes, but
condition 

Purposes of
processing

Yes

Why data are
processed (for
which
purpose/activity),
e.g.:
1.Marketing
2.Advertising

Yes
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Element

Sourcerequest for
consent
(Art.7)

Comments on
request for
consent
3.Training
Bundling of
purposes is not
allowed when
relying on consent.
Individuals should
be asked to give
separate consent
for example for:
Training
Marketing
Type of personal
data may include
information on
whether sensitive
personal data are
processed

Sourceprivacy
policy
(Arts.13&14)

Comments
on privacy
policy

Yes, but
condition 

Sensitive
data

Yes

Storage
period
Recipients
Transfer to
3rd country
Source of
personal
data (from
where it was
obtained)

No

-

Yes

Only if
personal
data are
obtained
indirectly
(e.g.
through a
marketing
agency,
another
company, a
public list)
-

No
No

-

Yes
Yes

-

No

-

Yes, but
condition 

Lawful basis

Consent,
contract or
legitimate
interests

N/A

-

Yes

Only if
personal
data are
obtained
indirectly
(e.g.
through a
marketing
agency,
another
company, a
public list)
-
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Element

What
legitimate
interest
Rights (need
contact
details)

Automated
decisionmaking

30/09/2019

Sourcerequest for
consent
(Art.7)
N/A

Comments on
request for
consent
-

Right to
withdraw
consent

Yes

Right to
object
(including to
direct
marketing)
Right of
access
Right to
erasure
Right to
restrict
processing
Right to
data
portability

No

Consent
form must
include
description
of how to
withdraw
consent
(e.g.
contact
details of
responsible
person)
-

No

Right to
lodge a
complaint
Automated
decision
making (also
profiling)

Revision: 02

Sourceprivacy
policy
(Arts.13&14)
Yes, but
condition 

Yes, but
condition 

Comments
on privacy
policy
Only if legal
basis is
legitimate
interest
Only if legal
basis is
consent

Yes, but
condition 

Only if legal
basis is
legitimate
interest

-

Yes

-

No

-

Yes

-

No

-

Yes

-

No

-

Yes, but
condition 

No

-

Yes

Only if legal
basis is
consent or
contract
-

No

-

Yes
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Unlikely to
apply to
most MEnts.
If this is the
case, should
be
necessary to
have a
statement
informing
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Element

Sourcerequest for
consent
(Art.7)

Comments on
request for
consent

Sourceprivacy
policy
(Arts.13&14)

Comments
on privacy
policy

that
personal
data won’t
be used for
automated
decisionmaking nor
profiling in
privacy
policy
Logic
No
Yes
Unlikely to
involved
apply to
most MEnts
Table 18 – information to be extracted from consent forms and information policies
In the case of MEnts having a website or mobile app, information from cookie policies will also be
extracted and analysed:
Element cookie
notice

Examples

Name

-

Type

-

Provider
Purpose

-

30/09/2019

Revision: 02

Comments

_icl_current_language If there is a large number of cookies,
_pk_ses.1.9525
naming each cookie individually might be
confusing. Therefore, in some instances
cookies may be categorised into different
groups, per type and purpose.
HTTP cookies
The cookies that are used need to be listed
Flash cookies
and described in the cookie notice.
Local storage cookies
First-party cookies
Third-party cookies
Necessary for website In addition to listing the purpose of the
usability
cookie use, sometimes technical details
Better user
explaining what each cookie does should be
experience
included in the notice. This is to guarantee
Analytics
that users are sufficiently informed to
Marketing
decide whether or not to give consent.
Providing some ‘technical’ information
would be necessary for instance for tracking
cookies (user should understand that that
particular cookie follows his/her behaviour
through the internet).
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Lifespan

In case of persistent cookies, information
on time of expiry should be provided (e.g.
after 13 months).
- Opt-out
Cookie notices should include information
- Withdrawal of
on how users can set or change their cookie
consent
preferences, and also show the current
cookie configuration (current cookie
settings).
Table 19 – information to be extracted from cookie notices
-

Management

Session cookies
Persistent cookies

In addition, WP3 will perform a readability analysis in order to highlight sections and paragraphs
which are particularly hard to read and/or ambiguous. Optionally, we will also propose simplified
version of those paragraphs.

1.1.15. 4.2.3. Proposed system
In order to be able to cover the wide range of privacy policies and variety in language, we plan to
use modern methods from the field of natural language processing. Those algorithms learn
regularities in the text and are able to predict which of the information from the preceding table is
present in a given text.
In order to train those methods, there is a need of annotated data. This should be real data (not
synthetically generated), annotated under the same format that we expect those algorithms to
predict. We will rely on samples of privacy policies and consent forms, which will then be annotated
through the use of a crowd-sourcing platform. Previous studies135 indicate that a sufficiently large
crowd can achieve comparable accuracy then expert annotations, while being easier, faster and
cheaper to obtain. The exact design for this has to be determined in function of the retained
platform, but in any case, we plan to annotate each privacy policy by several workers (between 3
and 10) in order to obtain a sufficiently high agreement level. The annotation will consist both on
the span of text inside the paragraph that contains a GDPR element, together with the precise
element (to be selected from a drop-down list for example).

1.1.16. 4.2.4. Functional Requirement
Any method that tries to extract information from unstructured text, in particular if it is ambiguous
and large as in this case, will make some errors. Previous work136 has shown that information
extraction from privacy policies is indeed challenging, only obtaining scores as low as 0.16137 for
some fields.
Of course, such low scores render any automatic system useless as its prediction cannot be trusted.
We plan to tune our algorithms so that they optimize recall over precision, at least in the first
versions (with the intuition that it is easier to correct false positives than to input false negatives).

135

Wilson, Shomir, et al. "Crowdsourcing Annotations for Websites' Privacy Policies: Can It Really Work?." Proceedings of
the 25th International Conference on World Wide Web. International World Wide Web Conferences Steering Committee,
2016.
136 Wilson, Shomir, et al. "The creation and analysis of a website privacy policy corpus." Proceedings of the 54th Annual
Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (Volume 1: Long Papers). Vol. 1. 2016.
137 Of F1 measure, which is the harmonic mean between precision (percentage of correctly predicted paragraph
containing that information) and recall (percentage of paragraph containing that field that were correctly predicted).
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We expect some of the elements to be easier to extract automatically (e.g.: rights, info on the
company); while others will most probably be more challenging (certain types of personal data,
their sensitivity and purpose; lawful basis). For the easier ones (which we expect to be around 60%
of the elements of the table), we will aim for a recall of 0.8 at a precision level of 0.75 (with a desired
output of a recall above 0.9 for a precision of 0.8); while for the more challenging ones we expect,
in average, to obtain at least a recall of 0.7 for a precision of 0.6. We will also take the freedom of
revise the table in case we realise that the formulation of some of the elements in the text is more
intricate, varied or ambiguous in privacy policies of micro-enterprises than we assume at this
moment. However, we do not expect those surprise challenges to affect more than 25% of the
elements.
With respect to diversity in languages, we plan to address as main languages English and Spanish
and aim for the mentioned performance levels in those languages, developing mono-lingual models
for each one. In order to be able to extend it to additional languages, we will use techniques from
multi-lingual language processing to transfer knowledge from one language to another one, maybe
using privacy policies of large companies - which exist in several languages - as pivot. The key
indicators mentioned above will most probably be lower for those additional languages.
Requirement name

O138

Description

Notes

R-WP3-1

M

SMOOTH users can upload their privacy Privacy policy URL will
policy, cookie policy and terms of use to not
be
classified
be analysed, or alternatively an URL
automatically from the
high-level domain and
should
either
be
provided or uploaded

R-WP3-2

M

The module will be able to extract most See text before for exact
of the GDPR elements in the uploaded numbers
text with high precision and recall

R-WP3-3

M

The module will be able to handle
documents in English and Spanish, as
well as Latvian (although less accurate)

R-WP3-4

M

The module will provide a readability
analysis, highlighting ambiguous or
overly-complicated phrases

R-WP3-5

R

The interface will provide a feedback tool
that allows SMOOTH user to correct the
predictions, improving the module and
making it more robust to datadistribution shift

R-WP3-6

M

The module shall be able to process
documents fast enough to allow the user
to get feedback while on the web-site, in
general less than 5 seconds

138

O = obligation; M = mandatory; R = optional but recommended. Requirements are indicated as mandatory (M) or
recommended (R).
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R-WP3-7

M

R-WP3-8

R

The module shall be able to process
documents in text and html format
Each prediction shall be associated with
a confidence measure, which –
depending on the user study – can or not
be displayed in the interface
Table 20 – Functional requirements for WP3

1.1.17. 4.2.5. Constraints
Having to predict efficiency measures with machine learning techniques, in particular in cases like
this where the variety of the data sources has not been measured yet is always difficult. We plan to
treat the individual types of information separately, focusing on the difficult ones.
A major risk is the assumption on the availability of a significant and representative sample of
documents which we can then annotate. As mentioned, we reserve the right to re-visit the table in
case we realize that for some elements the extraction task is more complicated than initially
thought.
4.3. Technical requirements for Work Package 4 (SMOODATA)
4.3.1. Introduction to SMOODATA: Analysis of data repositories
This module analyses the personal information that MEnts are storing using as input the sample of
customers' and providers’ information repository uploaded by the MEnts. It validates two very
important principles of the GDPR that are highly relevant to MEnts. First, the module assesses if the
MEnt has sufficient permission to store the information that it is actually storing. That is, whether
the MEnts are only storing the personal data items declared in the consent documents (analysed
by the previous module) or is storing personal data (by mistake) non-agreed by users in the consent
documents with the customer personal data. We remind that the fine for not satisfying one of the
conditions of lawful processing in GDPR Article 6 GDPR could go up to 4% of the annual income.
Second, the module checks if the MEnt is applying the data minimisation principle (i.e., it is only
storing the personal information required to run its business) and only that. To this end, the module
uses as input the questionnaire provided by the MEnt upon registration in the SMOOTH Platform.
Third, the module identifies the presence of "Sensitive Personal Data" in the data repository. This
type of data requires a special treatment (e.g., it sensitive personal data must be encrypted). The
above analysis concludes by reporting whether the MEnt: 1) has sufficient consent from their
customers, 2) applies the data minimisation principle and, 3) stores sensitive personal data.
SMOODATA will use state of the art technology in the area of machine learning to identify personal
data fields in the data repositories uploaded by MEnts. For instance, we plan to exploit the power
of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to analyse the data repositories, and develop methods
for representing the MEnts data repositories as knowledge graphs. As the algorithms require to be
trained with actual MEnts data, ESBA and FBA will collect such data from real MEnts during the first
months of the project. We are aware that the data can be quite heterogeneous, varying from simple
plain text files, to structured files using widely adopted formats (e.g., Microsoft excel) and
databases (e.g., mySQL database). SMOODATA will create suitable connectors for enabling
automated data ingestion and processing for those formats.
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4.3.2. System Goals and Objectives
SMOODATA will leverage Machine Learning techniques to automatically analyse the data stored by
MEnts with the purpose to identify whether any personal data is stored, and if so, the type of stored
personal data. In addition, the technology will verify whether the stored personal data is indeed
required for the specific business of the MEnt (thus meeting the data minimisation principle) as
well as if the stored personal data are mentioned in the key text documents related to privacy
protection (see previous paragraph). Particular emphasis will be put in identifying the presence of
"Sensitive Personal Data" (described in article 9 (1) as personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin,
political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, data concerning
health or sex life and sexual orientation, genetic data or biometric data). This is because the GDPR
imposes stricter requirements for the processing of such data, which need to be verified if met.
4.3.3. Proposed System
The SMOODATA system is composed by several subsystems.
The data connectors are in charge of obtaining the information from the user machine. We would
count with two kind of data connectors. The local data connectors will be small software pieces the
user will download from the Smooth Platform and that will connect to their database without the
need of uploading all the information. For example, we expect that a Local data connector for
MySQL databases will be needed.
On the other hand, the Online data connectors will be placed into the online smooth platform, and
the users will upload their different files that may contain personal data.
Once the data is in the Smooth Platform, the Data Representation subsystem will transform the
heterogeneous data sources coming from different connectors in a common format to input the
Machine Learning Engine.
Finally, the Machine learning engine is the core of the whole SMOODATA system, and taking as
input the data provided by the users will generate the intermediary results about the existence of
different personal data.
With regards re-identification, SMOODATA will take advantage of the detection of personal data
identification and will deliver a component to detect alternative quasi-identifiers and analyse kanonymity, suggesting different strategies of generalization and suppression, and obfuscation
techniques based on differential privacy approaches, based on the nature of the different data
attributes and sources, while considering the key attributes that are necessary for the fulfilment of
the business as declared, complementing thus the report generated.
4.3.4. Functional Requirement
The functional requirements for WP4 are indicated in the table below.
Requirement O139
name

Description

Notes

139

O = obligation; M = mandatory; R = optional but recommended. Requirements are indicated as mandatory (M) or
recommended (R).
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R-WP4-1

M

SMOOTH users shall upload their
company small databases to the
SMOOTH Platform.

The Platform should provide
an easy way to upload and
analyse data bases below
5mb.

R-WP4-2

M

SMOOTH users can give access to
some databases (MySQL) without
uploading the whole database.

The system should be easy to
understand for the users.

R-WP4-3

M

The system should be easy enough The process should be
to be used for people without
intuitive and easy. It should
computer science knowledge.
provide a wizard-like interface
to help the users.

R-WP4-4

M

The system should provide an easy
to understand report describing
the personal data found by the ML
engine.

R-WP4-5
Personal
identifiers

M

Users from MEnts will be able to
identify which attributes of their
datasets are able to identify
individuals.

This identification will be
based on the algorithms
developed in the task T4.2.

R-WP4-6
Removal of
personal
identifiers

M

SMOODATA will be able to remove
the attributes identified as
personal identifiers, together with
potential quasi-identifiers.

The removal of attributes will
be based on generalization
and suppression approaches
that will consider the different
characteristics of the
attributes and the business
goals identified by the
customers.

R-WP4-7

R

Users from MEnts and allowed
third-parties will be able to access
to aggregations of the data
without any loss in the privacy of
individuals.

30/09/2019
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The idea is to deliver
something similar to Google’s
RAPPOR tool, based on
differential privacy techniques
that allows the analysis of the
data while preserving the
privacy, but considering the
multi modal nature of the
data held by MEnts.
Moreover, the reduced
volume of these datasets
might complicate the
application of standard
techniques without
compromising the reliability
of the aggregations thus
obtained.
Table 21 – Functional requirements for WP4
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4.3.5. Constraints
The SMOODATA system will have constraints in its different components related to the inherent
limitations of the software systems and in particular of the machine learning algorithms:


Connectors: The online data connectors will have a limitation on the size of the files that
can be uploaded to the system in order to speed up the connection process. In principle,
this size will be limited to 5Mb, but during the project we can explore if bigger sizes are
acceptable.
In the case of the local data connectors, they should require the user to indicate where the
data is placed in their system, which may be complicated for some users. However, the
alternative would be to analyse every single file on the user´s computer. That would have
different privacy implications (i.e., analysis of user´s private data) that we want to avoid.



Data Representation: The data representation module will be designed to analyse
structured data. Thus, it will not handle the estrange case of non-structured datasets (i.e.,
a word file with different information in each line).



Machine learning engine: The machine learning engine, as every machine learning
algorithm will not provide a 100% accuracy. However, we will develop different technique
to ensure it works accurately for the most common cases.

4.4. Technical requirements for Work Package 5 (SMONLINE)
4.4.1. Introduction to SMONLINE: Analysis of websites and mobile apps
Currently, many MEnts own websites, social media and other digital platforms to communicate
with their customers, advertise their products and/or services, etc. The European Commission aims
at providing motives and creating fair conditions for enabling the millions of SMEs and MEnts in
Europe to be visible online.140 The EU strategy is encouraging and helping MEnts to use websites,
social media, mobile apps, etc., to enhance their business strategy. Therefore, it is very likely that
in the coming years most MEnts in Europe use digital means (websites, mobile apps, and social
media) to increase their business opportunities and communications to their customers. However,
MEnts adopting digital platforms need to consider the potential collection, processing and use of
personal information associated to those channels, and be compliant with the GDPR in this matter.
In addition to the GDPR, it is important to also consider the e-Privacy Directive (Directive
2002/58/EC as amended by Directive 2009/136/EC) which imposes requirements for the use of web
tracking technologies such as cookies. This Directive is also currently under reform and
developments in this area will be watched closely.
Therefore, there is a real need to assist MEnts (given that most of them are not technologically
savvy) to understand whether they are compliant with the GDPR and the e-Privacy Directive
regarding the use of their websites and/or mobile apps. SMONLINE is the module of SMOOTH that
aims to analyse MEnts websites and mobile apps information flows.
140

A Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe – COM (2015) 192 final, May 2015. https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/news/digital-single-market-strategy-europe-com2015-192-final
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4.4.2. System Goals and Objectives
SMONLINE will develop auditing tools to analyse MEnts' websites and mobile apps to verify that
the data flows are not using personal data without consent, with special emphasis on detecting the
presence of third parties and the potential leakage of personal information to them. Third parties'
presence increases the privacy risk associated to MEnts since their customers/visitors lose the
control of who is using their personal data and for what purpose. This work package will pursue the
following concrete objectives:
a) To design and implement a module to analyse the presence of first-party and third-party cookies
and third party companies present in a website and classify them when possible. We will refer to
this module as SMONLINE-Website.
b) To design and implement a module to analyse and classify the use of personal information in ad
delivery in a website. We will refer to this module as SMONLINE-Advertising.
c) To design and implement a module to audit how mobile applications handle personal data in the
context of the GDPR by analysing data flows including those emanating to potential third-party
services. We will refer to this module as SMONLINE-MobileApp.
4.4.3. Proposed System
SMONLINE will be formed by three independent modules that will deliver individual outputs to be
analysed together with the analysis of cookies and privacy policies performed in SMOOTEXT to
assess the compliance of MEnts’ websites and mobile apps to the GDPR and e-Privacy Directive.
The first module, SMONLINE-Website will automatically analyse the presence of first-party and
third party cookies and third party companies present in the website of the MEnts under-analysis.
Towards that end we will create an automatic software that will emulate the connection of a regular
user to the website from a desktop. This software will retrieve and analyse all the cookies set to the
user as well as all the connection that the browser opens to third-party domains when a user visits
the MEnt website. We will then classify (when possible) each of the cookies retrieved (e.g.,
duration, first party or third party, etc.) and the nature of the third parties (e.g., trackers, content
distribution networks, etc.). In order to operate, this module just needs to receive as input the URL
(or URLs in case the MEnt uses multiple domains) of the domain owned by the MEnts. This module
will deliver a formatted list for the analysed cookies and third-parties with presence in the website
along with the elements derived from their classification. This list will be cross-checked in SMOOTH
platform with the information provided to users in the cookies and privacy policy of the website,
which is being analysed in SMOOTEXT. The cross-validation aims to identify whether the presence
of all cookies and third parties detected in the website by SMONLINE are adequately included in
the cookies and privacy policy to inform end users as requested by the GDPR and e-Privacy. The
format of the output will be further defined in D5.1 along with the design of SMOOLINE.
The SMONLINE-advertising module is a service for automating privacy audit for the purpose of
detecting programmatic advertising in websites and analysing the information used to drive it. It
generates insightful analytics that provide evidence of targeted advertising, including the case of
utilizing sensitive personal data protected by GDPR. Once detected, it assists also in revealing the
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chain of companies involved in the delivery of such ads. It can be used by companies to verify they
do not put their brand name at risk by offending users or breaking data protection laws, and by
websites participating in programmatic advertising to which they have no direct control. MEnts will
use this module to check if in their website they host advertisers that use and transfer visitors’ data
to target them, without their consent, violating the GDPR.
The SMONLINE-Advertising module simulates the visits of users to various websites of specific
interest, building personas (user profiles). It collects advertisements that are displayed in these
websites and then it visits the website to be audited (MEnt website) trying to identify if the
displayed ads are targeted based on the browsing history of the personas and comparing it with a
clean, non-trained history visit. Using a set of metrics, it computes the likelihood that the ads
displayed in the MEnt website are targeted, meaning that advertisers on this website use visitors’
data. A report is presented to MEnt regarding these findings. MEnts then can take action and
remove the advertisers or advertisements that are offending the visitors avoiding braking the GDPR
directive. The module will be part of the SMOOTH Platform and implementation details will be
described in D5.1.
The third module, SMONLINE-MobileApp, is an extension of an already developed Android auditing
tool: appcensus.mobi. AppCensus is a testbed designed to automatically identify violations of the
FTC COPPA rule that will be adapted in this project to analyse the compliance of mobile apps
developed by MEnts with the GDPR and e-Privacy directive. The testbed, which will be initially
integrated in SMONLINE as a service through a dedicated API, allows revealing how apps under
scrutiny access sensitive information in runtime (e.g., by monitoring access to permission-protected
methods), and inspects network traffic flows to identify where personal information gets
disseminated over the network (e.g., third-party analytics and advertising services) and how (e.g.,
with or without using encryption). To inspect mobile traffic, the current AppCensus tool leverages
two complementary techniques: 1) a man-in-the-middle proxy which inspects all traffic coming out
of the phone thanks to the traffic inspection module Lumen Privacy Monitor, and 2) a modified
Android version that takes advantage of its privileged position to monitor network buffers and
system-level information. To automatically analyse applications and at scale, the testbed leverages
an “exercised monkey” which produces input events and taps, mimicking the behaviour of a real
user. A final stage processes the log files obtained to produce a file with information about the
flows where private information was found and where it gets sent, and flags potential violations
according to a set of rules developed according to the GDPR and e-Privacy Directive. As in
SMONLINE-Website, the format of these reports will be defined at a later stage. With these results
MEnts can be informed of which type of private information their app is gathering and with whom
they are sharing it with while getting an accurate assessment of their regulatory compliance. The
empirical data can either be added to the privacy policy or revised if it is unexpected by the MEnts.
4.4.4. Functional Requirement
Requirement
name

O141 Description

Notes

R-WP5-1

M

Website URLs will not be inferred or
predicted, thus need to be provided by

SMOOTH users shall provide the
URL (or URLs) of the website in

141

O = obligation; M = mandatory; R = optional but recommended. Requirements are indicated as mandatory (M) or
recommended (R).
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the entry questionnaire to be
analysed by SMONLINE.

SMOOTH users when filling the entry
questionnaire. In the case of SMONLINEMobileApp, app developers must provide
access to the source code or a pointer to
an app store.

R-WP5-2

M

SMOOTH platform shall include
an OS that allows executing
instances of popular desktop
browsers (e.g., google chrome,
Mozilla Firefox, etc.) to perform
the analysis of websites.

SMONLINE submodules to analyse
websites rely on the capacity of running
web browser instances.

R-WP5-3

M

SMOOTH platform shall allow
running instances of Google
Chrome.

We commit to perform all analyses using
Google Chrome as reference which
according to very recent statistics covers
2/3 of the desktop browser market.142

R-WP5-4

R

The module to analyse MEnts’
websites may be implemented in
other popular web browser
following this priority list: Mozilla
Firefox, Safari, Edge, Internet
Explorer.

In case there are enough free resources in
the project we will extend the code
developed for Google Chrome to other
browsers. In principle this is something
unnecessary because the browser used
should not affect the cookies and third
party connections analysed.

R-WP5-5

M

SMONLINE-Website shall provide
the list of third parties domains
for which the browser opens
connections when accessing the
MENT website.

This functionality will allow identifying
third parties that may be obtaining
personal data from users accessing the
MENT website. This requirement also
applies to SMONLINE-MobileApp, which
should be able to identify networking
activity to third-party services emanating
from a given app.

R-WP5-6

M

SMONLINE-Website shall provide This functionality will allow listing the
the list of cookies stored in the
cookies stored in the browser of the user
browser of the user when
when she accesses the MENT website.
accessing the MENT website.

R-WP5-7

R

SMONLINE-Website should
classify the third party domains
for which the browser opens a
connection (e.g., tracker, content
distribution network, etc.) and
the cookies stored in the browser
of the user (e.g., first-party Vs.
third-party cookie, session cookie
Vs. temporal cookie Vs.
persistent cookie, etc.).

142

Classifying the third-party domains and
cookies will be useful to provide more
detailed information in the GDPR
compliance report in case some of them
raise a warning after running the
compliance analysis. Third party
classification also applies to SMONLINEMobileApp, which should be also capable
of identifying the types of personal and
sensitive data being collected by them
from mobile users.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/544400/market-share-of-internet-browsers-desktop/.
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R-WP5-8

M

SMONLINE-Website shall provide
the output list of cookies and
third-party companies in
standard format easy to process
(e.g., JSON).

It is important to find a global agreement
in the input data format used in WP6 to
integrate and process together he
information from SMOOTEXT, SMOODATA
and SMONLINE to assess GDPR compliance
and generate the compliance report. This
requirement also applies to SMONLINEMobileApp.

R-WP5-9

R

SMONLINE-Advertising module
should be able to define specific
personas (artificial user profiles)
to check (audit) the MEnt’s
website.

SMONLINE-Advertising is able to detect
targeted advertisement based on specific
personas-user profiles, that visit websites
of specific subjects and categories.
SMONLINE-Advertising can be guided by
the users by providing personas to be
checked, or it can assume personas that
are relevant to MEnt website, or even
random ones.

R-WP5-10

M

SMONLINE-Advertising shall
provide a metric about the
possibility of a (MENT) website to
present advertisements that
violates GDPR.

The report that SMONLINE-Advertising will
provide will display a high level
information about the possibility that the
website is displaying targeted
advertisement.

R-WP5-11

M

SMONLINE-Advertising shall
provide all the evidence found
that relates the advertisements
displayed on MENT website and
the targeting of the user. Visiting
websites that train the persona
and screenshots of the visited
websites showing the
advertisements will be available.

SMONLINE-Advertising will offer a detailed
report of the experiments that ran and
drove to the conclusion that there is
targeted advertisement or not.

R-WP5-12

M

SMONLINE-MobileApp shall be
able to identify personal data
leakages (e.g., IMEI, geo-location)
over network flows for
applications not resorting to
obfuscation and non-standard

Many applications and third-party services
currently encode personal data before
uploading it to the server, and may use
techniques such as TLS certificate pinning
to prevent independent auditing. In those
scenarios, the report will flag that
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encryption mechanisms such as
TLS.

applications may use such mechanisms so
they could have not been fully analysed.

R-WP5-13

R

SMONLINE-MobileApp shall be
able to study both iOS and
Android applications.

The closed nature of iOS does not allow
performing the same set of tests than for
Android applications. We will explore
means to validate partial iOS results by
interacting directly with application
developers.

R-WP5-14

M

SMONLINE-MobileApp shall be
able to scale the auditing analysis
to at least 100 applications per
hour.

This will be achieved through the use of
Android’s executioner monkey to
automatize application’s analysis using
synthetic user input.

R-WP5-15

R

SMONLINE-MobileApp shall be
able to comprehensively study
applications requiring user
accounts and logins.

One of the main limitations in analysing
applications at scale is their complex userinterfaces and the need to create user
accounts. This process can be difficult to
scale (e.g., a banking app may require a
user with a bank account). We will
investigate methods to increase the
coverage of application’s views and
features as much as possible. When
possible, we will request artificial user
credentials from the MENT.
Table 22 – Functional requirements for WP5

4.4.5. Constraints
SMONLINE is dealing with very sophisticated techniques used in the Internet by savvy players that
aims to track users, collect personal information, monetize personal information through ads, etc.
Therefore, although the implemented techniques will satisfy the listed requirements in most of the
cases, it is important to note that we may face constraints and limitations that avoids meeting the
requirements in all cases. Given the different nature of the three modules forming SMONLINE, we
describe the associated limitations to each of them separately:
a)

SMONLINE-Website

The most challenging part of this module is the classification of cookies and third-party websites.
Note that in the current Internet there exists a large number of players serving as third-parties in
websites for multiple purposes: improve performance (e.g., content distribution networks),
tracking, advertising, etc. While many of these players are clearly identified and we can accurately
classify them, some of them may not be included into any specific category. When we are unable
to classify a third-party we will classify it as an unknown-service. It is important to note that even
in the case when we are not able to classify some third-party we can still check if that third-party is
listed in the privacy/cookie policy of the MEnts’ website. Therefore, we will be able to check the
compliance with the GDPR, but we will fail on providing further details to the user about the thirdparty.
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In addition, web browsers connections to some of these players sometimes implement multiple
redirections until they reach the final domain to which the cookie or other tracking data is delivered.
Following those redirections in some cases is simply not feasible and we may fail on recognizing the
final domain in some cases.
b)

SMONLINE-Advertising

One of the most important limitation of this module is the dependency with website classification
by Alexa.com service and the categorization of the websites by Google. This module is relying on
the output of these services and the accuracy of the results depends on the level of detail and
efficiency of these services. Furthermore, if the API definition or the way that these services
communicate change, SMONLINE-Advertising needs to be adapted. This is not something that we
expect to happen very often. As a requirement we have to take that in mind and build our solution
in a way that will allow changes to the interface between our module and these external services.
A modular approach will be followed to make these interface changes transparent to the rest of
the application.
The module is also relying in recognizing advertisements on various websites. The technology used
to display the ads on a website is changing and the successful detection of the ads is not guaranteed.
We need to monitor the efficiency of our solution and adapt to new methods and approaches on
displaying ads on websites.
c)

SMONLINE-MobileApp

While a significant part of the SMONLINE-MobileApp has already been developed, it does bring
several difficulties and limitations. The first one is that the tool is Android-specific as it leverages
the VPN permission that exists in this specific operative system and benefits from Android's open
nature to access low-level information. We will investigate methods to validate Android’s results
on iOS platforms and therefore, provide cross-platform assessment. On another hand, this app runs
directly on the phone, which means that it's limited by the resources available on this type of
devices and the peculiarities and behaviour of this particular system. For that reason, flows may
not always be mapped to specific applications, when the resources available don’t allow the app to
query the OS fast enough.
One major challenge will be detecting user consent forms presented in runtime, a necessary feature
in the context of GDPR, and dealing with applications and third-party services intentionally
obfuscating their traffic and privacy policies. Finally, applications may resort to deceptive practices
to circumvent regulatory compliance: for example, obscure user consent forms and dark patterns.
We will explore mechanisms to report such cases, even when the application being leaked could
not be successfully analysed.
4.5. Technical requirements for the SMOOTH Platform (PLAT)
4.5.1. Introduction to WP6 (SMOOTH Platform)
The SMOOTH Platform is to deliver MEnts with a powerful tool to verify compliance with key
elements of the GDPR. The goal of this platform is, on the one hand, to integrate the different
technical modules so that MEnts experience a flawless interaction, and on the other hand, present
said MEnts with an informed report regarding their GDPR compliance and guidelines to assist them
in their quest for compliance.
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In order to achieve this goal, the SMOOTH Platform will develop both a back end as well as a front
end, where the relevant stakeholders (the MEnts) will be able to respond and interact to a
combination of dynamic survey and technological tools that will assess their compliance with the
GDPR at different levels, ranging from personal information stored, set of informed consent used
on daily business processes up to the analysis of their web site or mobile apps. Based on this
combination of methods, a customised GDPR compliance report will be generated, providing users
with very useful information about their compliance with the Regulation.
4.5.2. System Goals and Objectives
The concrete objectives of this Work Package are:






To design and implement the SMOOTH Platform
To design and implement an intuitive front-end that facilitates and optimizes the use of the
Platform by MEnts
To design and implement the platform back-end, integrating the modules from WP3 to
WP5, based on open source and bid data technologies so as to ensure scalability and
extensibility of the Platform.
To define and implement an API to enable the extensibility of the Platform with new
modules.

4.5.3. Proposed System
The proposed system for the Smooth Platform can be divided into two parts:
o

o

A modular and distributed back-end architecture based on micro-services. This system
will consist of different independent and decoupled modules (with their corresponding
databases) and a unique API Gateway which will expose a list of public end-points and
will allow the communication with the entire platform.
A front-end that will allow customers (MEnts representatives) the possibility of
registration, answer dynamic questionnaires as well as the possibility of obtaining and
visualizing the obtained results gathered.

4.5.4. Functional Requirement
The functional requirements for WP6 are listed in the table below.
Requirement O143
name

Description

R-WP6-1

R

R-WP6-2

M The user will be able to access the platform and
start a GPDR assessment that combines
questionnaire and the use of different modules if
he/she has previously registered.

Notes

The user could register in the platform prior to the
completion of a GDPR assessment.

143

O = obligation; M = mandatory; R = optional but recommended. Requirements are indicated as mandatory (M) or
recommended (R).
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R-WP6-3

M The user will receive a GDPR customized report
after the assessment phase.

The report could be sent
either by email or
downloaded in a pdf
format.

R-WP6-4

M Previously to the assessment, the user will be
present with all the relevant informed consents
(privacy policy and cookie policy) specifying their
rights regarding the privacy of their data as well as
the purpose why it is being collected.

The consent will clearly
specify in which way the
project process their data,
as well as how to enforce
their rights.

R-WP6-5

M The dynamic questionnaire will display or hide
relevant questions based on user previous
answers.

This will apply to possible
calls to other modules.
Ex: If user A specifies it has
no webpage and no App,
SMONLINE module might
not be called.

R-WP6-6

R

Dependency to R-WP5-1:
The user will need to be
registered and logged in.

R-WP6-7

M The user will need to opt in to share any personal
information.

R-WP6-8

R

The user will be able to access the platform and
start a GPDR assessment that combines
questionnaire and the use of different modules
anonymously.

The user could be
complete an assessment
without being previously
registered.

R-WP6-9

R

The platform will have an administrator view to
manage the platform.

The admin role will be able
to see statistics from
previous assessments and
manage different back-end
settings

R-WP6-10

M A registered user will be able to log in and
Up to 90 days after the
download a previously fulfilled compliance report. completion.

R-WP6-11

M The system will allow the erasure of any
information pertaining to a specific user if said
user requests so at any moment.

R-WP6-12

M The platform provides methods for users to
enforce their data rights.

User could be able to save a draft of the current
assessment form to be completed later.

A questionnaire, form or
an email box that allows to
request withdrawal of
their data from the
platform.
Table 23 – Functional requirements for WP6

4.5.4. Non-functional requirements
The following table depicts a set of non-functional requirements that the Platform should provide.
Mandatory and optional requirements are clearly specified:
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Requirement name

O144

Description

Notes

NFR-WP6-1

R

The system should be able to handle up to Not simultaneously.
100.000 companies.

NFR-WP6-2

R

The customized report on GDPR
compliance should be generated in less
than 12 hours.

For the scope of the
project, the
compliance report
will be ready in less
than 12 hours from
the moment a user
fulfils the
questionnaire.

NFR-WP6-3

R

The Platform should be able to handle 50
recurrent users at the same time.

Based on expected
concurrency.

NFR-WP6-4

R

The Platform could store a GDPR
assessment for as long as the user
requests to.

NFR-WP6-5

M

Any information stored that could
potentially be deemed as personal will be
encrypted and protected through several
layers of security.

NFR-WP6-6

M

The Platform will be fully interoperable
with the rest of modules developed in
WP3-4 and 5. The modules will operate
within the Platform or communicate with
it by means of standardised protocols.

NFR-WP6-7

M

Any information exchanged between
modules will be done in a secure channel
and only if totally necessary for the proper
functioning of the system.
Table 24 – Non-functional requirements for WP6

In general, the system
will guarantee
standardised methods
of cybersecurity
(Encryption,
firewalls…).

The system will
prevent the use of
unsecure data
exchange.

4.5.5. Constraints
Being SMOOTH Platform the framework from where other modules will operate, special attention
will be put into easing the integration, by means of standardized protocols and the development of
an API. Additionally, the technology stack to be selected for the development, will be chosen
prioritizing interoperability. With respect to capacity requirements, the Platform will adapt
dynamically to any increase in number of users detected during the piloting phase. Other top
constraint will be guarantying data privacy and security across different layers, minimizing any risk
of a data breach. To this end a fully standardized security layer and data encryption features will be
implemented.

144

O = obligation; M = mandatory; R = optional but recommended. Requirements are indicated as mandatory (M) or
recommended (R).
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WP6 SMOOTH Platform will not be affected by any additional constraints other than the
recommended/mandatory features specified in section 4.5.5 “Non-functional requirements”.

5. Legal requirements for the SMOOTH Platform
In order to assess MEnts’ compliance with the GDPR and to generate the compliance report and
relevant recommendations, the proposed SMOOTH innovations will be required to process
personal data. This triggers the applicability of the EU framework on data protection and privacy
(GDPR and e-Privacy Directive) and the need for the consortium to ensure compliance during the
project’s lifecycle at the development stage and later during the Platform’s testing period. At the
end of the project, the developed tools will be exploited by one of the partners of the consortium.
During this exploitation period, the GDPR will also be applicable to personal data processing
activities, but details about this phase will be beyond the scope of this document. In any case, these
processing activities will be very similar to the activities during the testing period, so previous
knowledge will be very valuable.
The respective responsibilities of the partners processing personal data in each of the two phases
(‘Development’ and ‘Testing’) may differ depending on whether SMOOTH acts as controller or
processor, due to the fact that the GDPR places different obligations upon controllers and
processors. The sub-sections below present the legal requirements applicable to the Platform,
distinguishing between the project’s different phases as defined in the proposal submitted to
European Commission. All requirements are listed in a table in Annex II, classified either as Smooth
Platform Development (SP-Dev) or Smooth Platform Assessment (SP-Asm).
5.1. Phase 1: Development of the SMOOTH Platform
To develop the SMOOTH innovations, some of the partners need to process personal data. This subsection indicates the categories of personal data processed, purpose(s) of processing and the
relevant data flows.
Two main personal data processing activities have been identified during the early development
phase of the project.
First, MEnts’ personal data repositories need to be analysed for the development of machine
learning tools which will be able to automatically detect the presence of personal data in a
repository and to extract the main data categories present in the repository. Tools to analyse reidentification risks will also be developed. This activity raises concerns in terms of personal data
protection, since repositories will not be obtained directly from data subjects, but will be provided
by MEnts instead.
The second activity concerns the processing of personal data of beta-testers for the Platform. This
includes a first stage where a series of MEnts will be recruited and a second stage where selected
MEnts will conduct a series of pilot experiences over the Platform.
More details about personal data processing activities are provided in the following paragraphs.
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5.1.1. Processing of MEnts’ personal data repositories in WP4 (SMOODATA)
Partners involved in WP4 (SMOODATA) will develop tools to analyse the personal information that
MEnts are storing and processing, using as inputs the data repositories uploaded to the Platform
by the MEnt. These repositories are likely to include personal data of the MEnt’s customers,
employees, suppliers and even sensitive personal data where for instance a MEnt operates in the
health sector. WP4 will only process sensitive data if a clear legal basis is identified, otherwise
MEnts will be asked not to upload sensitive data and to identify these categories in the entry
questionnaire.




Purpose of processing: Research, to develop and test the tools for WP4. The algorithms will
have to be trained with personal data repositories. The more realistic the repositories are,
the better for the tools in terms of performance and accuracy. Ideally, actual data
repositories obtained from MEnts should produce better accuracy than synthetic data.
Data flows: When using actual data repositories from MEnts, the transfer of data from
MEnts to the consortium partners involved in WP4 is based on a voluntary participation.
The data repositories belong to the MEnts. MEnts should upload data repositories to a
digital platform where the data will be stored and processed.



Types of personal data processed: the consortium partners involved in WP4 cannot fully
anticipate the types of personal data included in MEnts’ data repositories. They are likely
to include names and surnames of MEnt’s customers, employees and suppliers, contact
details, financial information (e.g. salary information, bank account number), professional
and academic qualifications. It is also possible that they include special categories of
personal data – this may notably be the case for repositories of MEnts operating in the
health sector or offering political consulting services. It should be stressed that during the
Development phase WP4 will only process sensitive data if a clear legal basis is identified.
Otherwise, MEnts will be asked not to upload sensitive data.



Data subjects: MEnts’ customers, employees, suppliers and any other natural persons
whose data is included in the MEnts’ repositories.

In order to train the algorithms in WP4, access to real personal data repositories used by MEnts is
required. The personal data included in those repositories will not be obtained directly from the
data subjects concerned; rather, they will be obtained indirectly through the MEnts.
The data repositories belong to the MEnts who act as controllers for the processing operations they
carry out for their own (commercial, marketing, employment) purposes. We assume that the MEnts
have a lawful basis permitting them to legally process personal data: they have obtained their
clients’ consent, they have a legitimate interest, they process data because it is necessary to
perform a contract etc.. This is a feasible assumption as prior to GDPR there were Member State
laws and an EU Directive to rule personal data processing activities. However, the processing of
these existing data repositories by SMOOTH will be done for a new purpose defined in the project
proposal: to train the algorithms for WP4, which in the context of an Innovation Action like
SMOOTH qualifies as a research purpose.
Therefore, MEnts and the controller identified in the SMOOTH consortium will be ‘separate
controllers’, each determining the purposes and means of their own processing activities. To obtain
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the personal data from the MEnts, a data sharing arrangement would need to be made between
SMOOTH (represented by Eurecat as project coordinator) and the respective MEnt.
Possible lawful basis for processing
Scientific research as a compatible purpose (Art. 6(4) and Rec. 50 GDPR)
The GDPR recognises the importance of personal data processing for research purposes. On the
one hand, it allows further processing for research purposes, by considering research as a
‘compatible purpose’ that could justify further processing operations on previously collected data.
Data lawfully collected for a different purpose could thus be re-purposed for research, provided
that the safeguards of Article 89 are implemented.145
Some of the data in the repositories could potentially contain special categories of personal data.
Under the GDPR, processing of such data is prohibited unless one of the grounds in Article 9(2)
applies. As mentioned above, sensitive personal data will not be processed unless a proper legal
basis is found. Processing by SMOOTH will be done for a research purpose (train the algorithms to
develop an automated assessment technology), hence the possibility of relying on Article 9(2)(j)
will be explored, which permits entities to process sensitive data if “processing is necessary for (…)
scientific or historical research purposes (…) in accordance with Article 89(1) based on Union or
Member State law which shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the essence of the
right to data protection and provide for suitable and specific measures to safeguard the
fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject.” We will consult national law and ensure
that any safeguards required under national law will be met.
Performance of a task in the public interest (Art. 6(1)(e) and Rec. 45 GDPR)
Another route to explore is the possibility of the SMOOTH project qualifying as performing a task
in the public interest. As this project is funded by the European Commission, within the framework
of the Horizon 2020 Programme, a link exists between SMOOTH and an official authority. To rely
on this ‘public interest’ ground, the processing needs to be necessary for the performance of the
task and a specific and precise legal basis should be present to frame the kind of data processing
that may be allowed.146 Such a legal basis could potentially be found in Regulation 1291/2013,
establishing Horizon 2020.
Legitimate interest (Art. 6(1)(f) GDPR)
Research can be a legitimate interest, hence researchers could also rely on the legal basis in Article
6(1)(f) of the GDPR (‘legitimate interests of the controller or a third party’) to process personal data.
In the case of SMOOTH processing, legitimate interests are twofold:
 Legitimate interest of the controller (the controller inside the SMOOTH Project) in
developing the innovations proposed by SMOOTH. In this context, it is important to note
that in its Opinion on the notion of legitimate interest under Directive 95/46/EC, WP29

145

Natalie Bertels, Scientific research under the GDPR: what will change?, CiTiP Blog, 1 June 2016. See also Recital 50 of
the GDPR.
146 Article 29 Working Party Opinion 2/2017 on data processing at work, adopted on 8 June 2017, WP 249, p.4.
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mentions processing for research purposes as one of the most common contexts in which
the issue of legitimate interest may arise.147
 Legitimate interest of the MEnt to assess compliance of its data processing practices with
the GDPR (legal compliance assessment).
It should be noted that an entity may rely on ‘legitimate interests’ except where such interests are
overridden by the interests, fundamental rights or freedoms of the affected data subjects.
Therefore, before the data repositories are shared with SMOOTH/start being processed by
SMOOTH, the controller inside the SMOOTH Project must conduct a legitimate interests assessment
(LIA) and apply the three steps required for such assessment, notably the purpose test; necessity
test and balancing test. The consortium may make use of LIA guides and templates provided by
DPAs, such as ICO. Based on LIA results, to be able to process the data it may be necessary to adopt
additional safeguards, or it may even be concluded that the legitimate interest is not enough to
allow this data processing activity.
SMOOTH will explore the appropriate lawful grounds to obtain the data repositories from MEnts
and if any alternative legal basis is found, it will be also considered.

5.1.2. Processing of MEnts’ personal data repositories in WP4 (SMOODATA)
WP7 will assess the performance, usability and reliability of the SMOOTH Platform through pilots
involving actual MEnts. To this end, the consortium will establish a group of beta-testers (owners
or representatives of MEnts selected to participate in the pilots) and maintain direct
communication channels with them.
 Purpose of processing: To manage the relation with beta-testers during the early
development period of the Platform. At this stage, MEnts participating as beta-testers will
be asked to perform several tasks in the platform, which may require intensive
communication between partners and beta-testers.
 Data flows: contact data of beta-testers will be obtained from MEnts’ representatives,
stored and processed in Eurecat’s servers. At this early stage 60 MEnts are planned to be
participating as beta-testers, but it is expected to have a bigger set of applicants.
 Types of personal data processed: the SMOOTH partner responsible for the pilot tests will
request the following information from beta-testers participating in the testing and piloting
activities: email address, name and surname, gender, MEnt name, sector/category, country
and main field of work. SMOOTH also plans to collect data using feedback surveys, user
statistics, performance statistics, and platform logs.
 Data subjects: Beta-testers, this means MEnts’ representatives.
Lawful basis for processing: consent (Art. 6(1)(a) GDPR)
To process the personal data of users involved in the testing and piloting phase (beta-testers), the
consortium will rely on the consent of those individuals. It is important to denote that in this case
147

WP29, Opinion 06/2014 on the notion of legitimate interests of the data controller under Article 7 of Directive
95/46/EC, 9 April 2014, WP 217. Even though the Opinion refers to the old Data Protection Directive (repealed with the
entry into force of the GDPR), it is still useful as there are no indications that the notion of legitimate interests has
changed with the GDPR.
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the individuals are not MEnts’ customers, employees etc., but MEnts’ representatives instead. The
GDPR imposes strict requirements on obtaining and managing consent (see Section 2.4.1 above),
all of which should be met by SMOOTH. To ensure that potential beta-testers take an informed
decision about whether or not to participate to the project’s activities, informed consent forms
providing detailed explanations on the purpose of data processing, types of personal data
concerned and the rights of data subjects are necessary. The template for the informed consent
request and a privacy policy have been prepared and will be submitted as D10.2.
5.1.3. Allocation of responsibilities during the development phase: controllers and processors
It is a must to define the main roles in each processing activity, as different requirements will apply
to each under GDPR. It is not always easy to identify who acts as controller and who acts as
processor. Allocation of responsibilities is particularly difficult in the case of a project like SMOOTH
involving several partners under a consortium agreement.
It is necessary to consider the definitions for “controller” and “processor” under Article 4 of the
GDPR. “Controller” means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which
alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal
data”, while “processor” means a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body
which processes personal data on behalf of the controller.148
Different possibilities may be considered to identify controllers and processors in this case:






During the development of the SMOOTH Platform the Coordinator could define the
purposes and means of the processing of personal data. As project coordinator, Eurecat
could be responsible for the data processing activities undertaken and assume the role of
data controller and the respective responsibilities under the GDPR. Some of the processing
activities may be carried out by other partners. Where this is the case, the partners
involved will act as data processors, processing the data on behalf of the Coordinator.149 In
accordance with Article 28 of the GDPR, partners will sign a Data Processing Agreement
with Eurecat stipulating each party’s responsibilities.
During the development of the SMOOTH Platform each partner could define the purposes
and means of the processing of personal data activities that will be carried out inside each
working package. So, for each processing activity a different partner may act as controller
and the rest of partners involved in the same processing activity may act as processors.
The last option is to consider the possibility of having several joint controllers for the
processing activities during the project.

A thorough analysis about these three options will be carried out and the option that best fits GDPR
requirements will be implemented, without discarding any other feasible solution.

148

WP29, Opinion 1/2010 on the concepts of “controller” and “processor”.16 February 2010, WP 169. Even though the
Opinion refers to the old Data Protection Directive (repealed with the entry into force of the GDPR), it is still useful as
there are no indications that the notion of legitimate interests has changed with the GDPR.
149 Article 29 Working Party Opinion on the concepts of ‘controller’ and ‘processor’ specifies that the determination of
the “means” of processing can be delegated by the controller to the processor as far as technical or organisational
questions are concerned.
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5.1.4. Compliance with GDPR principles related to data processing
The data protection principles of the GDPR have been explained in Section 2 above. During the
development of the SMOOTH Platform the consortium, and in particular the partners which will act
as data controllers, must ensure that processing respects all principles.














Lawfulness, fairness and transparency: all undertaken processing operations will be
grounded on an appropriate legal basis (consent or legitimate interests); controllers inside
the SMOOTH project will be open and clear about data processing.
Purpose limitation: before collecting any personal data, controllers inside the SMOOTH
project will define the purposes of the processing operations in a sufficiently specified
manner. They will also ensure that data of SMOOTH users are only processed for such
purposes.
Data minimisation: once the purposes of data processing are defined, controllers inside
the SMOOTH project will determine the types of personal data which are necessary to
process to achieve such purposes. For instance, in order to manage the beta-testers group,
Eurecat will have to process certain information about these individuals, such as their
name, contact details, professional sector, gender and country. Some of this information is
necessary to maintain contact with them (names and contact details); other information is
necessary to ensure that the Platform is tested by a sufficiently representative and
balanced group of end-users, which is not dominated by persons of a particular gender/
country/ sector.
Accuracy: it is not possible for SMOOTH to check the accuracy of personal data included in
the MEnts’ personal data repositories. Regarding the processing of beta-testers data,
controllers inside the SMOOTH project will however implement appropriate processes to
record the source of the personal data and provide data subjects the possibility to rectify
their data.
Storage limitation: personal data will not be stored for longer than is necessary for the
defined processing purposes. Controllers inside the SMOOTH Project will delete or
anonymise all personal data after completion of the project.
Security measures: all partners processing personal data will implement appropriate
security measures. The appropriateness of such measures will be decided on the basis of
the personal data concerned and risk associated with each processing activity. Therefore,
each partner identified as data controller should perform a risk assessment task.
Accountability: Each partner identified as data controller during the development of the
Platform and in accordance with the accountability principle, will have the responsibility to
ensure and demonstrate compliance with the GDPR. At the same time, all partners involved
in processing of personal data undertake to carry out such processing in accordance with
the GDPR and with the Data Processing Agreements they will conclude with the controller.

5.1.5. Information obligations of SMOOTH
The GDPR underlines the importance of transparency. This means that data subjects will have to be
properly informed on the processing activities concerning them. In the development phase, as
explained in Section 5.1.1, certain types of personal data will be collected from the MEnts and not
directly from the data subjects. Such a situation triggers the applicability of Article 14 GDPR. Under
this provision, certain information should be provided to the data subjects (e.g. identity and contact
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details of the controller, the purposes of the processing for which the personal data are intended
as well as the legal basis relied upon, categories of personal data concerned etc.). To fulfil the GDPR
information requirements, SMOOTH will consider the following options:






SMOOTH partners to provide the required information to the data subjects included in the
data repositories – being the customers, employees, suppliers etc. from the MEnts. This
will likely be a particularly burdensome task.
MEnts themselves also bear the obligation to inform their data subjects about the transfer
and further processing of data by SMOOTH. This obligation is rooted in Article 13 GDPR. If
MEnts properly inform their customers, the exemption in Article 14(5)(a) GDPR could
potentially be relied upon: SMOOTH partners will not have to individually contact the data
subjects concerned because the data subjects already have received the necessary
information from the MEnts. SMOOTH could assist the MEnts by providing them with the
text containing the necessary information to provide to their customers, employees etc.
SMOOTH partners could potentially also rely on article 14(5)(b), together with Recital 62
GDPR. These provisions could exempt SMOOTH from the obligation to provide information
to the data subjects individually, based on the fact that this would result in disproportionate
effort. In this case, however, a balancing exercise would need to be done between the
efforts required to reach the individuals (this depends on the number of data subjects
involved, if their contact details are available etc.) and the impact on the data subjects.
WP29 provides useful guidelines for doing this exercise.150 Records of this balancing test
should be kept.

SMOOTH will ensure that the transparency obligations are met by selecting and implementing the
scenario that best fits the situation. It should be noted that even when relying on the second or
third scenario, the information required by Article 14 GDPR will still have to be made publicly
available (e.g. on website, newspaper).151
To establish the group of beta-testers and to maintain communication with them, data will be
collected directly from the individuals. In this situation, SMOOTH partner responsible for the pilots
– as a controller – will have to take into account the less extensive information obligations under
Article 13: at the time when personal data are obtained, it will have to provide the data subjects
with certain information. For this purpose, an informed consent template and privacy policy were
drawn up.
5.1.6. Documentation and involvement of processors and sub-processors
In line with Article 30 of the GDPR, SMOOTH will keep written records of all processing activities
involving personal data undertaken during the development of the Platform.
Records will be kept by Eurecat, as project coordinator, but will be generated by each partner
identified as data controller for a certain processing activity. Other consortium partners involved in
data processing will also maintain records as data processors. The records will include all
150 Article

29 Working Party, Guidelines on Transparency under Regulation 2016/679, WP 260, as last revised and
adopted on 11 April 2018.
151 Article 29 Working Party, Guidelines on Transparency under Regulation 2016/679, WP 260, as last revised and
adopted on 11 April 2018, p.31.
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information required under Article 30 paragraphs (1) (for controllers) and (2) (for processors). We
will consider using templates prepared by national DPAs to meet the GDPR documentation
requirements.152
Whenever any consortium partner uses processors or sub-processors to carry out the data
processing operations, a Data Processing Agreement will be signed in accordance with Article 28(2)
of the GDPR.
5.1.7. Security of processing and risk assessment
Ensuring that data processed by SMOOTH are kept secure is key to the success of the Platform. The
security measures to be implemented by the consortium concern not only personal data, but also
MEnts’ information that even though it does not constitute personal data under the GDPR, should
still be treated in a confidential manner (for instance, the compliance reports generated should be
confidential).
To provide a level of security appropriate to the risks of processing, partners processing personal
data will:


Conduct a prior assessment of risk and identify precautionary actions proportional to such
potential risk. This will include conducting a prior assessment on the need to perform a Data
Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA). If the prior assessment indicates that a DPIA should
be carried out, controllers inside SMOOTH will perform such DPIA. Technical and
organisational measures resulted from risk assessment or DPIA will be put in place in order
to minimise risk. This is an obligation for every data controller and for every processing
activity within the project.

Security measures resulting from risk assessment may include:









Implement physical security measures to ensure restricted access to the server room.
Implement digital security measures, such as an Access Control List, firewall and United
Threat Management system to restrict access and protect the machines.
Implement measures to ensure that the availability of and access to personal data is
restored in a timely manner in case of a security incident.
Implement data obfuscation techniques to mitigate the threat posed by accidental
disclosure of data – the consortium will consider the techniques of cross-tabulation, data
swapping and salting, depending on the needs of the database. Anonymization and pseudoanonymization should also be considered.
Exchange personal data between consortium partners only where it is necessary for such
partners to have access to the personal data. Any exchange will be handled by a separate
sharing service that is secure and in which data are encrypted to ensure maximum security
during transmission.
Encrypt databases containing data considered to be sensitive, using the current industry
standard level of encryption.

152

Both the Belgian and UK DPAs have published templates of records of processing activities to facilitate entities fulfil
their obligations under Article 30 of the GDPR.
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Destroy all personal data used during the project immediately after analysis. Data marked
for destruction will be securely deleted using the latest industry-standard technique, such
as the recommendations of NIST 800-80 R1.

In the development of the SMOOTH tools, partners will aim to incorporate a data protection by
design and by default approach.
Finally, in the event of a personal data breach affecting data processed by SMOOTH, the data
controller notifies the Spanish Data Protection Authority where required under Article 33 of the
GDPR. Other consortium partners involved in the processing as data processors, engage to
immediately notify controller in case of a data breach. This obligation will also be stipulated in the
Data Processing Agreements to be concluded between controllers and processors.
5.1.8. Accommodating the rights of data subjects
We have seen in Section 2.2.3 that the GDPR gives data subjects a comprehensive list of rights to
grant them more control over their personal data. To enable data subjects to effectively exercise
their rights, the controllers inside the SMOOTH Project will implement internal processes
consisting of organisational and technical measures. They will be transparent as regards the
processing of personal data during the development of the Platform, providing all the information
on the purposes of processing, the responsible entity, storage period etc. To this end, we will draft
privacy notices and informed consent forms.
Organisational measures: partners will designate a single point of contact (e.g. Eurecat’s DPO) for
data subjects wishing to exercise their rights. The DPO has expertise on data protection matters as
well as a roadmap with actions to be taken if a data subject sends a request, so as to give a response
within the timeframes provided in the GDPR.
Technical measures: partners should also implement technical means enabling them to
accommodate data subject’s requests. For instance:
 Withdrawing consent: processing of beta-testers’ personal data will be based on the
consent of those individuals. However, beta-testers have a right to withdraw their consent
at any time. If Eurecat receives a withdrawal request, there should be technical means
enabling it to identify the data belonging to that particular individual, erase it and ensure
that his or her data are no longer processed during the project.
 Right of access: there should be means enabling partners to extract all personal data
relating to an individual and provide a copy of such data.
 Right to erasure: partners should have the means to ensure erasure of personal data from
both live systems and backup systems.
5.2. Phase 2: Testing (final assessment) of SMOOTH platform
At a later stage of the project it is planned a market validation pilot that will run for 3 months and
will involve at least 500 MEnts. This stage will test and assess the market capacity of the platform
in a real-life operational environment. Partners will not have an exhaustive communication with
MEnts nor they will assist their users. MEnts will test the platform in a real deployment situation.
At this stage there will be similar processing activities than at the development stage, but the
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purpose of the processing activities will be different so there will be different implication related to
GDPR requirements.
5.2.1. Processing of MEnts personal data repositories








Purpose of processing: Analyse the presence of personal data and detection of personal
data categories in MEnts repositories to assess MEnts GDPR compliance and test tools
accuracy.
Data flows: MEnts’ repositories uploaded to the platform, analysed with tools developed
in WP4 during the development stage, output generation, output validation and data
deleted at the end of the process.
Types of personal data processed: the consortium cannot fully anticipate the types of
personal data included in MEnts’ data repositories. They are likely to include names and
surnames of MEnts’ customers, employees and suppliers, contact details, financial
information (e.g. salary information, bank account number), professional and academic
qualifications. It is also possible that they include special categories of personal data – this
may notably be the case for repositories of MEnts operating in the health sector or offering
political consulting services.
Data subjects: MEnts’ customers, employees, suppliers and any other natural persons
whose data are included in the MEnts’ repositories.

5.2.2. Processing of platform users (MEnt representatives) personal data





Purpose of processing: To manage the communication with platform users, provide the
GDPR assessment service and validate the platform.
Data flows: personal data provided by users, stored and processed in the platform.
Types of personal data processed: basic contact information like email address, name and
surname and gender, MEnt name, sector/category, country and main field of work.
Data subjects: platform users, this means MEnts representatives.

5.2.3. Allocation of responsibilities: SMOOTH’s obligations as a processor
Insofar as the Platform processes personal data it is subject to the GDPR. Once the SMOOTH
Platform starts its testing and market pilot phase, partners responsible for the Platform’s
exploitation will act as data processors, offering a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution to MEnts,
the latter being data controllers. While the GDPR places greater responsibilities on data controllers,
processors also have certain obligations that should be met by SMOOTH.
At the same time the platform will act as controller for the processing activity described in 5.1.2
(processing of beta-testers’ personal data) with the advantage of processing only very basic
information. For this processing activity requirements will be very similar to the ones described
before in 5.1.3-5.1.7.
For the processing activities where the platform acts as data processor, the following considerations
will apply:
Contractual clauses: processing by a processor must be governed by a contract as per Article 28(3)
of the GDPR. SMOOTH will draft appropriate data processing contractual clauses to be provided
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online to the MEnts wishing to use the solutions of SMOOTH. MEnts will have to accept/agree with
the data processing clauses as part of the terms of use of the Platform. The clauses will be drafted
in compliance with Article 28(3) of the GDPR and include all the information required under that
provision. As at this stage the platform is under test, MEnts will be informed about this
circumstance.
Records of processing activities: the entity responsible for the Pilots during this phase must keep
records of the processing activities performed on behalf of the MEnts using the SMOOTH Platform.
Records must include details of the processor, the categories of processing activities performed,
information concerning cross-border data transfers and a general description of security measures
implemented.
Data security: the obligation to implement technical and organisational measures to ensure a level
of security appropriate to the risk is addressed on both controllers and processors. This entails that
SMOOTH needs to continue applying the security measures described in Section 5.1.5 above also
at the piloting phase, once the Platform will be offered to MEnts as SaaS.
Data breaches notification: in the event of a personal data breach affecting the Platform, the
partner responsible for the platform, as a processor must notify the affected MEnts without undue
delay after becoming aware of the breach. It must also assist MEnts in ensuring compliance with
their obligation, as data controllers of the data processed by SMOOTH, to notify the breach to the
competent authorities. Assistance should include providing information on the nature and scope of
the breach and measures adopted/ that SMOOTH proposes to adopt to mitigate risks.
Rights to the data subjects: the partner(s) responsible for the pilots and the exploitation of the
SMOOTH platform as processor and service provider will collaborate with MEnts as controllers in
any request related to data subject rights.
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6. Conclusions
This document entails the requirements that will form the basis of the SMOOTH Project. First, it
elaborated on the GDPR and e-Privacy Directive rules that are most relevant for micro-enterprises’
personal data processing activities. As micro-enterprises mainly engage in low-risk processing,
SMOOTH will focus on legal provisions applicable to such low-risk processing and only in the
specifically identified circumstances focus on high(er)-risk processing. Second, it presented the
requirements micro-enterprises have for the SMOOTH Platform. The latter have been defined
through reaching out to and consulting small companies and their representative associations. The
consortium considers that meeting the needs of end-users is key for the success of the Project.
Third, it established the technical requirements for the tools and technologies to be developed in
each technical Work Package. Finally, it identified the legal requirements that the SMOOTH
Platform itself should meet: due to the fact that the Platform will process personal data, the
Platform will be subject to the GDPR and SMOOTH should ensure that data processing during the
Platform’s development and assessment is done in a GDPR-compliant, secure and confidential way.
The consortium will work towards meeting the identified requirements. Meeting the requirements
will contribute to achieving the overarching objective of SMOOTH, namely to assist microenterprises to implement the GDPR. This will be to the benefit of both citizens (as their rights to
privacy and data protection will be safeguarded) and of micro-enterprises (as they can avoid the
economic and reputational risks of a breach of data protection legislation). Furthermore, the
inclusion in this document of legal requirements applicable to the SMOOTH Platform aims to ensure
that SMOOTH itself complies with the GDPR. Partners will constantly monitor and adjust their
course of action where needed to guarantee compliance with the GDPR.
As the work for developing the SMOOTH Platform evolves, requirements defined in this document
may be subject to amendments. Deliverable 2.4 will be used to assess the requirements defined in
this document and, based on the findings of the assessment, requirements may be supplemented,
amended or deleted.
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movement of such data (OJ L 281) 31.
European Parliament and Council (2016) Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) (OJ
4 May 2016, L119/1).
Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning the respect for
private life and the protection of personal data in electronic communications and repealing
Directive 2002/58/EC (Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications) COM(2017) 10, 10
January 2010.
Proposal for e-Privacy Regulation – Examination of the Presidency text, July 2018,
https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/ePR-draft-July-2018.pdf.

European Commission Recommendation of 6 May 2003 concerning the definition of micro, small
and medium-sized enterprises, 2003/361/EC.

Doctrine
Bertels, N. (2016), Scientific research under the GDPR: what will change?, CiTiP Blog, 1 June 2016,
https://www.law.kuleuven.be/citip/blog/scientific-research-under-gdpr-what-will-change/.
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BEUC (2018), CLAUDETTE meets GDPR Automating the Evaluation of Privacy Policies using Artificial
Intelligence,
Study
Report,
https://www.beuc.eu/publications/beuc-x-2018066_claudette_meets_gdpr_report.pdf.
CUTLER, Legal Taxonomy of Datasets, Deliverable 1.1 (submitted 30/04/2018).
IAPP (2018), Study: 60 percent of European companies unprepared for GDPR,
https://iapp.org/news/a/study-60-percent-of-european-companies-unprepared-for-gdpr/.
ICO, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-tothe-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/.
Maldoff, G., The Risk-Based Approach in the GDPR: Interpretation and Implications, iapp, 7 p.,
https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/GDPR_Study_Maldoff.pdf.
Voight, P. and von dem Bussche, A. (2017), The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – A
practical guide, Springer International Publishing, 383 p.
Gabel, D. and Hickman (2016), Unlocking the EU General Data Protection Regulation – Chapter 6:
Data
Protection
Principles,
White
&
Case,
https://www.whitecase.com/publications/article/chapter-6-data-protection-principles-unlockingeu-general-data-protection.
IAB,
Europe’s
cookie
laws
–
E-Privacy
https://www.iabeurope.eu/eucookielaws/.

Directive

implementation

centre,

Wilson, Shomir, et al. (2016), Crowdsourcing Annotations for Websites' Privacy Policies: Can It Really
Work? Proceedings of the 25th International Conference on World Wide Web, International World
Wide Web Conferences Steering Committee, 2016.
Wilson, Shomir, et al. (2016), The creation and analysis of a website privacy policy
corpus. Proceedings of the 54th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics
(Volume 1: Long Papers). Vol. 1. 2016.

Miscellaneous
‘Better Internet for Kids – GDPR: updated state of play of the age of consent across the
EU’,https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/web/portal/practice/awareness/detail?articleId=30177
51.
Financial Times, ‘Most UK small businesses unprepared for new EU data rules’, 5 March 2018,
https://www.ft.com/content/87a11d2c-1e35-11e8-aaca-4574d7dabfb6.
The
Verge,
‘No
one’s
ready
for
GDPR’,
22
May
2018,
https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/22/17378688/gdpr-general-data-protection-regulation-eu.
Privacy Notice Holiday Inn Express Dublin
airport.com/about/privacy-policy#data_retention.
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Privacy Notice Olive Tree: https://www.olivetreebath.co.uk/privacy-policy/.
Privacy Notice Charles Faye: https://www.charlesfaye.co.uk/images/privacy-policy.pdf.
Privacy Notice IOPC:https://www.policeconduct.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Documents/Who-weare/Our-Policies/Privacy_Notice_HR.pdf.
Privacy Notice Oxford Biomedica: http://www.oxfordbiomedica.co.uk/privacy-notice.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/544400/market-share-of-internet-browsers-desktop/.
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8. Annexes
Annex I Table of MEnts legal and operational requirements
Req.
name

KE#

Subject

Legislati
on

Notes

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

MENT
-LR1

KE1

Lawfulness

GDPR,
Arts.
5(1)(a),
6 and 7

Mandato
ry

Pre-processing
internal
analysis by the
MEnts

MENT
-LR2

KE1
KE2
KE3

Lawfulness
– consent –
affirmative
act

GDPR,
Arts.
2(11)
and 7

MEnts must have an
appropriate
legal
basis
for
each
processing
operation.
Where
MEnts
process
personal
data on the basis of
consent, processing
can
only
start
following a clear
affirmative act of the
individual
concerned.

Mandato
ry

RoPa
Privacy policies
Consent
guidance and
forms
Pre-processing Consent
internal
guidance and
analysis by the forms
MEnts;
Website
and
Consent
communication
process
guidance and
templates

MENT
-LR3

KE1
KE2
KE3

Lawfulness GDPR,
– consent – Arts.
freely given 2(11)
and 7

Mandato
ry

Consent
process

Consent
guidance and
forms
Website
and
communication
guidance and
templates
Privacy policies

MENT
-LR4

KE1
KE2
KE3

Lawfulness GDPR,
– consent- Arts.
specific
2(11)
and 7

Where
MEnts
process
personal
data on the basis of
consent, consent is
freely given (no
power imbalance,
no bundling consent,
no detriment for the
data subject).
Where
MEnts
process
personal
data on the basis of
consent, consent is
requested for a
specific purpose. If
processing
serves
multiple purposes,
MEnts give the
option to consent
separately to the
different purposes.

Mandato
ry

Consent
process

Consent
guidance and
forms
Website
and
communication
guidance and
templates
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

MENT
-LR5

KE1
KE2
KE3

Lawfulness- GDPR,
consent - Arts.
informed
2(11)
and 7

Where
MEnts Mandato
process
personal ry
data on the basis of
consent, consent is
informed.

Consent
process

MENT
-LR6

KE1
KE2
KE3

Lawfulnessconsentchildren

Mandato
ry

Consent
process

MENT
-LR7

KE1
KE1
1

Lawfulness GDPR,
– consent – Art.
sensitive
9(2)(a)
data

Mandato
ry

Consent
process

MENT
-LR8

KE1
KE3

Lawfulness GDPR,
– consent – Art. 7(1)
recording

Where MEnts offer
information society
services directly to
children, they ask for
parental consent for
the processing of
personal data of
children below the
age of 16 or other
age
established
under
Member
States national law.
Where
MEnts
process
sensitive
data on the basis of
consent, they obtain
explicit
consent
before the start of
processing.
Where
MEnts
process
personal
data on the basis of
consent, they keep
records of consent.

Mandato
ry

Internal
Consent
organisational guidance
process in the forms
MEnts

MENT
-LR9

KE1
KE3

Lawfulness GDPR,
– consent- Art. 7(3)
withdrawal
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GDPR,
Art. 8

Notes

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Where
MEnts Mandato
process
personal ry
data on the basis of
consent, there is a
process
allowing
individuals
to
withdraw
their
consent.
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

Legislati
on

Notes

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

MENT
-LR10

KE1
KE2

Lawfulness
– contract

GDPR,
Art.
6(1)(b)

Mandato
ry

Pre-processing
internal
analysis by the
MEnts

MENT
-LR11

KE1
KE2

Lawfulness GDPR,
– legitimate Art.
interests
6(1)(f)

Where
MEnts
process
personal
data on the basis of
‘contract’, they only
process data that are
necessary for the
contract’s
performance/execut
ion.
Where
MEnts
process
personal
data on the basis of
legitimate interests,
they conduct a LIA
demonstrating that
the rights of data
subjects are not
overridden before
the
start
of
processing.

Mandato
ry

Pre-processing LIA template
internal
RoPa
analysis by the
MEnts

MENT
-LR12

KE1
KE2
KE5

Lawfulness GDPR,
– legitimate Art.
interests – 21(1)
object

Where
MEnts Mandato
process
personal ry
data on the basis of
legitimate interests,
there is a process
allowing individuals
to object to the
processing.

Internal
DSAR guidance
organisational and forms
process in the LIA template
MEnts

MENT
-LR13

KE1

Fairness

MEnts’ processing Mandato
operations match: i) ry
the
reasonable
expectations of data
subjects; ii) what the
MEnt declares to be
processing in its
informative

Ongoing
Privacy policies
monitoring of Consent
processing
guidance and
operations by forms
MEnts
Website
and
communication
guidance and
templates
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

Legislati
on

Notes

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

documents (consent
forms,
privacy
notices)
MENT
-LR14

KE1
KE4

Transparen
cy

GDPR,
Arts.
5(1)(a),
12-14

MEnts comply with Mandato
the
transparency ry
obligations
under
the GDPR

Internal
organisational
process in the
MEnts

MENT
-LR15

KE1

Purpose
GDPR,
limitation - Art.
specificatio 5(1)(b)
n

MEnts define the Mandato
(sufficiently
ry
specified,
explicit
and
legitimate)
purposes
before
they start their
processing
operations

Pre-processing
internal
analysis by the
MEnts

MENT KE1
- LR16

Purpose
GDPR,
limitation – Art.
further
5(1)(b)
processing

MEnts do not further Mandato
process the personal ry
data
for
new
purposes
they
define over time.
Only
compatible
further processing is
allowed,
and
requires the MEnt to
conduct
an
assessment
of
compatibility
between the initial
collection purpose

Pre-processing
internal
analysis by the
MEnts,
Internal
organisational
process
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

Legislati
on

Notes

and
the
purpose(s).

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

new

MENT
-LR17

KE1
KE1
0

Data
minimisatio
n

GDPR,
Art.
5(1)(c)

MEnts only process Mandato
personal data that ry
are necessary for
their
processing
purposes.
The
amount of data,
types of data and
data
retention
period are tailored
to
the
MEnts’
processing
purposes.

Pre-processing
internal
analysis by the
MEnts

Retention
policy
Privacy policies
RoPa

MENT
-LR18

KE1

Accuracy

GDPR,
Art.
5(1)(d)

MEnts
have Mandato
processes to record ry
the
source
of
personal data and to
provide
data
subjects the right to
rectify their data.

Internal
organisational
process in the
MEnts

Consent
guidance and
forms
DSAR guidance
and forms

MENT
-LR19

KE1
KE1
0

Storage
limitation

GDPR,
Art.
5(1)(e)

MEnts define an Mandato
appropriate
ry
retention period for
personal data, prior
to the collection and
processing. Personal
data are not stored
for longer than is
necessary to achieve
the
MEnts’
processing purposes
(they are deleted or
anonymised).

Pre-processing
internal
analysis;
Internal
organisational
process

Retention
policy
Privacy policies
RoPa
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

MENT
-LR20

KE1
KE8

Integrity
GDPR,
and
Art.
confidential 5(1)(f)
ity

MENT
-LR21

KE5

Rights
general

MENT
-LR22

KE4
KE5

Rights
– GDPR,
MEnts have privacy Mandato
information Arts. 13 policies/notices in ry
& 14
place.
Privacy
policies include all
the
information
required under Arts.
13 & 14 of the GDPR,
are easily accessible
and drafted in a
concise
and
intelligible language.
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- GDPR,
Art. 12

Notes

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

MEnts
ensure
appropriate security
when
processing
personal data and
take measures to
protect the data
against
unauthorised
or
unlawful processing,
accidental
loss,
destruction
or
damage
MEnts address data
subjects’ requests
free of charge and
within the onemonth
deadline
provided in the
GDPR,
unless
extending
the
deadline is justified.

Mandato
ry

Internal
organisational
process in the
MEnts

Mandato
ry

Internal
DSAR guidance
organisational and forms
process in the Privacy policies
MEnts
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

MENT
-LR23

KE5

Rights
Access

MENT
-LR24

MENT
-LR25

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

– GDPR,
Art. 15

MEnts
have Mandato
processes enabling ry
individuals to obtain
access
to
their
personal data and to
obtain a free copy.
MEnts
have
processes to filter
out
information
concerning
other
persons (not related
to the data subject
making an access
request), so as to
ensure that the
rights and freedoms
of other persons are
not affected by an
access request.

Internal
DSAR guidance
organisational and forms
process in the
MEnts

KE5

Rights
– GDPR,
Rectificatio Art. 16
n

MEnts
have Mandato
processes enabling ry
individuals to either
rectify directly the
personal data MEnts
hold on them or to
request
the
rectification
of
inaccurate data.

Internal
DSAR guidance
organisational and forms
process in the
MEnts

KE5
KE1
0

Rights
Erasure

MEnts
have Mandato
processes enabling ry
individuals
to
request the erasure
their personal data if
a condition of Art. 17
applies. MEnts also
have processes to
securely
delete
personal data from
both live and back-

Internal
DSAR guidance
organisational and forms
process in the
MEnts
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

Legislati
on

Notes

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

up systems when
they
receive
a
request.

MENT
-LR26

KE5

Rights
- GDPR,
Restriction Art. 18

MEnts
have Mandato
processes enabling ry
individuals
to
request
the
restriction
of
processing
where
one of the grounds
of Art. 18(1) GDPR
applies.

Internal
DSAR guidance
organisational and forms
process in the
MEnts

MENT
-LR27

KE5

Rights
– GDPR,
Data
Art. 20
portability

MEnts
have
processes enabling
individuals
to
receive
their
personal data in a
commonly
used
electronic form (if
processing is based
on ‘consent’ or
‘contract’).
MEnts
have
processes enabling
individuals to object
to the processing
carried out on the
basis of ‘legitimate
interests’.
MEnts no longer
process the data
unless there are
compelling grounds

Mandato
ry

Internal
DSAR guidance
organisational and forms
process in the
MEnts

Mandato
ry

Internal
DSAR guidance
organisational and forms
process in the
MEnts

MENT KE5
- LR28
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

Legislati
on

Notes

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

for the processing
which override the
rights and interests
of the data subject
who objects to the
processing.

MENT KE5
- LR29

Rights
– GDPR,
Object
– Art. 21
direct
marketing

MEnts
have Mandato
processes enabling ry
individuals to object
to processing of
their data for direct
marketing purposes
(e.g.
offer
an
unsubscribe
link/button). After
receiving
an
objection request,
MEnts ensure that
personal data are no
longer processed for
marketing purposes.

Internal
organisational
process in the
MEnts

MENT
-LR30

Records

MEnts keep records Mandato
of
processing ry
activities.
All
information
required under Art.
30(1) is documented
in the records.

Internal
RoPa
organisational
process in the
MEnts

KE7
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

Legislati
on

Notes

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

MENT KE6
- LR31

Use
of GDPR,
processors Art. 28
–
data
processing
agreement

MEnts
entrusting Mandato
any
of
their ry
processing activities
to data processors
ensure that they sign
a Data Processing
Agreement
with
such
processors,
before
the
processing begins.
The Data Processing
Agreement includes
all the information
and clauses required
under Art. 28(3) of
the GDPR.

Contractual
Data processing
clauses with agreement
processors
Privacy clauses
Processing
outside of the
EEA guidance

MENT KE6
- LR32

Use
of GDPR,
processors Art. 28
– sufficient
guarantees

MEnts ensure that Mandato
they
only
use ry
processors providing
sufficient
guarantees
to
implement
appropriate
technical
and
organisational
measures
and
comply with the
GDPR.
Data
is
not
transferred
to
processors outside
the EEA unless one
of the conditions for
international
transfers in Chapter
V of the GDPR is met.

Pre-processing
internal
analysis by the
MEnts
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

Legislati
on

Notes

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

MENT
-LR33

KE8

Security

GDPR,
Art. 30

MEnts implement Mandato
organisational and ry
technical
security
measures that are
appropriate to the
risk
of
their
processing activities.

Internal
organisational
process in the
MEnts

Data security
policy
Privacy policies
Employee
policies
and
templates

MENT
-LR34

KE9

Data
breaches

GDPR,
Art. 33

MEnts
have Mandato
processes to identify ry
personal
data
breaches
and
notified their data
protection
supervisory
authority

Internal
organisational
process in the
MEnts

Data
breach
response plan
and record
Employee
policies
and
templates
Data security
policy

MENT
-LR35

KE1
2

Cookies
consent

- ePrivacy
Dir, Art.
5(3)
GDPR,
Art.
2(11)

MEnts
with
a Mandato
website/app require ry
consent before they
place cookies on the
user’s terminal (for
the types of cookies
for which consent is
needed
–
e.g.
analytics,
advertising).

Pre-processing Cookie policy
internal
and guidance
analysis by the Privacy policies
MEnts

Consent is obtained
through
an
affirmative act of the
user.
There is mechanism
allowing users to
opt-out at any time
to the use of cookies
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Req.
name

KE#

Subject

Mandato
ry/
Recommended

Type
of Covered by the
implementati implementatio
on
n
of
the
following
Operational
Requirement(s
)

MENT
-LR36

KE1
3

Cookies – eMEnts have a cookie Mandato
information Privacy
policy
in
their ry
Dir, Art. websites/apps.
5(3)
Cookie
policy
includes
all
information on types
of cookies placed
and purpose of use.

Pre-processing Cookie policy
internal
and guidance
analysis by the Privacy policies
MEnts
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Annex I-bis Table of required Operational Requirements for MEnts
General overview
Operational
Traditional
Requirement
MEnts
Consent
guidance Minimal
and forms

Digital MEnts
High

Cookie Policy

MEnts
processing
sensitive data
High

If website: Minimal High-Very high
– Basic
If no website: N/A
Data breach response Minimal-Basic
High-Very High
plan and record

If website: Basic – High
If no website: N/A

Data
plan

High-Very high

Basic-High

Data
processing Minimal-Basic
agreement guidance
and templates
Data security policy
Basic

Basic-High

High

High-Very high

Basis-High

DPO
appointment N/A
guidance
and
function description
(“ Data Protection
Officer” guidance and
function description)

Basic
Minimal
(It is likely that a DPO (It is unlikely that a DPO
must be appointed or must be appointed)
that a DPO will need to
be appointed in the
future)

DPIA template and N/A
guidance

Medium-High
(DPIAs likely need to be
performed from time
to time or on a regular
basis)
High-Very High

Minimal-Medium
(One or a few DPIA’s
likely need to be
performed)

High

No employees: N/A
Employees: High

High

High

management Minimal

DSAR guidance and Minimal-Basic
forms
(“Data Subject Access
Requests” guidance
and forms)
Employee
policies No employees: N/A
and templates
Employees:
Minimal
LIA template
N/A - Minimal
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Operational
Requirement
Minors guidance

Traditional
MEnts
N/A - Minimal

High

MEnts
processing
sensitive data
Very High

Obtaining personal N/A - Minimal
data via third parties
–
guidance,
templates
and
clauses

High

N/A - Minimal

Processing outside of Minimal - Basis
the EEA guidance

Basic - High

High

Privacy
templates

Basic

Basic

clauses Basic

Digital MEnts

Privacy Policies

Minimal-Basic

High-Very high

High-Very high

Retention policy

Minimal

Basic-High

Basic

RoPa
N/A-Minimal
(“Record
of
processing activities”)
Sensitive
data Minimal
guidance sheet

High

Basic

High

Very High

Website
and Basic
communication
guidance
and
templates

Basic

Basic
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Annex II Table of Smooth Platform legal requirements
Req.
ID
SPDev1

Subject

Legislation Notes

Material
scope

SPDev2

SPDev3

SPDev4

Lawfulness

SPDev5

30/09/2019

Mandatory/Recommended Type
of
implementation
GDPR, Art. Internal
Mandatory
Pre-processing
2
assessment of the
internal analysis
types of data to be
processed during
the
Platform’s
development, to
determine
the
processing or not
of personal data.
Internal
Mandatory
Pre-processing
assessment of the
internal analysis
types of data to be
processed during
the
Platform’s
development, to
determine
the
processing or not
of
sensitive
personal data.
Allocation
of Mandatory
Pre-processing
different roles and
internal analysis
responsibilities of
partners for data
processing
(controller,
processor,
joint
controllers).
GDPR,
There
is
an Mandatory
Pre-processing
Arts.
appropriate legal
internal analysis
5(1)(a), 6 basis
for
and 7
processing
operations during
the
Platform’s
development.
Where data is Mandatory
Informed
consent
processed on the
process
basis of consent,
processing
can
only
start
following a clear
affirmative act of
the
individual
concerned.
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Req.
ID
SPDev6

Subject

Legislation Notes

Mandatory/Recommended Type
of
implementation
Where data is Mandatory
Informed
consent
processed on the
process
basis of consent,
consent
is
informed
and
meets the GDPR
requirements for
valid consent.
Where data is Mandatory
Internal
processed on the
organisational
basis of consent,
process
there is a process
allowing
individuals
to
withdraw
their
consent.
Where data is Mandatory
Internal
processed on the
organisational
basis of consent,
process
there is a process
allowing
the
erasure
of
personal data of
individuals
who
withdraw
their
consent to the
processing.
Where data is Mandatory
Pre-processing
processed on the
internal analysis
basis of legitimate
interests,
processing
can
only
start
following a LIA
demonstrating
that the rights of
data subjects are
not overridden.
Where data is Mandatory
Internal
processed on the
organisational
basis of legitimate
process
interests, there is a
process allowing
individuals
to
object to the
processing.

SPDev7

SPDev8

SPDev9

SPDev10
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Req.
ID
SPDev11

Subject

Legislation Notes

Purpose
limitation

GDPR, Art.
5(1)(b)

SPDev13

Data
minimisation

GDPR, Art.
5(1)(c)

SPDev14

Accuracy

GDPR, Art.
5(1)(d)

SPDev15

Storage
limitation

GDPR, Art.
5(1)(e)

SPDev12

30/09/2019

Revision: 02

Mandatory/Recommended Type
of
implementation
(Sufficiently
Mandatory
Pre-processing
specified, explicit
internal analysis
and
legitimate)
purposes
have
been
identified
before the start of
processing
operations
Data may be Mandatory
Internal
further processed
organisational
by SMOOTH only
process
for
purposes
compatible with
the
original
collection purpose
and within the
reasonable
expectations
of
data subjects. A
purpose
compatibility
assessment needs
to be carried out
before any further
processing takes
place.
Personal
data Mandatory
Pre-processing
processed during
internal analysis
the
Platform’s
development are
limited to what is
necessary
to
accomplish
the
(specified)
purposes
of
processing.
There
are Mandatory
Internal
processes
to
organisational
record the source
process
of personal data
and to provide
data subjects the
right to rectify
their data.
The
consortium Mandatory
Pre-processing
defines
an
internal
analysis;
appropriate
Internal
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Req.
ID

Subject

SPDev16

SPDev17

Security

SPDev18
SPDev19

30/09/2019

Legislation Notes

Mandatory/Recommended Type
implementation
retention period
organisational
for personal data.
process
Personal data are
not stored for
longer than is
necessary
to
achieve
the
processing
purposes defined
by the consortium.
All personal data Mandatory
Internal
are anonymised or
organisational
securely deleted
process
after completion
of the project (end
of the SMOOTH
Platform
development
phase)
GDPR,
A prior assessment Recommended
Pre-processing
Arts.
of
the
risks
internal analysis
5(1)(f), 32 associated to the
and 34
processing is made
to establish the
risk levels and
define
precautionary
actions.
Physical and digital Mandatory
Internal
security measures
organisational
are implemented.
process
Data obfuscation Recommended
Internal
techniques
to
organisational
mitigate the threat
process
posed
by
accidental
disclosure of data
are implemented –
the
consortium
will consider the
techniques
of
cross-tabulation,
data swapping and
salting, depending
on the needs of
the database
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Req.
ID
SPDev20

SPDev21

SPDev22

SPDev23

SPDev24

Subject

Mandatory/Recommended Type
implementation
Exchange
of Mandatory
Internal
personal
data
organisational
among partners is
process
handled by a
separate sharing
service that is
secure and in
which data are
encrypted
to
ensure maximum
security
during
transmission.
Databases
Recommended
Internal
containing
organisational
sensitive personal
process
data
are
encrypted.
Personal data used Recommended
Internal
during
the
organisational
Platform’s
process
development are
destroyed
after
analysis:
data
marked
for
destruction
are
securely
erased
using the latest
industry standard
technique, such as
the
recommendations
of NIST 800-80 R1.
Personal
data Mandatory
Internal
breaches
are
organisational
notified to the
process
Spanish
Data
Protection Agency
where
required
under Art. 34
GDPR.
Accountability GDPR,
EURECAT as data Mandatory
Internal
Arts. 5(1), controller has the
organisational
28 and 30 responsibility to
process
ensure
and
demonstrate
compliance with
the GDPR.

30/09/2019
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Req.
ID

SPDev25

SPDev26

SPDev27

Subject

Mandatory/Recommended Type
implementation
Where
data Mandatory
Internal
processing
is
organisational
carried out by
process
other
partners
(processors)
or
third
parties
(processors or subprocessors) there
are
processing
contracts in place.
EURECAT as data Mandatory
Internal
controller
and
organisational
other
partners
process
involved in the
processing
of
personal data as
data processors
keep records of
processing
activities
as
required by Art.
30(1) and (2).
Data subjects GDPR,
Privacy policies are Mandatory
Internal
rights:
Arts. 13-14 established
to
organisational
information
ensure
that
process
personal data are
processed in a
manner
transparent to the
data
subjects.
Privacy
policies
include all the
information
required
under
Arts. 13 and 14,
are drafted in a
clear and concise
manner and are
easily accessible.
Data subjects GDPR, Art. There
are Mandatory
Internal
rights: access 15
processes enabling
organisational
individuals
to
process
obtain access to
their personal data
and to obtain a
free copy. Access
to personal data

30/09/2019
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Req.
ID

SPDev28

SPDev29

Subject

Legislation Notes

Mandatory/Recommended Type
implementation

must
not
negatively affect
the rights and
freedoms of other
individuals
–
therefore, there
should
be
processes to filter
out information
concerning other
persons.
Data subjects GDPR, Art. There
are Mandatory
rights:
16
processes enabling
rectification
individuals
to
rectify (directly) or
request
the
rectification
of
inaccurate
personal data.
Data subjects GDPR, Art. There
are Mandatory
rights:
17
processes enabling
erasure
individuals
to
request erasure of
their personal data
if:
- Individuals
withdraw
their
consent to
the
processing
- Individuals
object to
the
processing
and there
are
no
overriding
legitimate
grounds
for
processing
- Data is no
longer
necessary
for
the
purposes
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Req.
ID

SPDev30

SPDev31

SPDev32

Subject

Legislation Notes

Mandatory/Recommended Type
implementation

for which
they were
collected
and
processed.
There
are
processes
to
securely
delete
personal
data
from both live and
back-up systems.
Data subjects GDPR, Art. There
are Mandatory
rights:
18
processes enabling
restriction of
individuals
to
processing
request restriction
of
processing
where one of the
grounds
mentioned in Art.
18 GDPR applies.
Data subjects GDPR, Art. Where processing Mandatory
rights: data 20
is: i) based on
portability
consent and ii)
carried out by
automated means,
there
are
processes enabling
individuals
to
receive
their
personal data in a
commonly used
electronic form.
Data subjects GDPR, Art. There
are Mandatory
rights:
21
processes enabling
Object
individuals
to
object to the
processing carried
out by SMOOTH
on the basis of
‘legitimate
interests’.
SMOOTH
no
longer processes
this data unless
there
are
compelling
grounds for the
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Req.
ID

SPDev33

SPEXP1

SPEXP2

SPEXP3

Subject

Legislation Notes

processing which
override
the
interests
and
rights
of
the
particular
data
subject.
There
are
processes enabling
individuals
to
object
to
processing
for
direct marketing
purposes.
After
receiving
an
objection,
personal data are
not processed for
direct marketing
purposes.
Relationship
NA
Determine
the
in
data
project
partner
processing
that will take over
the
Platform’s
exploitation.
Project
partner
has the role of
processor,
processing
personal data on
behalf of MEnts’
using SMOOTH as
SaaS.
Data
GDPR, Art. There is a data
processing
28(3)
processing
clauses
agreement
between
the
partner
responsible
for
exploitation
(processor)
and
the MEnts wishing
to
use
the
SMOOTH Platform
(controllers). Data
processing clauses
have
to
be
accepted by the
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Req.
ID

SPEXP4

SPEXP5

SPEXP6

Subject

Legislation Notes

Mandatory/Recommended Type
implementation

MEnts as part of
the terms of use of
the Platform. They
include all the
information
required
under
Art. 28(3).
Records
of GDPR, Art. Partner
Mandatory
processing
30(2)
responsible
for
activities
exploitation,
as
data
processor,
keeps records of
processing
activities
as
required by Art.
30(2).
Security
GDPR,
Partner
Mandatory
Arts.
32 responsible
for
and 34
exploitation,
as
data
processor,
implements
appropriate
security measures.
Partner
Mandatory
responsible
for
exploitation,
as
data
processor,
immediately
notifies affected
MEnts in the event
of a personal data
breach and assists
them to fulfil their
notification
requirements
under Art. 34.

Internal
organisational
process

Internal
organisational
process

Internal
organisational
process

Annex III Quiz on TYPEFORM platform
All the questions and information shared with the respondents are specified in the following annex.
The objective was to verify the knowledge, micro-enterprises had on the GDPR but at the same
time to educate MEnts regarding key aspects of the GDPR. After answering to a question, the quiz
provided the explanation and the correct answer.
A) DATA PRIVACY TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
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For the purposes of the Quiz, FundingBox Accelerator Sp. z o.o. (with its registered office in Warsaw,
Poland, Al. Jerozolimskie 136) acts as a ‘data controller’. The purpose of the Quiz is to give the
SMOOTH Project Consortium (financed within Horizon 2020, GA 786742) an indication on European
Micro-enterprises’ level of knowledge of the GDPR. FundingBox will process the responses only to
create statistics.
To conduct the Quiz, FundingBox is using the services of TYPEFORM. TYPEFORM is a ‘data
processor’. Using TYPEFORM does not require you to register to its platform to complete the quiz.
Once respondents complete the quiz, FundingBox will only get the aggregated values – FundingBox
will not be able to link the results to a particular respondent.
TYPEFORM will collect and store the replies to the quiz from respondents' questionnaires. The
replies themselves should not contain any personal data, as in no place at the quiz we require you
to give us any personal information. TYPEFORM will however collect certain types of personal data,
notably usage data, device and application data (e.g. IP address, browser type and operating
system), information from cookies and page tags. TYPEFORM processes these data as ‘data
processor’ on behalf of FundingBox as the creator of the form and ‘data controller’. The personal
data are processed in order for TYPEFORM to be able to offer, improve and keep their services (to
FundingBox and other users in general) operational and secure.
TYPEFORM’s obligations when processing data of respondents are detailed in its privacy policy.
Please read TYPEFORM’s privacy policy and terms of use, both available at
https://admin.typeform.com/to/dwk6gt before starting the Quiz.
TYPEFORM uses certain cookies for the quiz, which to the best of our knowledge are necessary to
ensure the proper functioning of the quiz.
You can delete and/or block cookies at any time in common browsers. You can find information on
how to do that in the following links:
Internet Explorer: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-vista/block-or-allow-cookies
Safari: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201265
Chrome:
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en
Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/delete-cookies-remove-info-websites-stored
Opera: http://www.opera.com/help/tutorials/security/cookies/
Android:
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?co=GENIE.Platform%3DAndroid&hl=enGB&oco=1
Windows Phone: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows7/block-enable-or-allow-cookies
Blackberry: https://supportforums.blackberry.com/t5/Web-and-WebWorks-Development/Howto-Enable-browser-cookies-for-a-blackberry-browser/td-p/211133
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Participation in the Quiz is entirely voluntary. Please note, however, that once you submit the Quiz,
you may not be able to change and/or request the deletion of your results. This is because, as
explained above, FundingBox will not be able to link the results to a respondent.
By starting the quiz, you confirm that you read and understood the above terms as well as
TYPEFORM’s privacy policy and terms and conditions and you agree for the processing of your
personal data in accordance with them. *
Y I accept
N I don’t accept
B) LIST OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1.
A.
B.
C.

What does GDPR stand for? *
General Data Policy Regulation
General Data Portability Regulation
General Data Protection Regulation

Correct! The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) replaces the Data Protection
Directive 95/46/EC. It is a new act designed to harmonize data privacy laws across the EU, to give
individuals more control over their personal data and to reshape the way organizations across
the region approach data privacy.
2.
What type of companies, operating in an EU country, have to comply with the GDPR if
they deal with personal data of customers, employees, suppliers etc.?*
A.
B.
C.

Only large companies of more than 250 employees
Only large and medium-sized companies of more than 50 employees
All companies regardless of their size

Correct! The GDPR is not limited to large and medium-sized enterprises. The main criterion
triggering its applicability is whether or not a company processes personal data.
3.
If the company stores information about employees addresses, salaries and periodical
performance reviews: does it make it a subject to the GDPR?*
A.
Yes
B.
No
Correct! “Any processing of personal data is subject to the GDPR”
4.
A.
B.
C.
D.

What is NOT a personal data*
An individual’s personal email address
An individual’s work email address
A generic email address of company
An individual’s bank account
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E.
F.

A dynamic IP address
Cookies used on a website for advertising purposes

Correct! Personal data is any information that can identify a living natural person. A generic
company email address in principle does not allow you to identify a specific individual (unless it
is a one-man company). The GDPR does not apply to data about companies or other legal entities.
Information relating to companies and other legal persons, such as the Company Registration
Number, the company’s bank account or generic email address are not considered personal data.
5.
Under the GDPR, individuals have the right to obtain access to the personal data that the
company holds about them. The so-called ¨ right to access¨ requires companies, to provide
individuals with a series of information as well as a copy of the personal data processed. How much
time does a company have in order to reply to such a Data Subject Access Request? *
A.
B.
C.
D.

72 hours
1 month
3 months
6 weeks

Correct! According to Article 12(3) GDPR, controllers have to provide information on action taken
on an access request without undue delay and in any event within one month of receipt of the
request. In other words, there is a one-month deadline to respond.
6.
How much can your company charge for executing a Data Subject Access Request? *
A.
A maximum of 10 EUR per hour up to 10 hours, for the amount of time that a mid-level
employee takes to address the request
B.
A lump-sum fee of a maximum of 70 EUR
C.
In principle, there should be no charge
Correct! ! In most cases, companies cannot charge a fee to address an access request. Only where
the request is ‘manifestly unfounded or excessive’ you may charge a reasonable fee for the
administrative costs you will face for addressing the request. You can also charge a reasonable
fee if a person who has already submitted a request requests further copies (additional copies to
the one your company already provided). In that case, the fee must again be based on the
administrative costs you incurred for providing the further copies.

7.
Individuals now have a right, in certain circumstances, to have their personal data
deleted. This is also known as...*
A.
The right to withdraw consent
B.
The right to be forgotten
C.
The right to be informed
D.
The right to object
30/09/2019
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Correct!
8.
Which information does not have to be given to individual before an entity starts
processing their data?*
A.
B.
C.
D.

Why it needs to process the personal data (purpose of processing)
The names and contact details of the company
For how long it will store the personal data
The fee individuals have to pay if they want to withdraw their consent to the processing

Correct! Under the GDPR, individuals must be able to withdraw their consent to the processing
at any time and free of charge. It is actually illegal for a company to charge a fee for consent
withdrawals.
9.
Which of the following companies is NOT processing ‘sensitive personal data’?*
A.
A pharmacy keeping a register of medical notes prescribing medicines to individuals
B.
A consultancy offering services on political campaigns and fundraising keeping a register of
individuals emails and affiliation to political parties
C.
An employer keeping a register with information on each employee’s salary.
Correct! Article 9(1) GDPR includes an exhaustive list of personal data considered ‘sensitive’
under the GDPR. This list does not include data revealing an individual’s financial situation, such
as salaries.
10.
The GDPR requires companies to notify their Data Protection Authority if there is a data
breach. The so-called ‘data breach notification’ should be made within…*
A.
24 hours
B.
5 working days
C.
72 hours
D.
7,5 hours
Correct! Article 33(1) GDPR requires controllers to notify the personal data breach to the
supervisory authority without undue delay and, where feasible, not later than 72 hours. This
entails that in principle there is a 72-hour deadline for notification. Where the notification is not
made within 72 hours, your company needs to explain the reasons for the delay.
11.
Your company keeps a record of names and email addresses of job applicants who applied
for a recent vacancy. Does the GDPR apply to this processing activity? *
A.
Yes, the GDPR applies because your company processes personal data.
B.
No, the GDPR does not apply because these individuals do not yet work for your company.
Correct! The main criterion triggering the applicability of the GDPR is whether your company
processes personal data.
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12.
Any personal data that you collected and stored in your systems before 25th May 2018
are not be subject to the GDPR*
A.
True
B.
False
Correct! The GDPR came into effect on 25 May 2018. As of that date, companies have to ensure
that their processing operations comply with its requirements. This applies regardless of when
the personal data were initially collected.
13.
There are penalties if the organization does not comply with GDPR requirements. Which
of the following statements is correct? *
A.
Companies may face a fine of up to 20M EUR or 4% of global turnover, whichever is higher
B.
Companies may face a fine of up to 0,5M EUR
C.
Small companies with less than 10 employees are not subject to pecuniary sanctions but
only to ‘warnings’
Correct! This is the maximum fine that can be imposed according to Article 83 GDPR. It may be
imposed for the most serious infringements, such as when a company fails to comply with the
GDPR conditions for consent.

C) SCREENSHOT EXAMPLES:
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Annex IV Questionnaire on FundingBox Platform & Answers Compilation
Two sections were foreseen: one for the company’s data protection practices and functional
requirements from MEnts’ perspective for the SMOOTH platform and another to process personal
information of the applicant.

A) List of questions and results: Your company’s data protection practices and functional
requirements

1. Which of the following options best describes your company’s operations? (Choose only
one):
o A traditional business (e.g.: retail shop, real estate agency, repair shop, restaurant,
family business, etc.)
o A digital business
o An organization managing sensitive personal data* (e.g.: pharmacists, doctors,
psychologists, physiotherapists, services to LGBT community, money transfer
businesses oriented to immigrants, etc.)
*racial or ethnic origin, political opinion, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union
memberships, health conditions, sex life or sexual orientation, genetic or biometric
information:
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Results:

Which of the following options best describes your
company’s operations?
A traditional business

6% 18%

A digital business
An organization managing
sensitive personal data

76%

No answer

2. How many employees does your company have? (Choose only one):
o Less than 10 employees
o Between 10 – 50 employees
o Over 50 employees
o I am a self-employed person
Results:

How many employees does your company have?

6%

Less than 10 employees

6%

Between 10 – 50 employees

12%

Over 50 employees

76%

No answer
I am a self-employed person

3. Please
one):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
30/09/2019

indicate in which of the EU Member States your company is based. (Choose only
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
Other: Non-EEA State

Results:

Please indicate in which of the EU Member States your
company is based.
Other: Non-EEA State
Spain

6%
6%
6%

6%

Belgium

23%

Latvia

6%
6%
6%

Croatia

Bulgaria

17%
6% 12%

Ireland
France
Portugal
United Kingdom

4. Does your company collect, store or use personal data of any of these categories of
persons? (Select all relevant from list):
o Customers
o Potential customers
o Suppliers
o Employees
o Job applicants
30/09/2019
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o
o
o

Video surveillance
Website visitors (in case your company has a website)
Other (please indicate below)
*4.1 If your answer to the above question is OTHER, please indicate your answer:
Results:

5. Does your company get personal data directly from the individuals concerned or from any
third party like employment agencies, marketing agencies or others? (Choose only one):
o Directly from individuals
o From a third party
o Some data are collected directly from individuals and some are collected from third
parties
o I don’t know
Results:

Does your company get personal data directly from the
individuals concerned or from any third party like
employment agencies, marketing agencies or others?
From a third party

0%;
6%;0%
6%
35%; 35%
59%; 59%

Some data are collected
directly from individuals and
some are collected from
third parties
Directly from individuals
I don't know
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6. Does your company process any of the following types of data, which are considered
‘special categories of data’ or ‘sensitive data’ under the GDPR? (Select all relevant from
list):
o Data concerning an individual’s health
o Data concerning an individual’s sex life or sexual orientation
o Data revealing racial or ethnic origin
o Data revealing political opinions
o Data revealing trade union membership
o Genetic data
o Biometric data (e.g. fingerprints) for the purpose of uniquely identifying an individual
o I don’t know
Results:

Does your company process any of the following types of
data, which are considered ‘special categories of data’ or
‘sensitive data’ under the GDPR?
Data concerning an individual’s health

6%
6%
12%

Data concerning an individual’s sex life
or sexual orientation
Data revealing racial or ethnic origin

76%
Data revealing political opinions

7. When does your company rely on the individuals’ consent to process and store their
personal data? (Select all relevant from list) (Choose only one):
o We rely on consent for the processing of our customers’ personal data
o We rely on consent for the processing of our employees’ personal data
o We rely on consent for the processing of our suppliers’ personal data
o We rely on consent for the processing of job applicants’ personal data
o We rely on consent for our marketing and advertising strategies
o We do not rely on consent
o I don’t know
o Other
*7.1 If your answer to the above question is OTHER, please indicate your answer:
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Results:

8. Do you use informed consent documents to obtain the consent of your customers/
employees/ suppliers etc. to collect, store and otherwise process their personal data?
(Choose only one):
o Yes
o No
o I don’t know
Results:
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Do you use informed consent documents to obtain the consent
of your customers/ employees/ suppliers etc. to collect, store
and otherwise process their personal data?

18%
Yes
No

53%
29%

I don’t know

9. If your company relies on consent for any of its processing activities, please indicate how
you obtain the consent of individuals. (Select all relevant from list):
o Through an electronic form (e.g. ticking a box in our website, responding to an email)
o Through a printed form – we print and ask to sign an informed consent document
o Orally (e.g. via telephone)
o We ask consent as part of our terms and conditions
o We do not rely on consent
o I don’t know
o Other (please explain)
*9.1 If your answer to the above question is OTHER, please indicate your answer:
Results:
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10. Which of the following information is included in the forms/ documents you use to obtain
the consent of individuals? (Select all relevant from list):
o Your company’s name and contact details
o Why your company needs to process the personal data (purpose(s) of processing)
o The types of data that your company wants to collect and use (e.g. contact data,
financial data)
o That the individuals have a right to withdraw their consent
o That the personal data will be transferred to or processed by other entities, who also
wish to rely on the original consent
o We do not have informed consent forms
o I don’t know

Results:

11. Does your company rely on any of the following legal bases for the processing of personal
data of customers, employees, potential customers, suppliers, etc.? (Select all relevant
from list):
o Contract
o Legal obligation
o Legitimate interests
o Consent
o Public interests
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o

I don’t know

Results:

12. How do you store your customers’/ employees’/ suppliers’ etc. personal data? (Select all
relevant from list):
o Paper records (not electronic records)
o Electronic copy of paper records (e.g. pdf files or similar)
o Single file (e.g. Excel, Access, SQLite or similar)
o USB removable device or similar external storage
o Database as part of a commercial software (i.e. any management software)
o Database as part of a cloud-based software (i.e. any management software online)
o Database in my own server
o Database in a hosting or cloud service
o I don’t know
o Other (please specify others)
*12.1 If your answer to the above question is OTHER, please indicate your answer:
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Results:

13. Is there any copy or backup of personal data in a cloud service like Google Drive, Dropbox,
One Drive or any other web service? (Choose only one):
o Yes
o No
o I don’t know
Results:

Is there any copy or backup of personal data in a cloud service
like Google Drive, Dropbox, One Drive or any other web
service?

18%
41%

Yes
No
I don't know

41%
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14. Does your company apply some basic security measures like file or device encryption?
(Choose only one):
o Yes
o No
o I don’t know
Results:

Does your company apply some basic security measures
like file or device encryption?

24%
41%

I don't know
Yes
No

35%

15. Does your company have a website? (Choose only one):
o Yes
o No
Results:

Does your company have a website?

12%
Yes
No

88%

16. Does your company have a mobile app? (Choose only one):
o Yes
o No
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Results:

Does your company have a mobile app?

Yes

47%

53%

No

17. Is your company’s website and/or mobile app created by a third company? (Choose only
one):
o Yes
o No
o We do not have a website or mobile app
o I don’t know
Results:

Is your company’s website and/or mobile app created by a
third company?

6%
No

35%

Yes

59%
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18. Does your website include any of the following information? (Select all relevant from list):
o Terms of use
o Cookies policy
o Privacy policy
o We do not have a website
o I don’t know
Results:

19. Is the users/customers database or the website stored in a server or hosting service out of
your company? (Choose only one):
o Yes, inside EU
o Yes, outside EU
o Yes, unknown location
o No
o I don’t know
Results:
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Is the users/customers database or the website stored in a
server or hosting service out of your company?

12%

Yes, inside EU
Yes, outside EU

18%

47%

Yes, unknown location
No
I don’t know

23%

20. Does your company share any personal data to third parties, such as marketing agencies,
payroll management agencies, accounting agencies, payment gateways, security services
or others? (Choose only one):
o Yes
o No
o I don’t know
Results:

Does your company share any personal data to third parties,
such as marketing agencies, payroll management agencies,
accounting agencies, payment gateways, security services or
others?

No

47%

53%

Yes
I don't know

21. Has your company implemented the requirements on data protection established under
the GDPR? (Choose only one):
o No idea about all the GDPR requirements
o GDPR requirements are partially implemented
o GDPR requirements are fully implemented but not documented
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o

GDPR requirements fully implemented and documented

Results:

Has your company implemented the requirements on data
protection established under the GDPR?

6%

GDPR requirements are partially
implemented

6%

No idea about all the GDPR requirements

12%

76%

GDPR requirements are fully implemented
but not documented
GDPR requirements fully implemented and
documented

22. Which of the following options would your company choose to assess and verify whether
it is compliant with the GDPR? (Select all relevant from list):
o Subcontracting a law firm or consultancy to verify your processes
o Following a course to obtain the required expertise to deal with data protection
elements within your company
o Low-cost online solution to evaluate your compliance with the GDPR
Results:
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23. In case of using the online tool, you will need to register in the platform, answer some
questions to provide some context on your business and upload some sample data of your
customers’/ employees’ database to allow the platform to automatically run the selfvalidation. Please indicate, how much time would you consider reasonable to complete this
process? (Choose only one):
o Maximum 15 minutes
o Maximum 30 minutes
o Any time that is needed to ensure that the online tool has enough information to
generate the self-validation report

Results:

In case of using the online tool. Please indicate, how much time
would you consider reasonable to complete this process?

Maximum 30 minutes

12%

6%
47%

35%

Any time that is needed to ensure that the
online tool has enough information to
generate the self-validation report
Maximum 15 minutes

24. The online tool would require some time to generate an ad-hoc report for your company.
Please indicate, how much time would you consider reasonable to receive your ad-hoc
report? (Choose only one):
o 1 hour
o 1 day
o 1 week
o 1 month
Results:
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The online tool would require some time to generate an adhoc report for your company. Please indicate, how much time
would you consider reasonable to receive your ad-hoc report?
1 hour

6%

12%
1 day
1 week

41%
41%

1 month
No answer

25. How much would your company be willing to pay every time it wants to obtain the ad-hoc
report? (Choose only one):
o < €50
o < €100
o < €200
o < €500
Results:

How much would your company be willing to pay every time it
wants to obtain the ad-hoc report?

12%

< €50

6%

< €100
< €200

17%
65%

No answer
< €500

26. Please indicate for which GDPR documents your company would like to have
examples/templates that you can easily adjust to the context of your company’s activities.
(Select all relevant from list):
o Informed consent form
o Privacy notice
o Privacy notice for my website
o Cookies policy
o Controller-processor agreement
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o
o
o

Records of processing activities
Data breach notification form to the Data Protection Authority and to the individuals
concerned
I don't know

Results:

B) Processing of personal data

C) SMOOTH Community – Privacy policy
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Moreover, a privacy policy was set for the SMOOTH community. The link to the privacy policy can
be found here: https://smooth.fundingbox.com/pages/privacy
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